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ABSTRACT  

The dynamic response of the surface of an elastic 

half-space, excited by either a concentrated vertical or 

tangential force, was considered. Computed results for 

different values of Poisson's ratio are given and some 

are compared with the work of other investigators. 

By using the point force method the dynamic response 

of a rigid massless footing of arbitrary shape on the 

surface of an elastic half-space medium was numerically 

determined. This technique was applied for determination 

of forced vibrations of square and rectangular (side ratio 

of 2) rigid massless bases for three modes of vertical, 

horizontal and rocking vibration. Comparison is made with 

other published data whenever available. 

The solutions for a rigid massless base were used, 

and by employing the impedance matching technique the 

three pure modes of vibration of massive rectangular 

foundations were considered. Also the effect of various 

Poisson's ratio for the medium, mass and size of foundation 

on the non-dimensional frequency response were determined, 

in graphical form for design purposes. 

The solution for these modes was extended to develop 

a solution to the dynamics of simultaneous horizontal and 

rocking motions of a rectangular body. The variation of 

frequency response of a square block with changes in some 

of the important parameters were considered in the above 

problem. 
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The interaction of two rectangular foundations founded 

on the surface of an elastic half-space was also considered. 

Since the response of the two bases is dependent on many 

different parameters, only discrete results for the 

frequency response of two similar square bases, in two 

cases are provided. In the first case one foundation was 

excited by a vertical harmonic force while the other was 

passive, and in the second case both foundations were 

excited by similar harmonic forces which were applied in 

the vertical direction. It should be noted that a computer 

program for this analysis can provide the effects of many 

different parameters on the response of the two bases. 

Finally a finite model for an elastic half-space was 

built and the static and dynamic characteristics and limi-

tations for the performance of this model were checked. 

Also the two important elastic properties of shear modulus 

and Poisson's ratio were measured both by static and 

dynamic tests. 

In order to verify the present theoretical results 

some experiments were carried out. The comparisons 

between the experimental and predicted results ,shows that 

the theory gives a very good estimation for the resonant 

frequency of different sizes of foundation. 
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General Notation  

A 	= contact area of the foundation 

AA 	
= contact area of the active foundation 

. 
A. 	= area of the 3 1th  sub-region 
3 

Cd w 
a 	= frequency factor 7,-- 

2 
ao 	

= resonant frequency factor 

b 	= mass ratio associated with mass trans- 

lations --T 
pCd 

b' 	= inertia ratio associated with mass rotation 

I  

pC2d5  

C 	= half length of the rectangular bases 

Cl 	
= velocity of dilatation wave 

C2 	
= velocity of shear wave 

D, 	= radius of the i 	circular base of c for the 
1 ith rectangle 

{d} 	= displacement vector for two bases 

E 	= Young's modulus 

exp 	= used for base of natural logarithms 

F 	= horizontal applied force in simultaneous 

horizontal and rocking motion 

F. 	= force at centre of jth  subregion 

FH,Fv 	= exciting forcesfor pure horizontal and 

vertical translation 

Fx,F 	= tangential and vertical point forces on 

the surface of the medium 

(FH1 + iFH2) 	
= complex displacement functions for the 

(r  vi 	iFv2) 	three modes of horizontal, vertical and 

(FR1 + iFR2) 	rocking vibration 

(F1  + iF2 )aa 	
= complex displacement functions for 

vibration of the passive base due to a 

vibration of the active base 



F(x) 	= Rayleigh wave function 

[F]p 	= influence coefficients matrix for the 

massless passive base 

{F} 	= vector of applied forces 

fn 	= resonant frequency 

f(x) 	= conjugate of F(x) 

G 	= shear modulus 

g 	= acceleration of gravity 

H.. 	= 	r../d 13 	13 
( Hn
2) 
 (x) 	= third kind of Bessel function of x (Hankel 

function) 

= h/C 

h 	= height of mass centre of the block, also 

defined as rQ1 in Chanters 3 and 4 

I 	= mass moment of inertia about the rotational 

axis 

= second moment of area about x axis 

= unite matrix 

= i= T 
= first kind of Bessel function 

= ro2 

= an unknown real dimensionless parameter 

for a force at the centre of the jth  subregion 

LH'LR'Lv 

m 

= input power requirement for horizontal, 

rocking and vertical vibration of blocks 

= mass of the block 

= mass matrix for equation of motion of two 

bodies 

= number of nodal points in a massless base 

M 

[M] 



Nl,N2 	= number of subregions on active and passive 

bases 

n 	= number of subregions in a massless base 

p 	= circular frequency, also variable in 

Fourier domain 

q 	= variable in Fourier domain 

Re(z) 	= operator indicating real part of complex 

variable z; 

RH,RR,Rv 	= reaction forces for horizontal, rocking 

and vertical vibration of massless base 

{R}a 	= reaction forces vector for the active base 

{R} 	= reaction forces vector for two bases 

r 	= distance between a point on the surface of 

medium and applied force 

r..13 	
= distance between i

th corner and j
th 

centre 

on subregions 

T 	= exciting torque for the rocking vibration 

TR 	
= reaction torque for the rocking vibration 

t 	= time 

U,V,W 	= surface displacements in three directions of 

x,y,z 

UR,VR,WR 	
= free wave displacements of surface in three 

directions of x,y,z 

U, ,V. 	= tangential and vertical displacementsof 
13 13 

1 	corner due to a force at centre of the 

.th ] subregion 

U1.,V.1 	
= tangential and vertical displacements of 

.-th 
1 	corner due to forces at all centres 

U,V ,W 
	

displacements of medium in x,y,z directions 



u,v,w 	= complex double Fourier transformsof u,v,w 

U o  ,Vo 	
= horizontal and vertical displacements of 

massless base 
• • 
Uo,V0 	= horizontal and vertical velocities of mass- 

less base 

U 
g 
 ,V
g 	

= horizontal and vertical displacements of 

mass centre 

u3,u4' 	= displacement functions for surface displace- 

v3,v4, 	ment of medium due to the vertical point 

w3'w4 	force 

u31,u41, 	= displacement functions for surface displace- 
_ 
u32,u42, 	ment of medium due to the tangential point 

v3,v4 	force 

x,y,z 	= forces per unit volume of cubic element in 

x,y and z directions 

= displacements of the ith corner of passive 

xRi,yRi,zRi, base in x, y and z directions due to hori- 

xvi,yvi,zvi  zontal, vertical and rocking vibration of 

the active base 

= displacements of the passive base in x, y xpyp,zp  

and z directions 

x,xCG 	
= horizontal displacements of contact surface 

and mass centre of block in simultaneous 

motion 

Y
n
(x) 	= second kind of Bessel function of x 

Z 	= impedance 	force  
(velocity' 



a 

aR 

R 

r (x) 

= (c2 	h2) 

= (c 2 	k2).2 

= (K2 - h2)1/2 

. (K2 - k2)1/2 

= Gamma function of the variable x 

= h/k 

• shear strain on plane i and in j direction 

• two dimensional Dirac delta function 

K = knr 

C.. 	= linear strain in the "i" direction 

= volumetric strain of elastic body 

r 	= non dimensional Rayleigh pole 

00 	= angular rotation of footing about a hori- 

zontal axis 

0 	= angular rotation of passive footing about a 

horizontal axis 

X 	= Lame's constant 

= -- 
CF 

= Poisson's ratio 

= 3.14159 

p 	= density 

Ps 	= density of the medium 

Pb 	= density of the rigid rectangular block 

a.. 	= normal stress in the "i" direction 11 

a 	= constant normal stress 

T.. 	= shear stress on plane i and in direction j 

T 

13 

= constant shear stress 

= angular rotation of rigid rectangular block 

about its C.G. in simultaneous horizontal 

and rocking motion.  
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= 	(pc 

= phase angle between parameters i and j 

= circular frequency in Chanters 2, 3 and 4 

Q1 	 = St/Cl 
Q
2 	= 0/C2 

w 	= circular frequency 

w.1 	= elastic rotation about i axis 

Q2 	- 
	 a2 	32 
Laplacian operator (V2  = -- + --- +  32 

axe 	aye 	Dz2  
for Cartesian coordinates) 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Objectives of the Present Work  

The possible occurrence of extreme dynamic excitation, 

either natural or man made, poses a special problem when 

designing foundations. Severe cases can vary from the 

trains of waves due to moving vehicles to the vibration of 

machine foundations, and from a nuclear reactor excited by 

an earth tremor to the stability and oscillation of towers, 

dams, etc. In all these cases the estimation of the 

dynamic response is vital when designing foundations subject 

to dynamic forces. However the value of mathematical 

analyses depends entirely on how well the mathematical 

model simulates the real foundation behaviour. 

Over the past two or three decades our ability to 

analyse mathematical models of foundation dynamics has been 

improved by the use of different analytical and num-erical 

techniques. In most of these analyses it is not uncommon 

to assume that the footing is rigid and the medium is an 

homogeneous elastic half space. Much effort has been ex-

pended in developing procedures and computer programs to 

tackle the practical problems that arise in this field. 

However some of the important problems such as modes of 

vibration for non circular footingswere not treated in a 

satisfactory manner and significant deficiencies remain in 

most of the previous analyses. 
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One of the main objectives of this work was the develop-

ment of a numerical technique to solve the dynamic responses 

of foundations on the surface of an homogeneous elastic 

half space medium which was subjected to external harmonic 

forces. In this investigation the three different pure 

oscillation modes of vertical,horizontal and rocking of 

foundations were considered. Special attention was paid to 

the dynamic response of rectangular bases. Also the vari-

ation of these responses with changes in the important 

parameters of base and media, such as size of foundation, 

mass of foundation, shear modulus and Poisson's ratio of 

the various media was investigated. For this purpose the 

dynamic response of massless bases was studied and by 

employing the impedance matching technique the frequency 

response of a massive base is given. 

The appropriate analysis for rigid massless footings 

is based on the theory of surface displacement of a homo-

geneous elastic half space due to harmonic normal and 

tangential concentrated force on the surface. This problem, 

so called Lamb's (1904) problem, was solved to obtain the 

numerical results to deal with the dynamics of massless 

footings. 

The solution of the response of massive footings then 

led to the more practical problem of simultaneous horizontal 

and rocking oscillation of a square base, where the effect 

of a few important factors on its dynamic response was 

investigated. 
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Finally a theoretical analysis was made for the inter-

actions of foundations resting on the surface of a 

homogeneous elastic half space medium. Due to mathematical 

difficulties, this problem has been neglected in the soil 

dynamics field until recently when a few investigators 

have given limited attention to it. In the present work 

this problem of two rectangular foundations separated by a 

certain distance is reviewed and a mathematical model is 

developed. In the model it was assumed that the displace-

ments of each base are due to its own vibration plus a 

component of the displacement of the base due to the reaction 

forces at the other base. Also in the analysis each base 

was allowed to oscillate in the vertical and horizontal 

directions and rotate about the horizontal direction. 

A laboratory model was built to simulate infinite 

homogeneous elastic media. This was used in an attempt to 

experimentally verify some of the theoretical results. 

1.2 Previous Work  

1.2.1 Lamb's problem for oscillatory point forces  

In the field of the propagation of disturbances on the 

surface of an elastic half space, the first mathematical 

attempt was made by Lamb (1904). He gave an integral re-

presentation for the vertical and radial displacements of 

the surface of the medium due to a vertical concentrated 

harmonic force. Evaluation of these integrals involves 

considerable mathematical difficulties, due to the 

evaluation of a Cauchy principal integral and certain 

infinite integrals of the oscillatory integrands. Nakano 
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(1930) considered the same problem for a normal and tan-

gential force distribution at the surface. Barkan (1962) 

presented a series solution for the evaluation of integrals 

for the vertical displacement of the surface caused by a 

surface vertical force,which was given by Shekhter (1948). 

Pekeris (1955a), (1955b) gave a greatly simplified solution 

to this problem, when the surface motion is produced by a 

vertical point load varying with time, like the Heaviside 

function, for a Poisson's ratio of 0.25. Elorduy et al 

(1967) developed this solution by applying Duhamel's integral 

numerically 	to obtain the harmonic response of the 

surface of a medium for a vertical harmonic point force. 

Heller and Weiss (1967) studied the far field ground motion 

due to a vertical energy source on the surface of the 

ground. 

Among the investigators who considered the three 

dimensional problem for a tangential point force, Chao 

(1960) presented an integral solution to this problem for an 

applied force of the Heaviside unit function. A few authors 

have given integral solutions to a class of three dimensional 

pulse propagation problems such as Papadopulus (1963), 

Aggarwal and Ablow (1967). 

1.2.2 Dynamics of a foundation on an elastic half space  

medium 

The first attempt to solve the vertical vibration of 

a massive circular base on the surface of an elastic medium 

was made by Reissner (1936). He developed Lamb's (1904) 

problem for the propagation of a uniform stress distribution 
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on the surface of the medium in order to establish a 

theory for evaluating the steady state dynamic response to 

the vertical vibration of circular footings. He calculated 

the displacement of the centre of the base and introduced 

the amplitude of vibration in terms of non dimensional 

parameters. It has been shown that his results over-

estimated the amplitude due to his consideration of the 

displacement of the centre of the base. Later he and 

Sagoci (1944) gave a static solution for the torsional 

oscillation of a disc on the medium. Miller and Pursey 

(1954) consideredthevertical response of a circular base 

to forces uniformly distributed on the contact surface. 

Quinlan (1953) and Sung (1953) independently extended 

Riessner's approach to solve the problem of vertical vib-

ration of circular and infinitely long rectangular footings. 

In their analysis they considered the three different stress 

distributions ie uniform, parabolic and that produced by 

a rigid base in the static case on the contact area. They 

showed that the vibration characteristics of semi-infinite 

media effectively vary with the mode of distribution and 

other factors. Arnold et al (1955) considered the four 

vibrational modes of vertical, horizontal, torsional and 

rocking ofacircular base on the surface of elastic media.  

By assuming a static stress distribution for all modes they 

evaluated the dynamic responses for these modes by means 

of an averaging technique. They verified this work with 

experimental results from a finite model for infinite 

media. Bycroft (1956) followed the same approach for 

four modes of vibration by determining a complex function 
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to represent the in-phase and out of phase components of 

displacement of a rigid massless circular plate. Later 

(1959) he'carried out some tests to ratify his previous 

theoretical work. 

Based on the theoretical work for the response of a 

massless circular plate, Hsieh (1962) was able to present 

an equivalent mass-spring-dashpot system for all four modes 

of oscillation. However all the dynamic terms in the single 

degree of freedom model are functions of components of the 

complex displacement function. This means that they are 

frequency dependent. Following the Hsieh approach Lysmer 

(1965) provided constant frequency independent values for 

equivalent spring and damping constants. The idea of an 

equivalent mass-spring-dashpot system for the rigid mass 

on the surface of half space has attracted many investi-

gators such as Lysmer and Richart (1966), Weissmann (1966), 

Whitman and Richart (1967), Hall (1967), Veletsos and 

Wei (1971), Roesset et al (1973), Oner and Janbu (1975), 

Hall et al (1975), Veletsos (1975), etc. 

Harding and Sneddon (1945) and Sneddon (1951) gave a 

static solution for a rigid circular punch nressed into 

an elastic half snace. By use of the Hankel transform in 

their analysis the appropriate mixed boundary value problem 

was reduced to a pair of dual integral equations 

representing the stress distribution and uniform dis-

placement under the rigid punch. 
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Various investigations have been made to extend this 

static solution for corresponding dynamic problems. 

Awojobi and Grootenhuis (1965) and Awojobi (1966), (1969), 

(1971) and (1972) used the Hankel transform to redefine the 

complete dynamic problem to dual integral equations. They 

gave an analytical solution for the static case and a 

complete dynamic solution for the vertical and torsional 

oscillations of a circular body,and also the vertical and 

rocking modes of an infinitely long strip. The evaluation of 

stress distributions and uniform displacements was based 

on the extension of the dual integral equation of Titchmarsh 

(1937) and a method of successive approximations. Robertson 

(1966), (1967) followed the same procedure and reduced the 

dual integral equations into a Fredholm integral equation 

and gave a series solutions to these integrals for the 

vertical and torsional response of a rigid circular disc. 

Gladwell (1968a), (1968b) and (1969) like the others, 

restricted his solution of the mixed boundary value problem 

for a circular base alone on the medium. He solved the 

integral equations and presented the displacements of four 

different modes of vibration in terms of a series. 

Karasudhi et al (1968) treated the vertical, hori-

zontal and rocking oscillations of a rigid strip footing by 

reducing the dual integral equations into the Fredholm 

integral equations. 

Housner and Castellani (1969) conducted an analytical 

solution based on the work done by the total dynamic force 
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and determined the weighted average vertical displacement 

for a cylindrical body. To study the displacement of the 

free surface due to four different modes of vibration for 

a cylindrical body, Richardson (1969) followed Bycroft's 

method and provided a solution to this problem. Luco and 

Westmann (1971) solved the mixed boundary value problems 

for four modes of vibration of a massless circular base, 

by reducing the dual integral equations to the Fredhoim 

integral equations. They calculated the complex displace-

ment functions for a wide range of frequency factor. The 

same procedure was followed by them (1972) for the deter-

mination of the response of a rigid strip footing for three 

modes of vertical, horizontal and rocking vibration. The 

problem of the vibration of a circular base was also treated 

by Veletsos and Wei (1971) for horizontal and rocking 

vibrations. Recently Bycroft (1977) presented an approxi-

mate solution extending his earlier solution to determine 

the complex displacement functions for higher values of 

frequency factors. 

Veletsos and Verbic (1974) introduced the vibration 

of a viscoelastic foundation and Clemmet (1974) included 

hysteretic damping in the Richardson solution. Luco (1976) 

provided a solution for a rigid circular foundation on a 

viscoelastic half space medium. 

These problems for rigid circular bases have also been 

considered numerically by many other investigators such as 

Duns and Butterfield (1967), Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer (1969) 

and Seed et al (1975). However these solutions have not 
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been generalized to cover all modes of vibration due to 

numerical limitations. 

All these considerations are based on the circular or 

infinitely long strip footing. Very few investigators 

have paid attention to the dynamic responses of a limited 

size of rectangular foundations, due to the difficulty of 

the asymmetric problem. 

Thomson and Kobori (1963) and Kobori et al (1966a), 

(1966b), (1968), (1970) and (1971) considered the dynamic 

response of rectangular bases. They provided computational 

results for components of complex displacement function by 

assuming a uniform stress distribution at the contact area 

of base and medium. Their analyses were for elastic half 

space, viscoelastic half space and layered viscoelastic 

media. Elorduy et al (1967) introduced a numerical tech-

nique based on the uniform displacements for a number of 

points on the contact surface of the rectangular footings. 

In their analyses they employed an approximate solution 

for the surface motionofa.medium due to a vertical point 

force. They gave complex displacement functions for 

vertical and rocking modes for different ratios of length 

to width (so called side ratio) of rectangular footing. 

By extending the Bycroft idea of equivalent circular dynamic 

response to a rectangular base Tabiowo (1973) and Awojobi 

and Tabiowo (1976) gave a solution to this problem. They 

also introduced another solution by super imposing the 

solution of two orthogonal infinitely long strips and gave 

displacement at the intersection of these strips for 
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different frequencies. Recently Wong and Luco (1976) and 

(1978) solved this problem for the three modes of vertical, 

horizontal and rocking vibrations. They used Kobori et al 

results for elastic half space to give an approximate 

solution to footing which was divided into a number of 

square subregions. They assumed that the stress distribution 

for each subregion was uniform and that all the subregions 

experienced equal displacement. 

A different solution based on the subgrade reaction 

method is also given by many investigators such as Terzaghi 

(1943), (1955), Barkan (1962), Girard (1968), etc. These 

solutions have been compared with the results of an equi-

valent mass-spring-dashpot system by the Author (1975) and it 

was found that there was reasonable agreement only for the 

estimation of the resonant frequency of the footings. 

1.2.3 Coupled horizontal and rocking vibration of foundations  

In the analyses for pure rocking or the horizontal 

mode it is usual to assume that the medium is rigidly 

stiff for either shear or compression. However it is known 

from soil characteristics that 'it can resist elastically 

for both applied compression and shear. Therefore the 

problem of horizontal or rocking motion of massive footing on the 

surface of elastic half space media should be considered 

as a coupled motion. 

To the author's knowledge an exact solution to the 

boundary value problem for the coupled motion has not been 

Published. However an approximate solution for circular 

and infinitely long strips is given. Another approximate 



solution is based on the simultaneous horizontal and 

rocking motions. 

Hall (1967) is among the early investigators who used 

the solution for pure sliding and rocking of circular bases. 

He followed the Hsieh (1962) approach in deriving the 

equations of simultaneous motion and gave numerical results 

for certain cases. Richart and Whitman (1967) compared the 

previous experimental results of Fry (1963) with a similar 

prediction that Hall introduced for a circular base. They 

found that their comparisons are reasonably good and they 

explained their results. Karasudhi et al (1968) and Luco 

and Westmann (1972) provided an approximate solution to 

the problem of the coupled motion of an infinitely long 

rigid strip. Veletsos and Wei (1971) introduced an approxi-

mate solution to evaluate the stiffness and the damping 

coefficient for a massless rigid circular footing. They 

also compared these coefficients with their corresponding 

value for simultaneous motion. Ratay (1971) considered 

simultaneous motion when the circular base is excited by a 

harmonic horizontal force. He studied the effect of the 

variations of a few important factors on the frequency 

response curve. Beredugo and Novak (1972) studied the 

simultaneous motion of a circular base when it is embedded 

in the surface of a homogeneous elastic medium. 

Using the finite lumped parameter model for circular 

embedded foundation, Krizek and Gupta (1972) gave a solution 

to this problem. Clemmet (1974) improved the horizontal 

translation mode and considered the rocking displacement 
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of the base due to a horizontal force. Wolf (1975) and 

many others studied the practical problem of soil-structure 

interaction by allowing simultaneous motion for circular 

foundations. 

Up to now no mathematical solution based on the half 

soace theory is given for the simultaneous motion of a 

rectangular base. However there exists a certain amount 

of work in this field which is based on the sub grade 

reaction method. Barkan (1962) and Girard (1968) pre-

sented solutions for simultaneous motion using the latter 

approach for a rectangular base. 

1.2.4 Interactions between two foundations  

Up to the present time only a little attention has 

been paid to the dynamic problem of foundations on the 

surface of a homogeneous elastic half space. The avail-

able solutions are limited to the two dimensional problem 

of a circular or infinitely long strip and also for found- 

ations which are very far apart. 	Iljitchov (1967) 

introduced this problem and gave a rather poor estimation 

of the effect of vertical vibration of one foundation on 

the other. 

This problem was considered in detail by Richardson 

(1969) , (1971) and Warburton et al (1971) and (1972). 

They studied the dynamic responses of two circular bases 

and provided numerical results for the problem of active 

and passive bases. Their solution was based on averaging 

techniques for the, displacements of both footings. The 

above results were developed by Lee and Wesley (1973)to 
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give a solution to the dynamic responses of a group of 

flexible structures on the surface of an elastic half 

space medium. MacCalden and Matthiesen (1973) presented 

theoretical and experimental results for far field bases. 

Clemmet (1974) used the same principle that Richardson 

employed. He improved the solution to this problem by 

including his solution for horizontal and rocking motion of a 

e 
circular base and hystertic damping of the media. Clemmet 

verified his solution for the vibration of passive and 

active bases with the experimental results of Tabinwo 

(1973). Snyder, Shaw and Hall (1975) employed a two 

dimensional finite element method to study this problem 

for circular and infinitely long rigid strip bases. 

1.2.5 Experimental study  

Many different laboratory and in-situ experiments 

have been carried out in this field. These experimental 

works can be divided into two main groups. First, the 

measurement of the shear modulus of the elastic media and 

secondly, to obtain the frequency response of the bases on 

the surface due to the different modes of vibration. 

In measurement of media shear modulus various tech-

niques have been developed by many investigators. Among 

the later workers Awojobi (1964) employed refraction and 

reflection surveys. Jones (1958), (1959) measured the 

velocity of Rayleigh waves to evaluate the shear modulus. 

Maxwell and Fry (1967) measured the velocity of shear and 

compression waves to determine the shear modulus and 

Poisson ratio. Yutak Ohta et al (1978) measured the 
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velocity of shear waves with a standard penetration test. 

Stokoe and Richart (1974) and Beeston and McEvilly (1977) 

measured the velocity of shear waves using cross-hole tests. 

The calculated response characteristic of vertical vibration 

of a rigid circular footing was used by Jones (1958). 

Dawance and Guilot (1963), Grootenhuis and Awojobi (1965). 

All the above research was conducted on in-situ experi-

ments. However many laboratory tests have also been devised. 

Hardin and Drnevich (1972a), (1972b), Cunny and Fry (1973) 

recommended resonant column tests. Lawrence (1965), Taylor 

and Hughes (1965) used a pulse technique to measure shear 

modulus. Theirs and Seed (1968), Kovacs et al (1971) used 

a cyclic simple shear test for low frequency cyclic loading. 

Also Kovacs et al (1971) measured shear modulus and the 

damping ratio of the soil at very small strains by recording 

the free response of the vertical vibration of a circular 

footing. 

Only a few experiments have been performed to 

determine the frequency response of a footing or footings 

on the surface of an elastic half space. This is due to 

the difficulty of creating a suitable environment for the 

field test and of establishing a finite model for an 

infinite elastic medium. 

Jones (1958) , Kanai and Yoshizawa(1961) , Bycroft (1959). 

Dawance, Guilot (1963) and Awojobi (1964) presented some 

experimental frequency responses for a circular footing in 

the field. 
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Eastwood (1953) , Arnold et al (1955) , Chae (1967), 

Tabiowo (1973) established a finite model for a half space 

and did some tests on the dynamic response for a circular 

base. Eastwood (1953) and Tabiowo (1973) gave a number 

of experimental results for the response of a rectangular 

base, but Eastwood did not determine the dynamic elastic 

constants. Kanai and Yoshizawa (1961) tested actual 

buildings for the rocking mode. 

In the case of two circular footings founded on an 

elastic medium MacCalden (1973) gave some results for the 

vibrations of active and passive circular bases using 

outdoor tests. 
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CHAPTER 2  

FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS AND SOLUTIONS  

FOR THE SURFACE MOTION OF AN ELASTIC HALF SPACE  

DUE TO AN EXTERNAL HARMONIC DISTURBANCE 

In this part the propagation of a harmonic disturbance 

on the surface of an elastic half space is considered. The 

elastic media is assumed to be isotropic, continuous and 

infinite. 

Although this subject has been treated in many references 

such as Lamb (1904), Timoshenko and Goodier (1951), Sneddon 

(1951), Ewing and Jardetzky (1957)and many others, it may be 

appropriate to develop the equations from the first principles. 

2.1 Derivation of Equations of Motion  

The equations of motion for an elastic half space 

medium can be obtained by deriving the equilibrium equations 

for an infinitessimal element in terms of the applied stresses. 

This element assumed as a rigid body with an applied ortho-

gonal stress system Fig. 2.1. 

The equilibrium equations for the element can be ex-

pressed by writing Newton's second law in three directions. 

These equations are: 

o 	DT 	BT 
ZZ 	XZ 	yz 	2w 

+ 	+ 	± .3_ = p  	 (2.1a) 
az 	ax 	Dy 	at2 

(2.1b) 

Da 

XX 
	

DT
y x + 

3T Zx 	a2u 
	 + 	+ x = 0  	(2.1c) 
Dx 	Dy 	Dz 	

ate 

as 	aT 
YY 	xy 	i_y=0 B2v  

yDx 	Dz 	3t2 
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Fig.2.1 System of stresses on an infinitesimal 
cubic element in the elastic medium.  
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Stress-Strain Relation  

For an homogeneous isotronicmaterial, i.e. a material 

having the same properties in all directions, Hooke's Law 

can be written 

	

1 [ 	- v(a 	+ a d 	(2.2a) xx f xx 	zz YY 

	

 
6YY = E 

r 	
v(azz 	axx)] 	(2.2.b) 

1  zz E 
razz 

	

- v(axx + 
YY

)] 	(2.2c) 

adding these equations gives: 

E(cxx + c
YY 
 + c zz  ) = (1 - 2v) (axx 

+ a
YY 

 + a zz) 

(2.3) 

having put azz  + a
YY 
 from Equation 2.2a in Equation 2.3 and 

simplifying, then gives: 

a xx 
Ev  

(1 + v)(1 - 2v)- 
E   (1 + v) xx 

(2.4) 

i.e. 

a
XX 

= XE + 2G EXX 

	

following the same procedure 	and azz  become 

a 	= Xc + 2G c 
YY 	YY 

azZ  = A6  + 2G c  zz 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

(2.5c) 

The familiar equations relating shear stresses with 

strains are: 

T  xy 

Tyz 

Tzx 

= 

= 

= 

T 
yx 

T
zy  

T 
xz 

= 

= 

= 

G yxy 

G yyz 

G y 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

(2.6c) 
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Strains in Terms of Displacements  

Since strains generally vary from point to point, the 

mathematical definitions of strain must relate to an in-

finitesmal element. Consider an element in the x-y plane 

Fig. 2.2. During straining point A experiences displacements 

u and v in the x and y directions. Displacements of other 

points are also shown in Fig. 2.2. 

laer e 
f  )11 

Lix  = 	t 	40. X 
cox 

Fig. 2.2 Elastic deformation of the cubic 
element in the x-y plane 

On this basis the mathematical definition of the linear 

strains are 

c au (2.7a) xx - a__,i_  

ay 

	

c
YY dY 
	 (2.7b) 

dw 

	

- czz 	dz 	
(2.7c) 

 

These three strains are direct strains but shear strains 

due to small deformation can be presented in terms of rotation. 
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On the other hand angles of rotation of any side of the 

element are very small therefore 

tan 0 = 0 

Then by definition 

(v + dv
x
) - v 	(u + du y) - u 

y = + — 
xy 	dux + dx 

	dv + dy 

(2.8) 

Since dx >> dux and dy >> dvY' 
 thus equation 2.8 becomes 

Dv Du 
7xy - 3x 

▪ 

ay 

Consequently other shear strains are given by 

y 	= 21,1 

• 

iY 
Yyz Dy az 

= L4 

 • 

2.1.1 
Yzx ax az 

Rotation in Terms of Displacements  

Rotation about z axis by definition is 

wz = 1/2 (0 — 4)) 

i.e. 

Dv 3u 

	

w = 1/2 (— - 	 ) 3x 	Dz 

similarly other rotations are 

Dw Dv 
wx  2 (—  Dy 	ax)  

3u Dw 
w = 1/2 (— - Dz 	ax )  

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

(2.9c) 

(2.10) 

(2.11a) 

Equations of Motion  

Now having substituted equations (2.5) and (2.7) into 

equations (2.1) the equations of motion for the element become 

2u  
2 (A c  + 2Ge  ) + 	Gy 	+ 

a
— Gy 	+ X = 	(2.12a) DX 	xx 917 yx az zx 	at 

2v  

3y (XE 	2GEYY 	
ax ) + 	Gyxy + 3z Gyyz 	t + Y = p 	(2.12b) 
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2w   
az 

(XE + 2Ge
zz

) + Ti 	Gyxz + By 
rz 
—YyZ 

+ Z = 
p at2 

(2.12c) 

substituting for strains in equations (1.12) they become 

in terms of volumetric strain and displacements: 

92u  
+ G)— E 	GV2u + X = p 	

at2 ax 

92v  
+ G) 	GV2v + Y = p--7 

at 

a 	92w 
+ G) 	E 	GV2w + Z = p--T 

at 

where V2  is the Laplacian operator. 

(2.13a) 

(2.13b) 

(2.13c) 

If the body force is neglected and variation of the 

displacements are harmonic then Equations (1.13) can be 

written in the form: 

	

+ G) 
ax E 
	GV2u = —022u 
	

(2.14a) 

(A + G) 	E 	GV2v = —WV 	(2.14b) 

(A 	G) az c 	GV2w = —0.22w 
	(2.14c) 

These equations can be renresented in terms of dilttation 

and rotations by differentiating Equations (2.14) with 

respect to x, y and z and then adding them together: 

A + G)V2E + (GV2 	p22) (au 	av + 3w)  = 0  
Dx 

 
By 	az 

(2.15) 

Taking account of the definition of volumetric strain, 

the above equation becomes 

(V 2+ 2G)V 2E + 022E = 0 	(2.16) 

or 

(V 2  + 02) e  = 0 	 (2.17) 



or 	
ax 	az 

By  

	

xx a av 	3 	3w 

ax + y 
(
ax 

- 2wz) + -- (2w + 7,--R.) 
= 

;z y 
d 

	

aE 
XX + 	

ti) 	Dcoz  
ax 	c 	+ 

yy 	
e
zz 

+ 2 
TiY 
 2 

By 

_ 

	

V 2u = -IL + 2 	'''17  - 2 	'''z 

DE 
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where 52 i = Q 
	+ 2G2/Cf and ClCf = 	C1  is the velocity of 

waves of dilatation in the media. Subtracting the deri-

vati./ of (2.14b) with respect to x from the derivati': of 

(2.14a) with respect to y gives 

2 	 a2 	Du 

	

(A + G) -D 

	

c + GV2 	- (A + G) 	E 	GV 2 DOy 	 )0y 	ax 

= _0_2 2 (.911 a 

a

v 

ay 	x)  

Simplifying: 

(v2 4. c2)u) = 0 
Z 

where 

02 = 0 	2 	2 2/c  and C = G/p 2 	2 	2 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

C2 is velocity of waves of distortion. 

Finally subtracting the derivati,v of 1.14b with respect 

to z from the derivative of 1.14c with respect to y gives 

(v2 	02
2

) 	
x 

= 0 	 (2.20) 

2.2 Displacements in Terms of Dilatation and Rotation Components  

Since general solution of equations of motion are given 

in terms of dilatation and rotation components, to determine 

displacements they must be given in terms of dilatation and 

rotation components. 

The Laplacian operator of the displacement in the x 

direction becomes 

3 2u 	32u 	32u  
V 2t1 = 7-2 + 	 

ax 
	31/2 	3z2 

(2". 21a) 
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Similarly the corresponding expression for the Laplacian 

operator of v 

V2v 

v2w  

= 

= 

and 

ae  
w are 

+ 2 

4. 	2 

aw 

ay 
--- 

aw 
Z. 

az Dy 

awDw
x 

2 
az  

aw 
2  __I 

ax 

By substituting these equations into Equations (2.14), 

the displacements will be found in terms of dilatation and 

rotation: components 

(A 	+ G) 

(A 	+ G) 

(A 	+ G) 

of 

DE 
+ 

e 
Dy 

+ 
D 

DE 
	
+ 

az -- T 

after some reduction the above equations become, 

(2.22a) 

(2.22h) 

(2.22c) 

(2.23a) 

(2.23b) 

(2.23c) 

1  ae 	2 
a wz 
	2 

Dw
y 

u= -  
Q2 9X 	22 Dy 	03 az 

1 	2 

1 ac -,- L 2 
Dw
x 	2 

Dw
z 

n2 3X 	Qi az 	Q2 ax 

1 	2 

2 
(IJ
x 1 	C 	2 9wy 

w = 	4.   
,2 9x 	Q2 ax 	Qi 317 

1 	2 

De 	
-Y 	

Dy 

aw 	aw 

G (-- + 2 - 	2 	) = - 0-22u 
9x 	Dz  

aw 	aw 

	

z 	x)  = — pQ2v G (
-IL 

+ 2 	2 
ay 	ax 	Dz 

aw 	aw 

G r6 + 0 	x 	2 __Y) . — pQz/a 
,--, ‘-- -1-  ' 	ay 	9x Y 

v — 

2.3 Stresses in Terms of Dilatation and Rotation Components  

In order to get the stresses in terms of the dilatation 

and rotation components, Equation (2.5b) can be written: 

a
YY 

= Ac + 2GeYY = (A + 2G)e
YY 
 + Xe

XX 
+ Ac 	(2.24) 

 zz 

and in terms of displacement components it is 

Du 

aYY 
	

ay 	Dz 
= (A + 2G) 	+ A 

.9_,w 
+ X ax (2.25) 
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Having substituted derivati.' s of Equations 2.23 in 

the above relation, it becomes: 
a2 w 	a2 w  

, . 	I X + 2G 32E
) + 

2(X + 2G) 	x 	z  
N a 

YY 	02 ay 2 	. Q2 ali'a axaz j  
2 

22 ‘ 
+ 2X ,

a w 
z 	

3 w 
Y)  - 	

32 c  

Q2 	
A 	 

‘axay 	3)0Z 	n2 3,2 
'' 

a2 m 	2 
2X 	a wx 	X D 2 E +2  'axaz 	ayaz) 

This equation after simplification becomes 

22 
- 	

3 w  
2G  D 2 E 	4G  	B W Z1 

YY 	Qi 9172 s.2 2 ayaz axay' 
2 

(2.26) 

(2.27a) 
x 

(
32 E  326  

2i ax2  az2  

and similarly the other direct stresses are 

22 
a 	= - 	_ 	( D 

w  
X + 2G D2 E 	40 	z 	

a w 
Y ) 

XX  Q2 	ax2 0 22  axay axaz 

A 	3 2 E ( 	) 
3y2 	z2 1 

(2.27b) 

and 
2 

	

A + 2G 9 2 c 	4G (122y 	
3 w  

z , 
G - 
zz 	oi 	9z2 	c25 axaz 	ayaz I  

 

 

	

( a26 
	32, 		+ 	) 

S2 i 	
/).2 	ax2 

(2.27c) 

Shear stresses in dilatation and rotation components can 

be obtained as follows, for instance the shear stress T xy 
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in terms of displacement is 

,au 	9v, 
T 	= Gk-- --) xy ay ax (2.28) 

substituting with u, v from 2.23 it becomes 

a2w 	a2w 	32w  

	

a2 e 	a2e 	2 	, z 	z 
T 	= G 	) ( xy 	2  ( 3x3y 	9x9y + 

Qi 	2 	3x3z 
Q1 	 9y 	

ax2 

a 2 2  wy  _ 
q 3173z (2.29) 

Differentiating equations 2.11 with respect to x, y and 

z, gives: 

3w
3 

	( a  2w
_ D2v )

ax ' 3173x 	azax 

3w 

ayY — 2  ( 32u  — 3 	
2
W  ) 3z3y axay 

Dwz 
1/2 (

32v 	92u 
	) az 	9z3x 	azay  

adding all three equations then gives 

aw 	aw 	aw x 4.  ____y_ + 	z _ 0  
ax 	ay 	az 

aw 

(2.30a) 

(2.30b) 

(2. 30c) 

(2.31) 

Substituting with ay  from the above equation in 2.29 and 

simplifying 

1 a 2 E 	1 3 2 	2 	a2 
T 	= 2G 	- 	

3 
 

az 2
)wz 

 xy 	axay 
Qi
2 	ay2 ax2 

	

2 
a2w 	

(2.32a) 
axaz 

following the same procedure the other shear stress becomes 



(73x  

= 

= 

0 

0  

(2.33a) 

(2.33h) 

(2.33c) 

a 2 

ay 2—  (p2 	
q2 — Q2) 

11 
-  

[ D2 

	

(p2 	 q2  — 
3172 	

2 	2 
 

[ 32 

	

(p2 	(42 _ Q3) 
D y 2 

- 26 - 

1 9 26 
 1 32 32 32 

T = 2G [— 	 —7 
yz 	 Bypz Q2 	 X 

	

1 	aZ2 axe aye 

	

2 D2w 

3x9z 
	 (2.32h) 

2.4 Fourier Transformation of Equations of Motion, Boundary  

Stresses and Displacements  

In order to reduce the three partial differential 

equations of (2.17), (2.19) and (2.20), into three ordinary 

differential equations in z, complex Fourier transformation 

was used. The boundary conditions must then be treated 

in the same way, so that, instead of having relations in 

partial derivatives with respect to x, y and z, relations 

are obtained in terms of the derivatives with respect to z. 

By applying  the theory of Fourier transforms given 

in Appendix A on the equations of motion, the reduced 

equations become 

where T, cox  and (7z  are the corresponding double complex 

Fourier transformations of e, wx  and wz. 

The transformed stresses at the surface of the half 

space in terms of the transform of the dilatation and 

rotation components are, 
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X + 2G d2T 	
:
z 	4iGp 

 d:
z 4iG + A 

ca 
 

Qi dy2  Q2 dy sti dy 

_ ae (p2 	q2)  

Qi 
(2. 34a) 

  

for the shear stresses 

[ 
"Txy  = 2G 	12 qT. + 1 ,d2  

- dl, 	1/479+ P2  - (-12); 	 1Ea : 
Qi u 	- z 

St 
x 

(2.34b) 

and 

. 	- 

T = 2G —a 
de 1 d2  

yz 	dy 	9  ( 	
p2 4:12): 	2pq  

q2 	R"2 dy2 	02 Z 
- 	1 	 ""2 

(2.34c) 

The double complex Fourier transform of the displacements 

D wz 

9c 

(2.35a) 

(2.35h) 

311  

iq 

2tq 

LT)x  
1 

1 Y 

. - icic 	2 9wx 	2ip  ; 
w = 

Sof Q2 3y Qi Y 
(2. 35c) 

w can be obtained by transforming Equation (2.11c) 

w 

- 

= - z iq u + xi  ipw (2.36) 

YY 

will be transforms of Equations (2.23) 

5  _ +i — 	2  p 

2 
v- = 	iP (7z  

Q2 
2 - 

Substituting for w from the above equation into Equations 

(2.35a) and (2.35c) and solving for u and w results in: 
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pq 	(1) 
u= ip 1  c + 	

2 	1 	x 
 

Qi 	Q2_ q2 — 
P 2 
2 2 

	

2 	
917 

2 

 

p2 2 2c 
 

n2 9 Y 
(2.37a) 

Qi - q2 

 

1 dE ( 	2iP  (7)  
v = - -7 a„, • 	 

-2 X q 
2 

- w= i 	1 - 	2pq 	1 	9(1) Z 
q  

Qi 	Qi _ q2 _ p2 Qi 	ay 

(2.37h) 

(2.37c) 

— q2 
	

2 	wx 

— p2 	q2 22 
2 2 ay 

2.5 General Solution of Transformed Equations of Motion  

The general solution of Equations (2.33) is a function 

of y as follows: 

(2.38a) 

(2.38b) 

(2.38c) 

E = A 	exp (- Y1Y) 

X = A
x  exp (— Y2Y) 

z 
= A

z exp (- Y3Y) 

Substituting the above in Equations (2.33) 

results in: 

yi = p2 	q2 — Q2 

yi = p2 	q2 — Qi 

yi = p2 	q2 — Qi 

from the last two equations it is obvious that 

(2.39a) 

(2.39b) 

(2.39c) 
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72 = 
	 (2.40) 

values of AE, Ax and Az 
are functions of p and q and they 

depend on the boundary conditions of the problem. This 

means that they are dependant on the complex double Fourier 

transform of the stresses which act as external excitation 

on the surface of the half space medium. 

In order to evaluate these arbitrary functions Equations 

(2.34) must be satisfied by the boundary conditions which 

are: 

At y = 0 (surface of half space) there exist three 

stress components which are avy
, Txy and T zy. Having put 

y = 0 in (2.34) and equating them to the double complex 

Fourier transform of the above stresses they become 

2G yi- ani 	4iG y2q 	4iG y2p _ 
	 A

E 
 - 	 Ax + 	 Az = a YY

(p,q) 
Qi 	Qi 	Qi  

(2.41a) 

2 
- iP Yi Y2 

p2 q2 

Qi 

	 A
6 	Q 

2P
i 
 q Ax + 	 Az = Txy  (p.q) 

(2.41b) 

- iq il 	P2 - q2 - Y22 2pq 	- 

Qi 	

, 	 A E  + 	 Ax + Q 	
Az = Tyz  kp.q) Qi 

 

(2.41c) 

The solutions to the above set of equations are given 

by the values of AE, Ax  and A.  These values can be 

expressed as 

D 	Dx 	
D 

E A = -fT  , A = — and Az -Z2 = 	(2.42) 
E 	x D 	D 
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2G y - AQi _4iG y2c1 4iG Y210  

iP 2pq 	2p2  - Q3 

of 	Q3 	Qi 

iq yi 	Q3 	2q2  2pq 

Qi 	Qi 

where 

D = (2.43) 

after expansion this becomes 

o (p,q) 	 (2.44) 

2 

o(p,q) = [2 (p2 q2) - Q3]  - 4 y1y2(p2 + q2) (2.45) 

This is the well known function associated with Rayleigh 

surface waves, 

- a
YY  

- 
- T 

xy 

- Tyz 

also 

- 4iG y2q 

- 2pq 	- 

q - 2q2  

4iG 12p 

2p2 	- Qi 

2pq 

1 

oi4 
(2.46a) 

Dx = 

2G(y2i 	+ 

iP Yl 

iq Y1 

Qi) - 	Cryy 

- 	T 
Xy 

- T yz 

4iGY213  

2p 2 

2pq 

1 
2 s-2 2 
1 	2 

(2.46b) 

and 

D G  



1  (2.46c) 
Cqq 
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2G(yi-i- C2i) - GO3 	4iGy2 q 	- YY 

- Y 	 - 2pq 	- T
x 

- iq yi 	 S22 - 2q 2 	- T yz 

and 

Dz = 
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CHAPTER 3 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE SURFACE OF AN  

ELASTIC HALF SPACE DUE TO A VERTICAL HARMONIC POINT FORCE  

The response of an elastic half space subjected to a 

vertical point load has been studied by many authors. Among 

them the original formulation of problem is due to Lamb 

(1904) who provided integral expressions for the harmonic 

displacement of the surface of an elastic half space. 

Barkan (1962) gave an approximate solution for vertical 

displacement. For the case of surface motions productd by 

a point load varying with time like the Heaviside function, 

a great simplifidation is achieved by Pekeris (1955a), 

(1955b) for Poisson ratio of 0.25 and Awojobi (1977) through 

the use of the Bateman Pekeris integral theorem. Elorduy 

et al (1967) used Pekeris's results and by applying numerical 

Duhamel's integral he estimated the vertical response due 

to a harmonic point force. In this chapter an analytical 

solution for the frequency response of any point on the 

surface of the elastic half space generated by a harmonic 

vertical point force is discussed in detail. See Fig.3.1. 

Formal solution: to this problem is obtained by the 

integral transform method, and inversion of the transform 

is quite involved. To achieve numerical results for this 

case, an effective numerical technique has been developed 

for calculation of the integrals represented in inversion 

of the transformed relations. These techniques are dis-

cussed in the Appendix C. 
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1Z 

Plane view 

Fig.3.1 Diagram for displacements of a point 'A' 
nn the surface of an elastic half snace 
due to a vertical noint force 
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3.1 Boundary Conditions of the Problem  

The elastic medium is defined as infintely deep and 

occupying an infinite wide horizontal plane, which form 

its only boundary y = 0. It is assumed to be homogeneous 

and isotropic. This definition ensures that waves propa-

gated from a source die out and are not reflected, thus 

eliminating any possible interference of waves. 

Boundary stresses on the surface of the half space 

are 

A 0 	1 z I < 00 (3.1a) T 	= 0 	0 	1 x I < xy 

Tzy 	
0 .< 	1 x 1 < co 	A 0 .< 1 z I < 00 (3.1b) 

Since the normal applied force in an harmonic point force 

the corresponding stress can be expressed by Dirac's delta 

function, as 

Gyy  = G.6(x,z)ejt 	 (3.1c) 

This means that a
YY 
 will vanish everywhere except the point 

at which the force is applied. It should be noted that 

a is a constant value and it can be obtained by writing 

the relation between force and stress which is 

+. 

F = I 	i a (5(x,z)dx dz = a 

Therefore 

a = F 
y 

where Fy 
is the amplitude of the applied force. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Double complex Fourier transformations of these 

stresses with respect to x and then z are: 
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-F°0  +CC' 

a - (p,q) = ZTr 

	
f fa 6 (x,z)exp(ipx)exp(iqz)dxdz 

1 a  
2n 2 Tr 

(3.4a) 

see Appendix A. 

Txy

- 

	= 0 	 (3.4b) 

Tzy

- 

	= 0 	 (3.4c) 

3.2 Integral Representations of Displacements  

Having substituted for the transforms of the stresses 

from Equations (3.4) into Equations (2.46) values of Dc, 

Dx and Dz can be determined by 

De  = 	a(p,q) (2p2  + 2q2  - 525) 

1 Dx  = TiT a(p,q) 	ylq  

- 
Dz  = 1 — cr(p,q) i yip 

Qi 

(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

(3.5c) 

Substituting for these values in Equations (2.42) 

arbitrary values of Equations (2.38) become 

_52ij(p,q)(2p2 	2q2  - Qi) 
A 

E 

 

(3.6a) 
G (I) (p,q) 

i 522 j(p,q)q yi 
Ax 

Az 

 

(3.6b) 

(3.6c) 

G (I) (p,q) 

— i S22 7;(p,q)P 

G (1)(p,q) 

To obtain the solution for the displacements in Fourier 

transformation domain let's substitute for AE , Ax and Az 

from the last relations into (2.38) and then the results 

will be put into (2.37). After simplification the 
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displacements intheFourier domain for "y" equals zero 

become 

- ( aP,a)
q)  u- (p,o,q) = ip G  - 
	(- 2y5 + 210(2  - 523) (3.7a) 

q)(p,  

v- (p,o,q) — a

- (

P,(1)Y1A  G (1)(p,q) 
(3.7b) 

. a 

- 

(,q) 
w- (P'°'cl) 	G (1)

p 
 (13,(4) (- 273 
	+ 21112) 

(3.7c) 

where 

3(13'q)  = 
	

(3.8) 

The inverse transform of these three equations will give 

the integral representation of the displacements (see 

Appendix A). 

2 1 u(x,z) = 
27 	27Wp,q) ip(— 212  + 21112  — Q5) f f 	 

v(x,z) 

w(x,z) 

= 

= 

1 

.exp(ipx)exp(iqz)dpdq 	(3.9a) 

+c, 	+a° 

Fy  7102   
(3.9b) 

jr 

2TrG()(,q)exp(ipx)expaqz)dpdq 27 

1 

OD 

+00 	+00  

21(3 	Q5 	21112) ir iq 27G 	( 	- 	+ 
() (p,q)  

00 	OD 

.exp(ipx)exp(iqz)dpdq 

changing variables x, z, p and q into 

p = 	6 	sin qD 

(3.9c) 

(3.10a) 

q = 	6 	cos cP 

and 

x = r cos 0 

(3.10b) 

(3.11a) 

z = r sin 0 (3.11b) 



iF 
u(r,e) - 2GYff2  

co 

0 	(262 _ Q2) 2  — 462 17(62 — Qi) (62 — Qi) 
- 2(62 - Qi) 4. ( 62 — Q i)1/2(62 	03)1/2 — Q3 

	  6 2  
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then the displacement in terms of the new variables becomes 

27 	
rr 

jrsin
ctiexi - i6rsin(0 	+ (I))] (14) d S 	(3.12a) 

0 

F Qi 	 l(62  - 	S

2G7 v(r,O) - 	Y  
 o (262  - Qi)2  - 4 6 2 /(62 - Q i) (62 _ 

2 7T 

expE idr sin (6 + Idtt)d6 	 (3.12b) 
0 

00 

- 	 
iF 	- 2(6 2  - 	+ 2 /(6 2  - Qi) (6 2  - 	Q 

w(r,O)  2G72
62  

(26 2  - S1 2  - 46 2  146 2  - Qi) (6 2  - Qi) 

27 
cosexp [-i6r sine + (p) -.1d()d(S 	(3.12c) 

Results of the three integrals which appear at the end 

of the displacement equations can be given in Bessel 

functions as, 
27 

S1  = 	sinshexp[ - idr sin4 + e]dqb = - 27i cose J1  (Sr)

0  

27 
S2 = 	exp[ - i6r sin(e + ld() = 27 Jo (6r) 

0 

27 
S3 = f cos (Pexp[ - i6r sin4 + Oldq5 = - 27i sine J1  (6r) 

(3.13c) 

0 
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By introducing 

= 	(Sr 

k = rQ2  

h = rQ1 

	

Qi 	,i1 - 2 

	

y = h/k = — 	+ 2G)/G = V1/21  _ v  
v  

Q2 

(3.14a) 

(3.14b) 

(3.14c) 

(3.14d) 

and substituting for S1, S2  and S3  the displacement 

equations can be presented in terms of a single integral as 

F coso 	2[_ 2E2 	k2 	2(E2 - k2) 2(E2_ h2)I 
	 J1(E)dE u(r,e) - Y 	 27Gr 	(2E2 - k2)2  - 4E2 /(Ez 	- kz)(Ez  - hz) 

(3. 15a) 

CO 

F k2  E(E2 _ h2) 2  
v(r,O) -  	 ( 	d 

2TTGr 	(2E2 _ k2)2 _ 4E 2 v/(E2 _ k2)(E2 _ h2)  o 

0 

(3.15b) 
co 

F sine f E4._ 2 2 ..1., k2 + 2(E2 -  k20(E2  - h2)121jo ndz 
w(r,e) - 	 17271-Gr  (2E2 — k2 ) 2  — 4E2  (E 2  — k2) 1-  2 (E2 - h2)2 

O 

(3.15c) 

the denominator common to these three integrals is known as 

the Rayleigh function 

	

F(E) = (2E2 - k2) 2  - 4E2 	(E2 - k2)1/2( E2 _ h2) 2 

(3.16) 

3,3 Real Root of Rayleigh's Function  

The real root of the Rayleigh function plays a major 

role in the analysis especially in contour integration and 

evaluation of Rayleigh waves. This root can be calculated 

by multiplying the Rayleigh function by its conjugate f() 

to obtain an equation without the square root. 

0 
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f (E) is 

[f(E) = (2E2 - k2 ) 2 + 4E2 	(E2 - k2)(E2  - h2) 
1/2 

(3.17) 

Multiplying f(E) by F(E) equation becomes 

F(E)f(E) = (2E2  - k2)4  - 16E4(0 - k2)(E2  - h2) = 0 

(3.18) 

introducing 

Y = h/k 

and simiplifying the equation becomes 

F(E)f(E) = k8  [1. - 	+ (24 - 16y2) E144  
k2  

- 16(1 - y2) 11 	= 0 
k6  

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

The above equation is a cubic equation in (E/k)2  and since 

k2  > h2  it will obviously have a real root between one and 

infinity, and if there is any other root it should lie in 

the (0,y2) interval. Any root in the first range will 

make (E2  - k2)1/2  and  (2  - h2)1/2  real and positive and there-

fore f(E) cannot be zero. Roots in the second range which 

is (0,y2) will make (E2  - k2)1/2  and 	- h2)1/2  positive 

and imaginary and consequently cannot be roots of F(E). 

Thus the only roots of the Rayleigh function can be 

= ± 	wherelKI> k 	(3.21) 

This value is dependent on the value of y which itself 

is a function of Poisson's ratio 

h 	C21 	1 - 2v 1/2 
Y  = k = Tr = ( 2 - 2v )  2 

(3.22) 
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3.4 System of Free Waves  

These types of waves were first studied by Lord 

Rayleigh (1885) and are known as Rayleigh waves. The 

significance of them are that they will propagate on the 

surface of an elastic half space and at a distance far 

away from the applied force, this system of waves are con-

siderable only. On the other hand their influence decreases 

rapidly with depth. It should be noted that Rayleigh 

waves will diverge over the free surface and that they are 

a general solution of this boundary value problem. 

r~h ic 1 
A system of waves with the characteristics Adiscussed 

before can be obtained by substituting for both stress on 

the surface and Rayleigh function, zero in equations (3.15) 

If A is a ratio of 

F(K) = A 
	 (3.23) 

where A is arbitrary value. 

Then free wave displacement will be given by sub- 

stituting zero of Rayleigh function for 	in Equations 

(3.15). 

U 
A 
Gr
cos0 K 2[ 2K.2 + k2 + 2 Vika - k2)(K.2 - halJi(g) 

U
R - 

(3.24a) 
Aka  

V - 
R 	Gr 

K VIC 2 - h2 Jo(K ) 	(3.24b) 

	

A sine K2[_ 2K.2 + k2 	2 4K12 - k2)(K2 - hlji(r) WR = Cr 	
+ 

 

(3.24c) 
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3.5 Evaluation of Displacements 

In order to evaluate these integrals let's follow the 

Lamb approach and introduce the following relations for 

the Bessel function integral representation. 

CO 

f

J0() = :-71-; 	[exp(iEcoshu) - exp(-iEcoshu)idu 

0 
(3.25a) 

CO 

J1 	=-1
if 	

[exp(iEcoshu) + exp(-icoshu)]du 

0 	
(3.25b) 

substituting for these two Bessel functions into equations 

(3.15) they then become 

V(r,o) 

W(r ,0) 

Co 

- iF 
y  

tan° 

••■ 

exp(iEcoshu)d 

00 

Ek2 	iE2- h2 

coshudu (3.26a) 

exp(icoshu)d 

(3.26b) 

(3.26c) 

du 
272Gr 

0 

= 	u(r ,O) 

F() 
f 

CO 

Two infinite integrals with respect to will be 

obtained by performing the operation - jt1 upon II  and 12  

integrals and then replacing x by coshu. These two inte-

grals of I1 and 12 have been solved by Lamb (1904) by means 

of contour integration. An appropriate method of integration 

and its contour are given in Appendix B. 

u(r,e) 	-Fycos0 	E2(22 - k2 - 2 	- k2) (2 - ha) ) 

2ir 2Gr 	F() 
0 
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CO 

- F cose 
U(r,e) -  	2fficHl sin(coshu) + 4k2. 

2 7T2Gr 
0 

k 
a 2(2a2 _ k2)ote, 

F(a)f(a) 
	 exp(-Kiacoshu)da 	coshu du (3.27a) 

h 

00 

k 

v(T,e) 	= 

a a 

- iF CO 

iacoshu) 

iacoshu)da 

2fftcH 

da 

2sin(Kcoshu) 

k 

2k2  

h  
du 

- 2k2  

0(20 2 	- 	k 2 )2a s 

2 	ff 2Gr 

exp(- 

exp(- 

F(a)f(a) F(a)f(a) 

(3.27b) 

1-1, ca.. a H z  eve 	:•-•• 	Aprowd;k B. 

To simplify these integrals let's determine the 

following integrals with respect to u 
CO 

(1) Ji  = f 27kii1 
sin(Kcoshu)coshu du 

0 

= 21(H -- 1 a K J - cos(K.coshu)du 

0 

last integral is equal to -f yo (lc.) 

Thus J1 
is 

J1  = 2 7T 

CO 

" 	n (3.28) ( K) 
	= - 	2KH1y1 Kri 	 yo 
	 Tr 

(2) J2  = 2fficH2sin(xcoshu)du = u20-123-0(r) (3.29) 
0 

oo 

(3) J3  = 
TT 	 (2) 

 exp (— is coshu)du = - -2 i Ho 	(a) (3.30) 
0 

(4) J4 = exp(- is coshu)coshudu 
0 

performing 4- 
operation on the J3  equation J4  becomes 

J = i - J = - H 4 	Da 3 	
IT (2) (a) (3.31) 
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The displacements of the surface of an elastic half 

space finally can be given by substituting the last inte-

grations into Equations3.27. 

	

F cos 	k  
U  

() [ 
	 10O 2k2f 	F(a)f(a) 1-1  

	

2rr Gr 	TH1y1C 
02(202 - k2)003,  ....(2()c ) do 

h 
1 

(3.32a) 

a a, (2) 

	

V  - 2ff Gr 	iff-KH2jo(K) 	k2 	F(a)Ho(G)d°  
k 

(3.32b) 
fk 0(202 _ q 	(2) 

+ k2    Ho(a)da 
h F(a) 

k

f(a)

a 

 

2 	2 
W  - Zr Gr 	:Icirli ly (K1 + 2k2 	

0  (2 
1 	

F(a)f(a)
2k0 un 

H (a)da 1 1 
[ 	

0  _ k  

(3.32c) 

is used to indicate the Cauchy principal value of inte-

gration. 

In order to complete the solution, all the standing 

waves should be eliminated because the final solution should 

only consist of waves propagated outwards from the disturbed 

point. In the above equations only two terms of 

FST 
 K H2  Jo(id 
	

(3.33a) 

2Gr 

F sine ti 

h 

and 

H j 10 
Gr 	1 	1 (' ' 

(3.33h) 

can be standing waves. Therefore, the necessary portion 

of the Rayleigh waves(a system of free waves)must be 

superimposed on the solution. By equating these standing 

waves to the Rayleigh displacements the arbitrary coefficient 

of free waves becomes 
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F 
A - 	y   - 2 F'( 

(3.34) 

Adding 

displacements: 

U - 

V  = 

the system 

F cose  
Y 

of free waves 

1 	1 iK 	H (2)  ( K) 	+ 2k2  

H(2)(a)da 	I 

co 
a 	a 	(2) 

then 

h 

+ 

gives the final 

a2(2a2 	- 	k2) 04e,  

271. 	Gr 

Fy  

k2  

F(a)f(a) 

(3.35a) 

27rGr F(a) 	Ho 	(a)da  

k 

Ji 	

2 

k2 	a(2a2  - k2)a  H(2)(a)da F(a)f(a) o ' 

h 
F sine (2) 

W - Y 	
irKIT1 (K1  27Gr 

  

 

(3.35h) 

  

k 

2k2 
	02(2a2 -  k2)003  _(2)101da  

F(a)f(a) 
h 

 

(3.35c) 

 

These equations are complete solutions for a vertical 

harmonic force acting on the surface of a half space. For 

simplicity of numerical integration the following non-

dimensional parameter may be introduced. 

a = kfl 	 (3.36) 

After substituting for a the displacement relations become 

F cose 
U -  Y Gr 271- 	1

H(2)(K) + 

	

2k   H(2) (kr)) do 
n2(2112 - 1)(n2 - .y 2)  1/2

(
12 _ 1)1/2 

(2112  - 1)4 - 16114(112 _ ,(2) (12 - 1) 	
1 

(3.37a) 
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V - FY 	

n(n2 
 - 

 y2)1/2 

	 [kjr 
2Gr 	(2n2 - 1)2  - 4112 (112 _y2)1/2(n2 - 1) 2 7  

1 

1 

(2) 	
n(2n2 	1)2 0.1 2 _ y2) 1/2  

H 	(kn) do + 	 (2) 
0 	 ( 2n 2 _ 1)4 - 16114 ( n 2 _ y2)012 — 1)  Ho 	(kn)dn 

(3.37b) 

and finally 

F sine 

2 	

( 

wGr 
	 iKTrH

1  H1
2)  (K) + 2k 

1 	n2(2n2 
 - 

 1)(n2 
 - 

 y2)1/2012 
 - 

 1)1/2 

11 -
(2)

(kn)dn 

S (2n2 .... 1)4 - 16n4012 	y2)(112 	1) 

(3.37c) 

The displacement of the surface can be represented by 

 

U Re 
VGr 

F rose 
	 (U3 + iU4)exp(igt) 

[ 

	

	

- 
F 

V = Re 	—Y (Tr3  +iT4)exp(i2t) 
] 

Gr  

(3.38a) 

(3.38b) 

 

F sin° 

W = Re
Gr 
	 (w

3 
+ iw4 
	- 
)exp(iQt) (3.38c) 

where 
(2) 

u
3 
+iu

4 
= iKITH

1
H
1 

(
.
K ) + 2k 

 

1 
n 2 (2n2 — 1) (12 — 

Y 2 ) ( 2 	1) 1/2 (2) (kn) (3.39) 

(2n 2  - 1) 	- 160 (n2 - y2) (n2 - 1) 

n(n2 _ y2)2 
v
3 
+iv

4 
= k  

(2n2 - 1)2 — 4n2012 — y0(712 — 1)2 

H (2) (kn) do + k 	n (2n2  — 1)2(11 2  — Y2) 
1/2 

H (2) (kn)dn f 0 	 (2n2  — 1)4  —'16114(n2  — y2)(11 2  — 1) ° 

(3.40) 

00 

1 
1 
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•- w3 -1-1w4 = u3 +1u4 (3.41) 

3.6 Numerical Integration for Displacements  

To determine the displacements of the surface of the 

half space 

by means 

A 	= ♦ 1 

1 

A2 =1 
7 

in this case, three integrals must be evaluated 

of numerical methods. 	These are: 

n(n2 	- 	y2)1/2 	
H (2) (kri)dri 

(2112 _ 	1;2 	- 	411 2  (112 

n(2112 	- 	1)2(112 

y 2) 2(n 2 

- 	y2)1/2 

1) 1/2 	o 

(3.42) 

H (2) (kn)dri 
(211 2  - 	1) 4 	- 	1611`` (r2 _ 	y 2) (n2 - 1) 	0 

(3.43) 
1 

n2 (2112  -  1)2(112  -  y2)1/2(112  -  1)1/2 
A3  = 	 1-1. 2) (kr)dn 

	

(211 2 	1) 4 - 16 n4 (n2 - y 2) (n2 - 1) 	I 

	

7 	 (3.44) 

(1) Evaluation of Al 
Since the denominator of the integral has a root in 

the range of the integration, it cannot be evaluated by 

using the usual numerical integration methods. To find this 

principal value the Longman (1958) technique can be applied. 

In this method the range of the integral is divided into 

(1, 211r-1) and kr-1, ) 	and Ho
2)  splitsinto Jo and Yo 
( 

components. Then 

	

2 nr-1 	 2 -1 nr 
Al  = 	LJ( n )dn  + 	LJ( n )dn - i 	Ly( n )d n  

1 

	

1 
	

2nr  I 

if 	Ly(n)dn 	 (3.45) 
2n2.71 
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where 

nr 	
= K/k (3.46) 

11 ( 1 2 	_ 	y 2)1/2 
LJ(n) J 	(kn) (3.47) 

and 

(2n2  - 	1) 2  - 	4n 2  (n 2 	- 	1)2(n2  - 	y 2 ) 2 0 

n(n2 	- 	y2)1/2 

Ly(n) Y 	(kn) (3.48) 
(2n2  - 	1)2  - 	4n 2  (n2 	- 	1)1/2(n2  - 	y2).1  ° 

The first and third integrals in (3.45) can be evaluated 

by applying the Gauss quadrature method and the Longman 

(1958) method for determining the Cauchy principal value 

of the integral, see Appendix C. The second and fourth 

infinite integrals can be obtained by using another Longman 

(1957),(1956) technique which is used for the integration 

of oscillatory integrands with infinite upper limits. 

(2) Evaluation of A2 

Dividing this integral into its real and imaginary 

parts it becomes 
1 

n(2n2 - 1)2(12 - y2)1/2 

(2n2  - 1)4  - 16n4  (n2  - 'y2) (n 2  - 1) 

[J (kn) + i Y (kn) 	do 	(3.49) 

Krylov (1962) has shown that these integrals cannot be 

correctly evaluated by using the usual Gaussian quadrature 
a 

method because the reminder error of this method is prop- 

ortional to the n
th derivative of the integrand at the 

boundaries. In this case the derivative at the lower 

A2 = 
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boundary is infinite. To deal with these integrals Krylov 

(1962) has given an appropriate Gauss quadrature for these 

integrals. See Appendix C. 

Transforming the integral into a suitable form for this 

method A2 becomes 
1 

where 

A2 = S 	(n - y)1/2  01  (n) do 

(n) = 	
n(2112 - 1)2(n 	y) 2 

(211 2  - 1)4  - 16n4(12  - y2) (n2 	 1) 

(7-0 (kn ) - i Yo(kn) 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 

(3) Evaluation of A3 

This integral has a similar condition to the last 

integral except it has infinite nth derivatives in both 

boundaries. An appropriate quadrature table for this kind 

of integral is given by Krylov (1962)., Stroud and Secrest 

(1966). 

A suitable form of A 3 would be 
1 

- A3 = 	(n - Y) -  (1 - n) 2  0(n)cin 

where 	
1/2 11 2  (2112  - 1)2(n + y) 2(n i 1) 	(2) 

2(n) = 	  H, 	(kn) 
(2n2  - 1)4  - 160(n2  - y2) (n2 - 1) 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

for further discussion see Appendix C. 

3.7 Results and Discussion  

The variations of v3, v4, U3, U4 with frequency factors 

for the four different Poisson ratiosof 0.0, 0.25, 0.31 and 

0.5 are given in Figs.(3.2-3.9). Calculated results of .1.7-3,and 
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v4 are compared with the Barkan's polynomial approximation 

(1962) for low frequency factors. From these comparisons it 

can be seen that the two calculated functions of 173 and -1;4 

are in very good agreement with Barkan's results for a 

frequency factor range of (0.0 to 3.4) as was expected. The 

differences between the present results and Barkan's at 

various frequency factors are tabulated in Table 3.1. 

These results were also compared with the approximate 

values of Elorduy et al for a Poisson ratio of 0.25. How-

ever their results are satisfactory only within a frequency 

factor range of 0.0 to 1.0 and outside this range the 

difference is appreciable. This difference could be caused 

by errors in the numerical integrations of Duhamel's integral 

using the approximate results of Pekeris. 

As these results are playing an important role in the 

calculation of the results and they may be used for further 

investigation, they are provided in tabular form, Tables 

3.2 to 3.5. 



v = 0 v = 0.25 v = 0.5 
k 

V3 % -"K7-4 	% T73 	% V4 % V3 % \4 	% 

0.5 0.115 .104 0.393 .8478 .1972 .279 

1.5 .0893 .0729 1.32 9.372 .485 .217 

2.5 1.7-17 .966 .491 230.6 .281 1.219 

3.1 23.33 0.8451 12.93 23.71 3.84 2.79 

4.1 362.08 7.65 528.04 28.14 69.6 12.71 

Table 3.1 Difference percentage for the displacement functions V3 	and V4 
at various Poisson's ratiosand frequency factom between 
anproximate results of Barkan and the nresent.theory. 
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k 
. 	00000 

u3 11-4 
. 	I, 

V = 

3 
- 	I 	r 

0.0 

4 

e21. 

77,73 W4 

.ljII l  

. 	c, 042 . 	.31 14,14T4 .1)626(16 - . 	r14,2 ,:t06931 
•5007101 . 	63 -.;:■93451 018763 
. 70001)0 -. 057476 . 035369 -. 095256 .1:u264 . 035369 
. 900000 -. 097.189 . 055460 -. 058014 . 152116 -. 097239 , 

1.100000 0916.?3 .077449 -. 016147 .163771 -.13'91673 .:'44 
1. 300000 - . 0759-0 . 059555 . 027549 . 164 339 - 	 f.:79970 
1.50.-!000 -. 0631369 . 119915 . 070523 . 1536.24 -. 062069 . 119919 
1. 700000 - 	Ii 	.33 .135729 .1096E,  0 . 132141 - . 136729 
1. 900000 - . 00981'3' . 14:3336 . 143437 . 101 093 -. 009818. . 14:3336 
2.106000 .022292 . 16,6.601 . 062301 . 0222'92 . 153'375 

?00000 056.269 . 1503:55 . 180400 . 013102 . 056269 . 1508:55 
2. 500000 . 090195 . 140241 . 1:22.704 -. 028791 . 0'901'55 . 140241 
2. 700000 .122033 .12149.2 .173081 -.1175446 .122033 .1,2145:3 

,1:10000 .149755 . 095115 .151:3:2"-_-. -.11:2392 . 1.1'5755 . 095115 
3. 100000 . 171474 . 062087 .115973 -.195  . 171474 i.16,2037 
3. 3000013 . 18557'0 .02: .3874 . 079217 - . 1:35135 . 13:5570 . 023374 
3. 500000 . 190796 -. 017673 . 031:344 - 	20:3361 . 190796 -.1317673 
. 700000 .18;3;-:3 -. 060413 -. 01941)2 - . 209526 . 1:26373 06,0413 

3. 900000 . 17205.2 102033 - . 071479 - 	302:383 . 172052 102033 
4.100000 .148149 -.140131 -.121223 -.183443 .148149 - . 14 0191 
4.30000':' .115547 -.172605 -.165531 -.151589 .115547 -.1726.05 
4. 500000 . 0756.6:3 -. 197288 -. 201549 -. 110047 . 075663 -. 197238 
4. 700000 . 030381 -.212573 -.236848 -. 059807 . 030381 -. 212573 
4  . 	1.1  - . 018039 -. 217274 -.239572 -. 004009 -. 01:3039 -. 217274 
5. 000000 -. 042645 - 215435 -.240833 . 025003 042645 -.215435 
5. 2 C: 0000 -. 091009 -. 203260 -. 233763 . 033172 091009 -.303260 
5. 400000 - 	136039 -. 180061 2107(17 . 1.38684 1.3603.9 -. 1:30061 
5.600000 -.175152 -.146744 -.175510 .188202 -.175192 -.146744 
5. 800000 -.206175 -. 104806 -.12:3813 .222:64? -. 206175 -. 104806 
6. 000000 -.227079 -. 056264 -. 072966 .25732:9 -. 227079 -. 056264 
6. 	00000 - 236.496 - 	003556. - . 010913 . 272402 -. 236496 -. 003556 
6.400000 -.233612 . 050581 .053969 .272405 -.231:612 .1,51,5:31 
6. E. 00000 - 21:3268 . 10326.2 . 11E:052 .256'940 - 218368 . 10-3262 

-. 1905:35 . 151604 6. 8'00000 
 

. 177659 .22642? -. 19098:5 .151604 
7. 000000 -. 152951 . 193893 .225273 .12:2150 -. 152551 . 192:393 

2.00000 -.10597.3 .324736 .269749 .126212 -.105573 . 224736 
7.400000 -. 052387 .245197 .2964:80 . 061426 -. 0523:37 .245197 
7. 6 0000i) 005052 . 252931 . 307576 - 	003:322 .1.105052 . 252921 

n 06..3321 247218 .801981 - 080757 .11pl.. 3321 . 247219 
:3. 000000 .119283 .228115 .279547 -.150414 .119283 .22:3115 
:..-.:.c.,00000 .169:360 .196372 .241066 -.21:3860 . 169860 .196.372 
:3.400000 .212204 .152.452 .193241 -.267415 .212204 .15:3452 
:3. 600000 . 24.3857 . 101461 . 12.3612: -. 307:359 . 24.3:357 .101461 
3.:30000C' .262892 .0430:39 .'350452 -.332628 .252892 .043039 
9. 000000 .268:33 -. 018770 -. 027449 -.339962 .258033 -. 018770 
9 . 200000 . 258735 - 	106.76 -. 1059210 -. 32'5026 . 2587'35 -. 08(1676 
9. 4 00000 . 235228 -. 13'9323 -. 180713 -. 299973 . 235228 -. 13932.3 
9.600000 .19:3520 -.191465 -.247624 -.253955 .198520 -.191465 
9. 800000 .150355 -.2.3415':' -.302833 -.19:3079 .150355 -.234150 

10. 000000 . 093134 -.254883  - . 343066 -. 120312 .093134 - . 2648:83 
1 0. 200000 . 029795 -. 2:31774 -. 365799 -. 03'24335 . 029795 -.281774 
1 O. 4000130 - 	036333 - . 2:8364'9 - . 36.94 CI8 . 045647 - . 03:633:3 - 233649 
1 0. 600000 -. 101727 - 270126 -. 353280 . 130123 -. 101727 -.270126 
10.'300000 -.162811 -.241656 -.317861 .209519 -.162811 -.241656 
11. 000000 -.216197 -.199504 -.264653 .27944.3 -.216197 -.199504 
11. 200000 - 258848 - 	145703 -. 196.155 . 335933 - . 258848 -. 145703 
11. 4130000 -.2:3:3256 -. 082954 -. 11573:3 . 375673' - . 2:3:3256 -. 082954 
11. 600000 -.3025:31 -. 014437 -. 0374:37 . '356193 - -3025:31 -. 014487 
11. :300000 -. 300771 . 056097 . 064017 .396011 -. 300771 . 056097 
12. 000000 - .282634  .125021 . 153930 . 374737 - 3:32624 .125021 
12. 200000 - . 2'48820 . 18:3530 . 237404 . 3:33108 -. 24:3820 .12:35'30 
12. 400000 -. 200.293 .24.3095 .3:9853 .272970 - . 200893 .343095 
12. 6000130 -.141169 .2:3,5609 .36713:3 .19719:3 -. 141169 .285609 
12. 800000 -. 0726.48 I 	-.Ii 406104 .109556 -. 072648 . .313560 
13. 000000 . 001144 .325175 . 424164 . 014510 .001144 . 335175 
13. 200000 •11763.35 .319531 .420:42 -. 0E3999 . 076335 . 319531 
13.400000 .143914 .256616 .393553 -.177818: .148914 .295616 
13.6.00000 .214940 .257345 .345833 -.264351 .214540 .257345 
13. 8 00000 . 270757 . 203527 . 27:2:93:3 -. 339335 . 270757 . 203527 
14. 000000 . 31.3194 . 13777'9 .196164 -. 397101 . 313194 . 137779 
14. 2001300 .339745 . 063403 .101648 -.434305 .339745 . 063402 
14. 400000 . :348710 -. C115786 . 0002'24 - 450123 . 348710 -. 015786 
14, tz.00000 .33.9101 095E50 
14. 800000 . 311693 -. 171948 -.,3.02077 - . 410166 . 311698 - 	171948 

Table 3.2 Values of the displacement functions for 
different frequency factors. For an 
harmonic vertical force. 
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-u3 •k 	u4 

v = 0.25 

v3 	4 3 w4 
.100000 -.1:141:1490 .0003.:40 -.11'8365 . 014779 -. 000:;'90 
. 300000 -. 043583 . 003459 -. 1113"98 . 04'34:32 -. 043583 . 003469 
. 500000 - 046909 .1W:4409 - . 097642 . 059702 -.1146':■09 .1)094 09 
.700000 -. 049116 . 0177:36 - . 077'951 091925 -. 049116 . 0177:86 
. 90001)0 049283 027997 -.1)53457' . 108359 -. 049283 . 027997 

1. 100000 -. 045779 . 039291 -. 025499 . 119502 -. 046779 039291 
1. 300000 -. 041231 050818 . 004343 . 123196 -. 041231 . 050818 
1. 500(100 - 	032522 . 061578 . 0343;89 •119..4 -. 03E522 .o1;-'s 
1.700000 -. 020781 . 07097 7; . 06,2930 . 109028 -. 020781 . 070973 
1.900000 - 	006373 • 088330 . 051805 -. 006373 • 077363 
2. 100000 . 010125 08162 0 109110 068.381 010125 . 081620 
.300000 . 027954 . 0:31672 . 124030 . 041463 . 027.954 . 0816 

2. 500000 . 045222 . 077542 . 1 . 011023 . 046222 . 077642 
2.700000 .1)63945 . 069381 . 132935 -. 02(1737 . 053945 . 069381 
2. 900000 0:3 Ill 12 . 056976 . 1E5177 -. 052216 . 081)112 .1:156'976 
3.100000 . 09'3734 . 040762 .112127 -. 081513 . 0937.34 . 040762 
3. 30000 . 103909 . 021309 . 091422 -. 107015 . 103909 . 021309 
3.500000  10'9872 -. 000605 065072 . -. 127244 109872 . -. 0006 05 
3.700000 . 111046 -. ('24024 034408 0983 . 111046 -.0241124 
:3.900000 . 107078 -. 047;861 . 001015 -. 147348 . 1 07078 -. 047861 
4. 100000 • 0978.1 6 -. 070955 -. 033:347 -.14583'8 . 097868 070.955 
4. :300000 . C183583 - . 092123 -. 066837 1'36.367 083583 -. 0'92128 
4.50000') .064659 -.11:246 -.097681 -.11927:3 .C,54659 -.110246 
4. 70. 0000 . 041788 -. 124284 -.124015 -. 095309 . 041788 -. 124284 
4. 900000 . 015886 -. 13:3377 -.144480 06.5607 . 015886 -. 133:377 
5. 000000 . 0021:38 -. 135857 -. 152098 -. 049049 . 01)21 135857 
5.200000 -. 026191 -. 135.395 -. 161504 -. 013554 -. 026191 -. 1:36395 
5.400000 -. 054547 -.130850 -.162622 . 02:3586 -. 054547 -. 130850 
5.600000 -. 081595 -.119255 -.155208  . 060446 0131595 -.119255 
5.800000 -.106021 -.101941 -.1:39466 . 095077 -.106021 -.101941 
6.0(1(10130 -.126595 -.079526 -.116039 .125513 -.126595 -.079526 
6.200000 -.142240 -. 052496 -. 085983 .150365 -. 142240 -. 052896 
6.400000 -.152086 -. 023164 - . 050722 .167913 -.1520:36 -.02.3164 
6.600000 -. 155519 . 008376 -.011979 .177187 -. 155519 . 008376 
6.800000 -. 152219 . 040311 .028312 .177526 -.152219 . 040'311 
7. 000000 -. 142179 . 071177 . 05,80.97 .162719 142179 071177 
7.2(1(113(10 -. 125718 . 099526 .105309 . 151023 -. 125718 . 099526 
7.400000 -.103467 .124001 .137977 .125159 -.103467 .124001 
7.5(1(10(1(1 -. 076344 . 14.3403 .164322 . 092284 -. 075344 . 143403 
7.80000') -. 045521 . 156752 . 182857 . 053935 -. 045521 . 156752 
8. 000000 -. 012:364 . 163339 .192469 . 01196.1 -. 012364 . 153339 
8.200000 . 021624 .162767 .192477 -. 0.31571 . 021624 .162767 
8.400000 .054881 .154974 .182679 -.074472 .054881 .154574 

.3:3555.3 .140243 8.600000 
 

.163268 -.114544 .085853 .140243 
8.800000 .113076 .119191 .135327 -.149692 .113076 .119191 
9. 000000 . 1.35245 . (19274:3 . 099796 -.178030 .135245 . 092748 
9.200:00 .151285 . 062111 . 058419 -. 197981 . 151285 . 06E111 
9.400:00 .16:399 . 025594 . 013166 -. 20836.3 .160399 . 028694 
9. 600000 . 16.2116. - . 005941 - . 033758 - . 20845..5 . 162116 - . 005941 
9.a001,3111 . 156318 -.1)40155 -. 080026 -. 198040 . 155313 -. 040155 

10. 000000 .143249 -. 072315 -.123297 -.177425 .143249 -. 072315 
10. 200000 . 12.3506. - 	100873 - 	161.339 - . 147437 . 123506 - 	100873 
10.400000 . 098017 -. 124440 -.192138 -.109326 , 1,9a cll.? -.124440 
10. 600000 . 067999 -.141859 -.214007 -.065011 . 	.067999 -.141859 
10.50000': . 034:399 -. 153262 -.335577  - . 016399 . 034399.  -. 152262 
11. 000000 - . 155119 - 226350 03.4115 000.32'9 - 	15511'9 
11. 200000 -.1)34015 -.150266 -.215781 084055 -. 034015 -. 150256 
11.400000 066431 -.137915 -.194267 130933 -. 056431 -. 137915 
11. 500000 -. 045299 -. 1185.53 - . 162656 . 172363 -. 095299 - 	1186.5'3 
11. 800000 - 	11916 0 - 	093414 7. 12E312 . 206.1.89 - 	119160 - . 093414 
12. 000000 -. 135788 -. 063435 -. 075053 270594 - . 1367:38 34 35 
12.2(10000 -.147259 -.13:2(8 -. 023075 .244129 -.147259 -.1)30203 
12.400000 -.149993 004619 .031159 .246099 -.149992 004619 
12. 600000 - . 144790 . 039271. 085030 ..2.36005 144;."90  
12. ;300000 -.131249  . 0719:=:1 . 135391 .21-1174 -. 131849 . 1)719:31 
13. 0 00000  -.111756 .101057 .181199 .181453 -.111756 .101057 
13.200000 -.085461 .124'7'66 .218539 .1381 239 -.085451 .124966 
13.400000 -.054241 .142415 .246243 .089414 -.054241 .142415 
13.600000 -. 0196.33 . 262439 . 034264 -. 019633 .15.2419 
I3.:300000 . 016630 . 154354 2'66386 -. (123627 . 0166.30 . 154354 
14. 000000 . 052712 .147991 .257530 -. 081500 . 052712 . 147991 
14. 200000 .1186754 .133512 .235122 -.136552 .125754 .133512 
14.400000 .11E972 .111511 20300e...' - . 136075 116972 .111511 
1.4.6.00c.00 .141;46 .022167 -.227 .141746 .082967 
:4.800000 155497 04v-.03 .107716 . 049203 

Table 3.3 Values of the displacement functions for 
different frequency factors. For an 
harmonic vertical force. 
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k 
.1ououo 

173 54 

.ouult, 

= 

v3 

-.0871.2. 

0.31 

174 

.010510 

W3 

-.000:57 

w4 

..!_,.10155 
. 	:01.:0110 001408 

5.41 
. 001 

009.755 
- . 0741 
- 

. 030264 

. 
00138,7•

- 
0014 ).:9; 
00,2541 009:755•  

. 700000 -. 003114 0070:93 - . 0515.79 055945 - 	01: .:114 0070:33•  

. 900000 -. 0112750 011111 - . 0342:55 .1)78:372 - . 	2750 . 011113 
1.100000 -. 0011:39 .1:115525 -. 015546 .037776 -.110118':. .015,525 
1 	3000011 001725 019953 005410 . 09218:1 011 1725 . 01995? 

500000 . 005040 . . 026'987 .11':,1824 006.040 024008 
1. 700000 . 011703 . 027297 . 048127 . 0:15575 . 011701 027297•  
1 	900000 . 018557 . 029446 . 057739 . 0759 . 018.557 02.9446 
2.100000 . 025355 . 030125 . 085000 . 	II,- 	III 026155 . 030125 
2.30001)0 . 0.34.55 . (12-:+06. . . 0455529 . 0.::4765 1.1,-.":115,  

5 0 0 0 	0 .14 2, :;93 026073 .108784 02535,2 04 E; 3 
2.700(100 . 051800 . 02105:3 .114141 003134 .1151:300 . 0211158 
. 	0 CI 0 . 059 5 a . 01402'4 .1145,71 -. 019471 . 0595,20 . 014024 

3.100000 . 	090 .1109:06 041.996 . 066090 005086 
3„ 300000 071072 -. 005517 . 101212 -. 06118:1 . 1171072 -. 005537 
"3. 500000 . 074075 - . 017527 . 097734 - 	08202'8: . 074075 - . (117527 
1. 700000 . 074777 -. 1:131-.14 73 . 070623 -. 097645 . 074777 -. 03047:3 
1. '900000 .1172343 -. 041915 .051:514 -.109293 . 07.2942: -.043915  
4. 100000 . 0 t :34 5 - . 1.157 . -. 	1 t. 4 1 . 06.8:459 - . 057308 
4. 100000 . 051297 - . 070105 . 005265 - . 118:684 . 05.1297 - . 070105 
4. 500000 . 051569 -. 081745 -.1,17767 -. 115554 . 051559 -.351746 
4. 700000 . 0.39499 -. 091701 -. 01963:3 -.10:3449 . 03'9499 -. 091701 
4. 900000 . 025424 -. 099486 059304 -. 095447 025424 -. 099486 
5. 000000 . 017769 - 102412 - 068022 - 	088:943 . 017769 102432 
5.20:000 . 001537 - . 105222 -. 082712 - ..0711:39 . 001517 -. 106222 
5.400000 -. 015451 -.107000 -.19:31:33 -. 051165 -. 015451 -.107000 
5.5111:1000 -. 0125:39 -. 104624 -. 09:1947 -. 029258 -. 0325:39 -. 104624 

800000 -. 049242 -. 099079 -. 099742 006.741 -. 049242 -. 099079 
5.. 000000 -. 0647:22 -. 0904:34 - 	09554:3 . 01527'9 -. 05.47:22 -. 050484 

2- 0 0 0 0 0 - 	07:3608 - 	117-4 11 - 	0865:35 035713 - 078608 - 079085 
6 . 4(1 	0 I) - 	09 f1 1 - . 05525'3 - . Ij' 	ill 053542 - . 090178 - . 065253 

600000 -. 099014 -. 049464 -. 056393 .1:167:367 -. 099034 -. 049464 
6. 800000 -. 104:320 -. 012286 -.136590 .1,77956. -. 104:3211 032286 
7..000000 -. 107305 -. 014351 -. 015199 . 081278 -. 107305 -. 014351 

2001100 -. 106192 . 001669 . 006'985 . 08151(1 -. 106392 . C10.3669 
7. 400000 -. 102123 . 0211194 . 028718 . 078656 -. 102123 . 021094 
7. 600000 -. 094680 . 037260 048:368 068854 -,, 094680 0.37260 
7. 800000 -. 084131 . 05155..7 .06A:=:65 . 054563 -,. 0:34381 . 051557 

000000 -. 071565 . 053446 0:302.55 . 016452 -.1171666 . 061446 
2. 200000 -. 057077 . 072494 039747 015387 -.057077 . 072494 
8. 400000 -. 041237 . 07:33:97 . 09425:3 -. 007509 -. 041237 . 072387 
6.6(1000(1 -. 024821 . 030946 . 093417 -. 031400 -. 024:321 . 030946 
8. a o 0 0 o 0 -.0 08 5 32 . 080139 .11:37140 -. 054790 -. 008512 . 0:30139 
9. 000000 . 0116940 . 07608:0 . 075584 -. 07655:4 . 005940 . 076030 
9. 2000(10 . 020939 . 069027 . [159169 -. 055636 . 020939 . 069027 
9. 400000 . 09:2:379 059:=.70 . 03:3559 -. 110'912 . 032879 . 059-370 
9.6011000 .042267 .047614 .014629 -.121519 .042267 .047614 
9. :300000 . 043731 . 034160 -. 011564 -. 126841 . 048731 . 034360 

10. 000000 . 052031 . 020271 -. 032:116 -. 126394 . 052031 . 020271 
in 200000 . 052.074 . 005051 - . 06,592:3 - . 120019 . 052074 . 006051 
10. 400000 . 043920 -. 007594 -. 091559 -. 107321 . 048520 -. 007594 
10. 600000 . 042780 -. 019983 -. 114493 -. 090184 . 042780 -. 019933 
1 O. 8000 0 0 . 034002 -. 030498 -. 1335:19 -. 067740 . 034002 -. 020498 
11. 000000 . 023066 -. 038607 -. 147:352 -. 041166 . 02-3056 -. 033507 
11. 200000 . 010550 - . 049:890 -. 156528 - . 0121:34 . 010550 - . 04:18'90 
11.410:00 -.0033:33 -.1146,114,4 -. 159043 . 018732 -. 002883 -. 046064 
11. 600000 -. 016527 -. 044991 -. 1551:34 . 04990:3 -. 016527 -. 044991 
11. 80(1000 -. 025655 -. 040691 -. 144812 . 0800.32 -. 029656 - . 04(1691 
12. 000000 -. 041561 -. 033-31'9 -. 12:3379 . 107765 -. 041551: -. 031319 
12.2000:0 -. 051594 -. 023260 -. 105,417 .131:352 -. 051594 -. 023260 
12. 400000 -. 059173 -. 010916 -. 079765 .1511:31 -. 05917.3 -.1110916 
12. 600000 - 	063:317 . 003117 - 	04'9486 . 164835 - . 05.1:9:37 . 0031 17 
12. 800000 -. 055251 . 018171 -. 016:321 . 1721 34 -. 055253 . 018171 
13. 000000 - 061241 . 09:1515 .111 	7 . 172675 - 	058:241 . 033515 
11. 200000 „ 057777 . 04:3195 . 050149 . 16614'9 -. 057777 .114:9395 
13. 400000 -. 049005 . 052051 . 08159:3 . 1531:48 -. 049005 . 062061 
13. 600000 -. 037224 . 073:3115 . 109851 . 114155 -. 017224 . 073:305 
13. 800000 -. 0228:84 082994 . 139:670 .109572 -. 022894 0:9:2994 
14. 000000 -. 006561 .1139101 .152(1(14 . 080590 -.11(15561 039103 
14. 2000 .1111114.1 . 091735 . 1640 33 .045443 . 011061 . 091735 
14. 400000 025227 . 090647 . 169210 014507 . 029227 . 090647 
14. 500000 047117 .1135759 .167291 -.01975(1 .1:147137 . 0:3575.9 
14. 800000 1.15 .077154 . 158342 -. 052835 .(153549 .1177164 

Table 3.4 Values of the displacement functions for 
different frequency factors. For an 
harmonic vertical force. 
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v = 0.5 

k 
.lououo 

u3 u4 
- 	103:87:E: .':'134'31 

W3 w4 
. 000320 

0 -3 - . 11.4:536 . 039702 - 0077'34 3• 
.50001..0 -. 0,:6027 .00,-711 -.03(245 . 063713 -, 0:6027 . 007711 
• 00000 -. 037737 . 01457,3 -.072479 . 031172 -. 037787 • 014576 
•9001)00 
• 100000 

- . 037:356 
-. 035712 

, 022944 
. 03:21'9:3 

-. 050334 
- . 02492:3 . 110074 

• 

-. 035712 
('22344 

. 032193 
300000 -. 031047 . 041539 . 00213:4 . 11.4004 - . 0311)47 . 041639 

. 500000 - . 050524 . 025683 . 111143 -. 023752 . 050524 
„ 700000 -. 013947 . 053110 . 056000 . 10246.3 -. 013947 . 058110 

1. '300000 - 	00150:3 . 063599 . 079674 . 0:374:31 -• 001903 . 063699 
2 . 100000 . 011:336 . 05.5.633 . 099373 . 067241 . 011336 . 06563:3 
3. 100000 . 025316 . 066577 . 113957 . 042775 . 025816 . 066577 
2. 500000 . 042143 .063057 .122584 .015349 .042143 .053057 

700000 . 057055 .055931 .124565 -.013557 .057655 .055981 
. 900000 . 070705 . 045405 .119990 -. 042525 . 070706 . 0454 05 
100000 011536 .10:3695 - 059333 . 082E59 . 031586 

3. 300000 090977 . 014977 • (191253 -.1)94179 . 090977 . 014977 
.3. 500000 . 096174 -. 003791 . 068529 -.114065 . 096174 -. 003791 
3. 700000 . 097349 -. 023937 . 041587 -.123406 . 037349 -. 023937 
3. 900000 094176 -.044564  . 0117:37 -.1.35341 . 054176 -.':'44564 
4.100000 . 036531 -. 054705- -. 019355 -• 137337 . 035531 -. 064705 
4. 300000 . 074513 -. 083359 - 	0502.32 -. 1:31210 . 074513 -. 033369 
4.500000 . 053443 -. 099591 -• 079227 -• 118148 . 053443 -. 099591 
4. 700000 . 038855 -.112433 - .104795 -. 09:3702 . 038855 -.1124:3:3 
4.'900000 .016481 -.131382 -.125548 -.073761 .015481 -.121282 
5. 000000 .004524 -.123953 -.133744 -. 059592 .164534 -. 1 
5. 200000 -. 020310 -.12555.3 -.145181 -. 028716 -. 020310 
5. 400000 -. 045472 - 	121968 -.149454 . 004253 -. 045472 -. 1.a'1968 
5,600000 -. 059341 -. 113139 -.146215 . 037659 -• 059341 -. 1131.39 
5, 300000 -. 092297 -. 099272 -.135491 . 069795 -. 092297 -. 059272 
Pi.. 0 CI 0 0 CI 0 111776 -. 080810 -.117698 . 093997 -. 111776 -.1,20210 
6.200000 -. 127318 -. 053426 -. 09361:3 . 123717 -. 127318 -. 053426 
6. 4000(10 -. 133124 -. 032995 -.064.365 .142515 -.1.38124 -.032995 
6. 6,00000 -. 143590 -. 005555 -. 031339 . 154524 -. 143590 -. 005555 
6.800000 -.14.3347 .322733 . 003:34:3 . 159011 -. 14.3.347 . 022738 
7. 000000 -. 137282 . 050661 .039445 .155416 -.1.37282 .050661 

200000 -. 125545 . 07693:3 . 07.3555 . 143:331 -. 125545 .1,763:33 
7..400000 -. 10:3553 . 100523 .104717 . 124349 -. 103552 . 100523 
7.600000 -. 086972 .120207 .131000 .099148 -.035972 .120207 

:300000 -. 061650 . 135119 .15108:3 . 06796 0 -. 061690 . 1:35119 
:3. 000000 -. 0:33778 . 144552 .153:352 . 032752 -. 033778 . 144552 
:3. 300000 -. 004445 . 148040 .163512 -. 004742 -. 004445 .14:3040 
8. 4(10000 . 025023 . 145384 .164684 -. 042701 . 025023 .1453:34 
:3. 600000 . 053314 .135570 .152400 -. 07921 0 .05:3314 . 136670 
:3.800000 . 079161 . 122263 . 132120 -. 1124 (12 . 079151 .122263 
9. 000000 .101397 .102797 .104709 -.140545 .101.397 .102797 
9.200000 . 119014 . 079147 .0714(6 -.152127 .119014 .079147 
9. 40000(1 .131213 .053359 . 0.33764 -.175935 . 131213 .052.389 
9. 500000 .1.37441 .023755 -.005418 -.131123 .137441 .023755 
9. 800000 .1.37424 -.0:5431 -.047183 -.177258 .1:37424 -.('05431 

10. 000000 . 1:31134 -. 03.3:E:08 -. 086509 -.164.346 . 131184 -. 0.33808 
10. 200000 . 119035 -. 060047 -• 1224 09 -. 142346 . 119035 -. 050047 
10. 400000 . 101576 -. 032915 -. 153028 -. 113644 . 101576 -. 082915 
ii:'. 600000 . 079662 -. 101333 -. 176737 -.07:1(126 . 079662 -.11,1333 
I U.  8(10000 . 054369 -. 114432 -.192218 -.037619 .054359 -.114432 
11. 000000 .026938 -.121594 -. 193532 . 005590 . 026933 -.121594 
11. 200000 -. 001275 -. 122437 -. 195174 .. 049831 -. 001275 -.122437 
11.400000 -.028:373 -. 117032 -. 18E100 . 092658 -. 023373 -.117082 
11. 600000 -. 05447:3 -. 105553 -. 155742 . 132047 -. 054478 -.105658 
11. 8000(10 -. 076802 -. 08:3793 -. 123991 .165, 007 -. (1763(12 -. 033793 
12. C100000 -. 094709 -. 067335 -. 091164 .192770 -. 094709 -. 067335 
13. 200000 -• 107271 -. 042367 -. 047944 . 21 oa:i:6 -.107271 -. 042367 
13. 400000 -.113:321 -.015155 -.0013('5 .219299 -.113321 -. 015155 
12. 600000 -. 113930 . 012911 . 046574 .217402 -.1139:30 .012911 
12. :300000 -. 107635 . 0403:34 . 0934E3 .205073 -. 107635 . 040334 
13. 000000 -. 095195 . 065:330 . 135975 . 132691 -. 095196 . 0558.30 
13.200000 077033 . 087893 . 175086 . 151125 -. 077033 . 037898 
1.3. 400000 -. 054204 . 1 05389 .2058.32 . 11159;3 -. 054204 .105389 
1 3., 500000 -. 027670 . 117315 .2276.12 . 066131 -. 027570 .117315 
13. 800000 . 001211 .12294:3 .2.39225 . 015453 001211 .122948 
14. 000000 . 030992 . 121365 .239935 -. 035019 080992 .121865 
14. 200000 . 060156 . 	3969 11 . 225516 - 	4 . 085'93 . 060155. . 
14. 40(1(1(10 . 0E47190 099497 . 203262 -.1.33872 . 037190 . 099497 
14. 6 00000 • 1 1 0 . 079020 . 1769'33 - 175529 . 110558 . 07'9020 
14.800000 .129272 . 053414 . 1.36996 -.211320 . 1292'72 . 053414 

Table 3.5 Values of the displacement functions 
for different frequency factors. For 
an harmonic vertical force. 
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CHAPTER 4  

FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE SURFACE OF AN  

ELASTIC HALF SPACE DUE TO A HORIZONTAL  

HARMONIC POINT FORCE 

Due to complexities of the mathematics, the literature 

concerning the dynamic response of an elastic half space to 

concentrated loads has been confined to the simpler problem 

of the axial symmetrical or two dimensional case, where the 

concentrated line source acts on the surface. 

Among the investigators, who considered the three 

dimensional problem Chao (1960) presented a solution for the 

displacement of an elastic half space for a tangential applied 

force which varied with time as the Heaviside unit function. 

Papadopoulos (1963), Aggarwal and Ablow (1967) gave solutions 

to a class of three dimensional pulse propagation in an 

elastic half space, but without any numerical results for a 

harmonic force. 

In the present chapter the three dimensional problem is 

solved by following the procedure that was used in the last 

chapter and results are obtained by employing numerical 

techniques to re-transform the displacements. Systems of 

coordinate and schematic diagram for the problem is shown 

in Fig.4.1. 
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Fx 
\ \ \ 

A X 

V 

I Y 

I W 

Plan view 

Fig.4.l Diagram for displacements of a point 'A' on the 

surface of an elastic half-space due to a 

horizontal point force 

4.1 Boundary Conditions for the Problem  

The complete boundary conditions for this case are 

exactly similar to the last case except for the stresses on 

surfaces which are 

a YY = 0 

T 	= 0 
yz 

I x 1  r 0 

x 1 ?. 0 

1 z) 	0 	(4.1a) 

I z I ?. 	0 	(4.1b) 

The point force is applied in the x direction and the 

corresponding amplitude of stress due to this force is ex-

pressed by the Dirac delta function 

T
yx 

= T 6(x,z)exp(iQt) (4.1c) 

The physical conditions demand that the waves generated 

by this point force should die out as they travel through 

the half space. 

	 U 

	 X 



D - -G 	T 	[(2-d + Qi)(q — 2q2) + 4GY1Y2(12)] 
2*25 Yx  
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If the amplitude of the harmonic tangential force is Fx  

then the relation between this force and the corresponding 

shear stress is 

Fx 	T d(x,z)dxdz = T 
	 (4.2) 

--00 

The double complex Fourier transform of the stresses on 

the surface with respect to x and z are 

cr 

- 	

= 0 
YY 

- = 0 yz 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

+° r+. 
T 	1 Fxd(x,z)exp(ipx)exp(iqz)dzdx yx 27  

Fx 
27 (4.3c) 

4.2 Integral Representationsof Displacements  

Arbitrary values of Equations(2.38) for this case can 

be evaluated by substituting for the transform of the 

stresses into Equations (2.46), which gives 

T 	(4ipGy2) 	(4.4a) D = 1  
2 2  Yx 2 

= Gpq
q   Tyx (2y 2 + 	— 2)(112) qc   (4.4b) 

(4.4c) 

and then putting the above equations into (2.42) finally 

results in 
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Ac - 

2 — 
tic 1 T

yx 
 Py2 

(4.5a) 

 

G 0(p,q) 

 

Ax 

pq(2y22   + Qi - 2y1y2)T yx (4.5b) 

 

G 10(p,q) 

 

1(2ii + Q2) (Q2 - 2q2) + 4Yil2q217yx  
Az = 

	

	 (4.5c) 
2G 0(p,q) 

The transform of the displacements will be given by 

Equations (2.38) after substituting for AE,  AX  and Az 
from 

the above equations. 

By putting y = 0 for surface displacements, these 

equations become 

   

- T 

= 	
yx  

(1)(p,q) 

 

(ip (2y2 + q)(Qi - 2q2) + 4y 1 y2q2  

  

   

+ 2ipq2(2y2
2
' + Qi - 2y1 y2) 	- 2ipy l y2Oi 	(4.6a) 

 I 

5 = 	
T
yX 	4p2y2- 

2G (1)(p,q) 

4p2(42y2(2y + S22 - 2Y2i1) 

,2 Q2 
'2 	2 

 

2(q - p2)y2  
	 ((2q + Q;)(q - 2q2) + 4y1y2q 

y2 Q2 
2 	2 

(4.6b) 



T 
= 	

yx 

2G ,1)(p,q) 
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4Pqy2 
2pq 12( 

	

(2y4Q2)(R2 	2q2) 4. 4y 7 (12)1 

2 2 	2 	1 2 	) 
11Ri 

4y210,q(q e) 
	 (2,q + S22 - 21112) 

,2Q2 
1 2 	2 

(4.6c) 

By inverting these equations into the x and z domain 

displacements of the free surface due to the tangential 

force on 

expressed 

V(x,z) 	= 

the 

by 

1 

-co 

surface of 

f+m 

the elastic 

- F
x 

half space media can be 

+ 2,2 - 2y y )exp(- ipx) t" 	2 	' 2 	1 	2 	- 
i,(Q2 

27 27 (1, (p,q)G 

exp(-  iqz)dp dq 	 (4.7a) 

1 x
/2 

■ 14 

2yi*21q2(Qi+4yi-4y1y2) 

U(x,z) = 
27 (1)(p,q)G 

'1' 	Q2  2 	2  

exp(-ipx).exp(-iqz)dpdq 	(4.7h) 

	

1 	
-1-'_2pc1(4y-Fq-4y1y2)Fx 

W(x,z) = 

	

27 	47Gy (1)(p,(1) 
	  exp(-ipx)exp(-iqz)dpdg 

2 

(4. 7c) 

By introducing the polar variable for p,q and x,z as 

p = 6 sin (I) 	 (4.8a) 

q = 6 cos (I) 
	

(4.8b) 



47 2 G o 	4sz—Q2 2  (1)(s) 

Fx 	03 -0(462-3522-41/(62-q)(62-q) r27 

J 
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and 

x = r cos 	la 	 (4.9a) 

z = r sin e 
	 (4.9b) 

the displacements then take the form: 

—iFx 	
62 (262—Q22-2462—Q2) (S L-522 )

2
—S/2) e27 1  

V(r,■0) = 	 sin(I)exp[-i6r 
4G72 	4)(6) 

o 

.sin(0+flidcpdd 	(4.10a) 

00Q2d/62  RL-  27 —F 	2 	— 2  
expF-i6 rsin (04-(1) )11(pd U(r,O) = 	 2— 47 G 	4)(6) J o  

cos2q)exp[-idr 

sin 	(e4-01dcIldd 	(4.10b) 

o. 63  (462-3522--4I(62-C22) (62-Q2 ) 27 -Fx  2 	2 	1 
W(r,O) 	 AEG 

 
sincpcos0 

0 	2 /62-Q2 0 (6) 

. exn [-iSrsin(e-kO1d(pdS 	(4.10c) 

Integrals with respect to cp which appear at the end of these 

equations are given by the following relations in terms of 

Bessel functions. 
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27T 

S
1  = J 	sin(Pex -i6rsin(q)+41() 	= -2nicos0J1  (Sr) (4.11a) 

S2 = 	
27

exp[-i(Srsin(q)+0]d4) 	= 	211-Jo(6r) 
0 

(4.11b) 

21T 

S4 = 
sin2q)expriSrsin(q)+0)thp 

o 
= -2nJ2(5r)sin2e ( 4.11c ) 

2ff 
S5 = I 	cos2(pexp[-icSrsin(4+0)dcp = o(Sr) 	+ nJ2(dr)cos28 

(4.11d) 

Employing the variables introduced by Equation (3.14) and 

substituting for the above integrals, the displacements 

will take on the single integral form. 

F con- 0 

	

- 	2E2...k2-2,/(2_,k2)(E2....h2) 
V = - 	 

F(E) 
	  J (E)dE (4.12a) 

	

2u Gr Jo 	 1 

F' 
	 J 0 (E)dE 

J o

2 

o 
U = 	F() 	 Jo(E)dE

-  
4nGr 	 v2 	2 ,...k 

 

Fcos20j k2v4-2_k2 
47Gr 
	 J

2
(E)dE + 	

-k2 J2
(E)dE 

1E2   

(4.12b) 

Fx 	sin20 fc° 2/E2-k2 	 J ()d w . - 	1 
	 J2()d+F 

	 
4nGr 	F(E) Jo 	Jo iEz-k2 2  

(4.12c) 

where F(E) is the Rayleigh function Equation 3.16. 
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4.3 Rayleigh Wave Displacements  

The free motion of the surface of a half space in this 

kind of boundary problem has the same characteristics which 

were discussed in Section 3.4. If the ratio of the trans-

formed shear stress in the x direction and the Rayleigh 

function is A then this value can be arbitrary if the 

surface becomes stress free at the zero value of the Rayleigh 

function (given in Section 3.3). Thus: 

T 

A = 	Yx  
F(K) 

(4.13) 

The corresponding displacement in this case can be obtained 

by substituting for the above ratio into Equations (4.12). 

Completing these substitutions the Rayleigh wave displace-

ments become: 

VR 	
Acos0 2(,) 2..k2_2/6(2_k2)(K 2_h2))J1(K) K 
Gr 

2  , 	I, UR = 	
Ak 	

■KyK 	luolKI 	cos20J2(K)) 2Gr 

Ak
r  
2  / 	 WR = - 	KYK--k-  J2(K)sin2e 2G 

(4.14a) 

(4.14b) 

(4.14c) 

4.4 Evaluation of Displacements  

In order to manipulate the contour integration it will 

be much easier to replace the Bessel functions in Equations 

(4.12) by their integral representation. These integrals 

for Jo and J1have been shown in Equations (3.25) and are: 

du 	(4.15a) 
co 

Jo(E) = - 7 — j 	
exp(iEcoshu) - exp(-iCcoshu) 

0 
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J (E) = - -1  J1(E) 	IT 0 
	

I

exp(iCcoshu) + exp(-iEcoshu) coshu du 

(4.15b) 

Using these two equations by means of recurrence formula 

J2 
will be 

J2  (C)= I jw  exp(iEcoshu) - exp(-iEcoshu) cosh2udu 

o (4.15c) 

By replacing the Bessel functions by the right hand 

side of the above equations, Equations (4.12) become: 

V - 
FX

cose 
coshu 	

E22E2...k2-2/(E2_k2)(E2_h2) 

2rr2Gr 	(2c2_k2)2_4 2i(E2_1;2)(E2_h2) 
o 

exp(icoshu)dEdu 	(4. 16a) 

iF  U - 	 
4n2Gr 

k2/E2-k2  
F(C) 	

exp(iEcoshu)dE - 

k2i/E 2
E)
-k2  exp(iCcoshu)dC 

F(  
CO 

iFcos20 	2i/E2... x 	kF cosh2u j 	(c)
k2 	

exp(iEcoshu)dEdu 
4u2Gr o -co 

I c°  

cosh2u 	1  exp(iCcoshu)dEdu (4.16b) 
ti/E 2-k2  

-co 

du 

du 

0 
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- iFsin20 x  
j cosh2u 	

E) 
	 exp(icoshu)dEduk2/ 
F( 

+ 	cosh2u 	1 I    exp(iCcoshu)ddu 
- vE2_k2 

J0 

(4.16c) 

 

Infinite integrals with respect to will be given 

id by performing the operation - di  upon 12, 13  and 14  and 

then replacing x by coshu. These integrals have been 

evaluated by Lamb (1904) using a contour integration approach 

set out in Appendix B. These operations then yield, after 

simplification: 

Fcose x  V -  	2fflysin(Kcoshu) + 4k2 	2 (22-k2)cie, 

272Gr F(Of(0 
h 

exp(-iEcoshu)dE 	• coshudu 
	

(4.17a) 

k 
iF
x 	 c(22_k2)2 

ff 	
r3 

U - 	2icH3sinkcoshu) 	2k2 	' 	 
F(E)f() 471-2Gr o 

03 

exp(-icoshu)dE - 2k2 	E F()  exp(4coshu)dE Idu 

k 

iFxcos20 - j 	kH(2)(kcoshu)du 	+ 
47r 2Gr 

• j [ 2nKH
3 	

F(E) (0 
sinkcoshu)-2k2  1 

(2E2-k2)2 13  

o  

4Tr2Gr 

0 

03 k 



.1 

cosh.  2udu + 	irk H(2)(kcoshu)cosh2udu 

0 

Co 

(4.17b) 

+ j nkH1
2) 
 (kcoshu)cosh2udu 

(  
CO 

(4.17c) 
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CO 

f  
.exp(-iCcoshu)dC - 2k2 	E F 

13  ) exp(-iCcoshu)dc 

k 	

( 

W - iF x
sin28 1/1 k  

411-2Gr 	
2711 

3
Ksin(Kcoshu) 2k2 IE

F(E)f(E) 

(22_1(2)2a  

CO 

.* 
exp H_coshu)dC - 2k2  C 	

PIE  
(3

) 
 exp(-icoshu)dc cosh2u du 

0 

k 

To simplify these displacements let's determine the 

following integrals which were given in the displacement 

equations. 

(1) Jl = J 2nKH1sin(Kcoshu)coshu du 

This integral has been evaluated before in terms of the 

Bessel function of second kind, first order in Equation 

(3.28) as 

J1 = - ir2KH1y1(K) 

Co 
(2) J2 = f2nK H3sin(Kcoshu)du 

(4.18) 

The above integral is similar to integral (3.29), thus 

32 = n2KH
3
LT(K) 

(3) J3 = f c°  exp(-iccoshu)du = - iii. 1-1(()2)  (E) 
o 

see Equation (3.30). 
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n 
(4) 	J4 = 	exp(-iEcoshu)coshu du = - -f Hi

2) 
 (E) (4.21) 

0 
see Equation (3.31) 

J5 = f
. 

(5) 	211- K H3sin(Kcoshu)cosh2udu 0 

27K H3
sin (Kcoshu) (1-2cos2hu) du 

2 
2-fric H

3
sin(Kcoshu) + 2 D --T 	27KH3sin(Kcoshu)du BK 

0 	 •0 

3

K

2 	r- = - (1-2 7-7) I 27K H3sin(Kcoshu)du O 
Jo 

232,, 	2 2, 2  
= - (1- --T/J2 = (1 7-7.17T-KH3Jo(K) DK 	dK 

= 	1T 2KH
3
(jo(K) 	4--  U 	) 

1 

From recurrence formulae for Bessel function J2(K) will 

be 	J2(10 = o(K) - 2-
9K  - J1  (K), considering the last result 

J5 can then be written 

= 	- 	11-2KH3J2(K) 	 (4.22) 

(6) J6 = I 	exp(-iEcoshu)cosh2udu 
0 

3  2 
J6 = 	(1- exp(-i Ecoshu)du TT2) 

0 

the last integral was given by J3, thus 

92 	 3 2 	Tr  (2) 
= (1 T-2-) J3 = 	1.2-1-10 	(E) 

= 2  (H (2)  (E) + 	H (2)  M)  

from recurrence formula we have 

I° 0 
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2-9E 113.(2)  (E) = H (2) (E) - 2 
2)(E) = 2Ho

(2)  (E) - 	H (2) (E) F, 1 

substituting 

the second 

one J6 becomes 

J6 = 

(7) 	J7 	= 

Introducing 

J7 = Irk 

Separating 

kind 

Tr 
i 

f 0 

z 

f 

for the derivative of the 

from the above relation 

	

(2) 	2 	(2) (3Ho 	(E) 	- T  H1 	(E)) 

( TrkH1
2)  (kcoshu)du 

= coshu then 

	

H (2) 	dz 

Hankel function of 

into the previous 

(4.23 

function components 

(kz) 1 
Vz2-1 

( H1
2) 
	into its Bessel 

result in 

z 	 1 J7 = Trk J 
	

J1  (kz) 	 

	

Vzd2-1 	
irk 

,co 
 yl  (kz) vz2-1  dz 	(4.24) 

These two integrals are similar to the Hankel transform 

of the following functions, which are given in tables of 

integral transforms by the Bateman Manuscript project 

(pages 24 and 102) 
z 	-4- 

X-1/2(x -1) 2 ,1 < x < 

(4.25) 
0 
	o < x < 1 

The Hankel Transformsof this function with respect to 

JI  and yl  are 

1 
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fc° 0 
f(x) J1  (kx)(xk) 2dx 

= (co k 2J1(kz) 
il  (z2_1)-li  dz = 1/27rk J1/2. 	2 (1/2k)14(1/2k) 

(4.26) 

r k 2y, (kz) 	-2 
I f(x) yi(kx)(xkOdx = 	' 	 dz = kirk 2{[J1,(1/2k) 1 
. 

0 	1 ( z 2_1) 2 	 2 	. 

2. 

(1/2k)] } 	(4.27) 

By substituting for the components of J7 in (4.24) from 

the above equations J7 becomes 

2 
J7 = - 1/211-2k J

1/2 
 (k/2)Y1/2(k/2)-i¶ 42k  P1/2(k/2)] -P1/2(k /2)12  

(4.28) 

(8) 	J
8 
= f TrkH(2)  (kcoshu)cosh2u du 

0 

separating coshzu; 

f
m  TrkH(2)(kcoshu)(2cosh2u-l)du = 
0 

1 

21Tk 
J 	

H (
1
2)(kcoshu)cosh.

2
udu - 

0 

- kH
1
2) 
 (kcoshu)du = 

(  

0 

- H(2)(kcoshu)coshudu-i IrkH1 (kcoshu)du 
ak 	

(2) 

0 	0 

(4.29) 

The second integral is identical to J7 except for the 

negative sign and the first integral can be written by 

substituting z = coshu 

00 

CO 
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- 27k-- [ ak 

These integrals 

page 25 and 

dz i 
o  

dz (4.30) 

and 	(33) 

j 	J(kz) y o(kz) 
o 1z2-1 o 

are also given 

103 	of Table of 

iz2_1 

by integrals 	(28) 

Integral Transforms. 

After substituting for all these integrals and simplifying 

J8 becomes 

1/2 sink cosk sink cosk  J8 = - 2r(IDk7 	-(  k  + 	) + i ( 
[ k2 	k2 	k 

+ 1/27 2k {J1/2(k/2)y1/2 (k/2) + i/2 [ qi(k/2)-y(k/2)]} (4.31) 

The displacement functions can be simplified by substituting 

for all these eight integrals into Equations 4.17 as;. 

Fxcose[ 	Xjk _(1,-2-1,21 7  21 
V =   -H" (C)dE I 721cli

1Y1(K) 	
4k 	F(E)f(E) 2 1 272Gr 

(4.32a) 

	

iF 	k 	IQ 
U = 	x 	72KH3o(K)+2k

2 	‘4'' 2m2/P  7  iH(2)  (C)dC F(E)f(C) 2 o 
4rr 2Gr 

+ 2k2  f 1.40  : i q)2)(E)clE :  

+ 1/27 2k 31/2(k/2)Y1/2(k/2)+i/2(j0k/2)-Yt(k/2) 
[ 

iFcos20 (2E2-k2)2(3. 	(2) 
	 .mr2K H3J2(K) 2k2 	E 

F(E) f(E) 
17 3H0  (C) - 

	

472Gr 	 2h  

H(2)  (E) )(1-2k2  f E 	 OH(2) 2u(2) 
F(0 2 0 -E-1 
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L- 	s in k 	cosk)+i(sink 	cosk
) 

	

- 2r(1/2)k7 2 	 ( k  	+ 
[ k2 	k2 	k 

  

  

[+ 1/272k J1/2(k/2)Y1/2(k/2)+1/2(J12(k/2)-(k/2)) 

 

(4.32b) 

   

iFxsin2e 
W - 

4ir 2Gr 
7 	( 2KH3

J
2 
,K)-2k2 I c

2(2E2-k2)2 

J 	F(E)f(E) 

  

i 7 in (2) 	2 (2) 
Ho  (E)-TH1  (E))dE - 2k2  E 	 i7(3H(2)(0 --H

(2) (E) )clE 
2 	 FM 2 o 	1 

k 

- 2r(1/2)k7
1/2 	(

sink , cosk, 	sink 	cosk)  
+ „ 

	

I 	\ --7- 
k 

[+ li 72k 	J1/2 (k/2)Y1/2(k/2) + i/20t(k/2) - Y12(k/2)) 

(4.32c) 
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The last boundary condition of the problem is that there 

should not be any converging or standing waves and vibrations 

must be transmitted through the medium by a system of 

waves diverging from the concentrated point force. Since 

( 
all the integrals in the above equations consist of Hn

2) 
 () 

terms and these functions can be expressed in the exponential 

form exp(-iE), they represent diverging waves. The only 

non-diverging terms in the above equations are residues 

of integrals which are in terms of the Bessel functions of 

Y1, Jo  and J2. In order to eliminate these waves a portion 

of free waves can be added to the above displacements, 

without any effect to the boundary conditions. The general 

solution for free waves are given in Equations 4.14. After 

evaluating the arbitrary constant for the last condition by 

equating 

Rayleigh 

VR 

UR 

WR 

Equations 

Fxcos() 

waves displacements 

4.14 by the 

1KH1J1  (K) 

Jo(K)-J2
(K)cos2e 

J
2
(K)sin20 

then 

standing waves in 	(4.32) 	the 

become: 

(4.33a) 

(4.33b) 

(4.33c) 

2Gr 

-Fx
iKH3 - 
4Gr 

-F x
iKH

3 
4Gr 
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and the necessary value of A is 

A = - iFx/21"(K) 	 (4.34) 

Superimposing these free waves on the displacement 

equations and introducing 

n = UiC 	 (4.35) 

finally displacement equations become 

F cose 	1 

V - 	 KH ffiH(2)(K)+2k 	
n2  (2n2-1) ✓(n2-y2  ) (1-n2)  (2) 

2Gr7r 	1 1 	F(n)f(n) 	
1 (kn)dn 

(4.36a) 

U = Fx  [k 	
1 
n(2112-1)21/1-n2  . (2) (kn)+k in2-1H(2)(kn)dn 

4Gr 	 F(n)f(n) 	In  F(71) o 

1/2ffkiJi(k/2)Y(k/2) -FlOrk(J 2 (k/4-Y(k/2)] 
1 	 2 	 1/2 	2 

Fxcos20 3k i n l(21-12-1)2V1-n2  iH(2)  
4Grff 	F(n)f(n) 	o (kn)dn 

1 y  

00 	42-1 „..„(2)(krodn fl(2n2-1)2i1-n2 i1-1 2)(kn)dn+ 3k-f, 	F(n) no - 2 	
F(n)f(n) 

-2 
fmiF(n)  H1

n2-1  (2)(kn)dn + 2ki( k 
sink+cosk 2k(sink 	cosk

) 

	

k2 	k2  

+ 1/2ffkiJ1/2(k/2)Y1/2(k/2)-kffk(Jt(k/2)-Y2(k/2)) ..1 
	

(4.36h) 
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W = 
Fsin20 x  (2, 2 . 

3k j n ' 	
"2-1)2/1„ 	

" 	11-1
(2) 
 (kn)dri 

4Gr7 	y 	F(n)f(n) 

2 	(2n2-1) 2/1-n2 ill12)( kn)dn+3k ti i  n 	 110 (2) (kri)dn 
F(n)f(n) 

(cw7=I  (2) 	sink 	cosk) + 21.c(sink 	cock
) -2 t ji F(n) 

1-1
1 
 (kn)dn+2ki( 

	

k2 	k2  

+1/2irkiJ1/2(k/2)Y1/2(k/2)-47rk(Jt(k/2)-YVk/2)) 1 
	

(4.36c) 

As a consequence of the above relations the amplitude 

of a displacement on the surface of a half space can be 

written in the form: 

(v 
3 	
+ iv4

) 	 (4.37a) 

 (4.37h) 41 )+-1LGrcos2 	(U
32+iu42) 

(7/7
3 	
+

4
) 	 (4.37c) 

a32, a42, w3  and w4 are real values 

V = Gr cos@ 

F +iu U = G— (u31 r  

and finally 

W = Gr sin20 

where V3, 	T74, 	T.131, 

and can be evaluated by applying appropriate methods of 

integration which were discussed in Section 3.6. 

On the other hand a displacement in the verical 

direction in this case is similar to a displacement in the 

x direction for a vertical point force which was calculated 

before. Also from Equations (4.36b) and (4.36c) it is 

obvious that 
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- U 

W4  = - 

32 

42 

(4.38) 

(4.39) 

Results which are obtained here will be satisfied by 

all the conditions discussed by Chi-Chang Chao (1960). 

4.5 Numerical Integration of Displacements  

To obtain numerical results for a displacement of a 

particular value of frequency factor (k), all integrals in 

displacements should be evaluated by means of the appropriate 

numerical technique. In the following section these methods 

will be introduced for each integral, which are listed 

below. 

1 2 	(21.1 2_1) 2 ( 11 2_ y 2) 2  ( 11 2_1) 

B =
2)(kn)dn (4.40) 1 (2n2_10-160(n2_y2)( 12_1) 

B2 = H 
F(n)f(n) 

(211 2_1)2i1_nz 	
(2) (kr)dn 

1 
B = f 	(2112-1)2/17717 

 H1 
(2)  (kn)dn 

3 
1 	F(n)f(n) 

(11F (n) 

	(2) 
B4 = f F(11) 	(kr)dfl 

n (n4-1) 2 	
1
(2 ) 

B5  - 	F(n) 	
(kr ) dn 

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

(1) Evaluation of B1 

This integral is exactly the same as integral A3  which 

was discussed in Section 3.6, see evaluation for A3. 
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(2) Evaluation of B2  and B3 

These integrals are evaluated by the Gauss quadrature 

method and it was found that 20 abscissa points were 

sufficient to enable integration in the frequency factor 

interval. 

(3) Evaluation of B4  and B5 

Evaluation procedure for these two Cauchy's principal 

value integrals was exactly the same as the procedure for 

integral Al  in Section 3.61. 

4.6 Results and Discussion 
_... - 	- 	- 	- 

The six functions of v3, v4, u31, u41, u32 and u42 

are plotted against the variations of frequency factor for 

the different Poisson ratios; 0.0, 0.25, 0.31 and 0.5 in 

Figures 4.2 to 4.13. This data is also listed in the 

Tables 4.1 to 4.4. These curves do not start from very low 

values of the frequency factor because the values of U32, 

U42 are very high in the low range. Consequently these 

tables must be used whenever these functions are needed 

for the low values of frequency factor. 

To the author's knowledge these results are not given 

by any other investigator. 
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v = 0 

k 
.210000 
.410000 
.610000 
. 810000 
1.010000 
1.210000 
1.4101)00 
1.610000 
1. :310000 
2.010000 
2.2101)00 
2.4100110 
2.6100(10 
2.9100 00 
:3. 010000 
3.210000 
:3.410000 
3.6101100 

810000 
4. 010000 
4.210000 
4.410000 
4.61 0000 
4.1310000 
5. 000000 
5.200000 
5.4110000 
5.600(100 
5.800000 
6.000000 
6.200000 
6.400000 
6.600000 
6.800000 
.000000 
7.200000 
7.400000 
7.600000 
7.800000 
8.000000 
8.200000 
.400000 
8.600000 
8.800000 
9.000000 

9.200000 
9.400000 
9.600000 
9.800000 
10.000000 
10.21)0000 
10.4(11)000 
10. E,00000 
10.so0000 
11.000000 
11.200000 
11.400000 
11.600000 
11.800000 
12.ennnno 

12.200000 
12.400000 
12.600000 
12.aonono 
13. oon 
1:3. 201-100o 
1.3.460000 
1.3. 6,00000 
13. 300000 
14. 000000 
14. 2001100 
14. 400010) 
14.600000 
1.1. :300000 

V3 

-. 084051 
-. 0'90727 
-. 09609E' 
-. 097'9:35 
-. 094927 
-.086009 
-.070877 
-. 049710 
-.023200 
.007504 
. 040867 
„ 075064 
„ 10:3096 
. 137915 
.162555 
.180250 
. 189604 
.189586 
.179714 
. 160047 
.131216 
. 094401 
.05127:3 
. 003932 
. 042645 
. 091009 
1.36039 
175192 
206175 

_ • 227079 
236496 
233612 
21326E1 
1909:35 
152951 
105973 
052387 

• 005052 
• 063...121 
• 1192:33 
• 16.'9:360 
• 212204 
• 243:357 
• 262892 
• 268033 
• 258735 
• 23522:3 
• 198520 
• 150355 
• 093134 
• 029795 

036333 
101727 
162:311 

_ • 216197 
25884:3 

- • 28:5256 
- • 302581 
_ • 30(1771 

252624 
248820 

- • 200893 
14116':,' 

_ • 072648 
(11)1144 • 

• 076.335 
• 148914 
• 214940 
270757 
• 313194 
• 39745 
• 

11698 

V4 

.003421 
. 012734 
. 027331 
. 046094 
. 067429 
. 089711 
.1110:39 
.129715 
.1.43'352 
.151994 
. 152970 
.146033: 
.130919 
.1078:30 
. 0776:38 
.0416:1 
. 001.305 

-. 041177 
-. 0:33594 
-.123592 
-.158859 
-.1:37254 
-.21' , '45 
-.216523 
-.215435 
-.203260 
-. 1:30061 
-.146744 
-.1:4806 
-. 056264 
-. 003556 

. 050581 

.103262 

.151604 

.224736 

.245197 

.252921 

.247215 

.22:3115 

. 196.372 

. 15.3452 

.101461 

. 04303:9 
-. 018:770 

0:30676 
-.139323 
-. 191465 
-.234150 
-.26488:3 
-.281774 
-.2:33649 
-.270155 
-.541655 
-. 19'35114 
-.145703 
-. 08:2954 
-. 014487 

. 056097 

.125021 
.1:38530 
. 2431095 
.5:35609 

313560 
.35, 5175 
. 319531 
.296616 
.257345 
.203527 
.137779 
. 063402 

-. 015786 
-.0.:,!1,650 
-.17194s 

U31 

.152661 

.140515 

.123463 

.11)240.3 
•075427 
. 052741 
. 026660 
.11111515 

-.021413 
-.1140954 
-. 056118 
-. 066142 
-.1)70534 
-. 069098 
-. 061945. 
-. 049486 
-. 032413 
-.1:11656 

. 011659 

.036279 

. 060886 

. 0:34168 

.104892 

.121969 

.134004 

.141645 

.14.3771 

.140313 

.1:31505 . 

.117872 

.100195 

. 079475 

.1,55:353 

.03:36.30 

.011040 
-.009665 
-.027362 
-. 041100 
-.050155 
-. 054070 
-. 052674 
-. 046096 
-. 034756 
-. 019337 
-. 00074:3 

. 019925 

. 041484 

. 062639 

.082.321 

. 09925:3 

.112534 

.121397 

.125349 

.124178 

.11796.5 

.107086 

. 0921:36 

. 074145 

. 054028 
.033024 
. 012378 

-. °OA 6. :3 1 
-.0331,1,7 
- 	035611 
-. 043711 
-. 0467:36 
-. 044502 
-. 037231 
-. 025050 
-.003722 

. 010840 

. 032524 
.055077 
.077179 

641 

-.023449 
- 	04100,3 
-.05(,5:3 
-.06.530-9 
-.071445 
-. 073299 
-.1170.3'96 
-.064481' 
-.054496 
-. 041573 
-. 026489 
-. 010128 

. 006574 

. 022677 

. 037289 

. 049620 

. 059020 

. 065012 

. 067.322 

.065:55 

.1)60845 

.052549 

.041515 

.03:3410 

. 014738 
-. 000149 
-. 014720 
-.023175 

039788 
-. 048955 
-.055219 
-.1,5829:3 
-. 058091 
-. 05468E. 
-.048349 
-. 039503 
-.028703 
-. 016602 
-.0(13910 

.00:3645 

. 020362 

. 03:0601 

. 03:3:322 

. 044612 

. 047705 

. 047996 

. 045541 

.040543 

.033370 

. 024472 

.1:1144115 

. 003779 
-. 0067:34 
-.015675 
-. 025340 
-. 0.32309 
-. 037216 
-. 039:325 
-. 040034 
-.037882 
-. 033543 
- . 027312 
-.0195:37 
-. 010843 

0016114 
. 007586 
. 016198 
. 023746 
. 02:4812 
.034070 
. 036. -:. 03 
.073.417 
.034423 
.03114;5 

U32 

.200329 

. 110732 

. 03454:3 

. 099170 

.112934 

.14:3:350 

.191464 

.23602.3 

.278264 

. 314416 

.341295 

. 356.406 

. 345124 

.318293 

.277830 

. 164115 

. 096253 

. 025435 
-. 044742 
-. 110664 
-.168910 
-.216439 
-. 249393 
-.269500 
-.27.3637 
-.261614 
-.2.34104 
-.192613 
-. 139394 
-. 077:331 
-. 009778 
. 059622 
.12f;135 
.1.3914'5 
.242346 
. 233927 
.311726 
.324.:46 
. 321230 
.302695 
.269907 
.224:317 
. 170051 
.108763 
. 044454 

-. 019213 
-. 075651 
-.1.30495 
-.171846 
-.200404 
-.214607 
-.213718 
-. 197:367 
-. 168041 
-.126034 

074342 
-. 015022 
.045481 
. 106531 
. 16.3509 
.513031 
•553j'75 

- .278355 
. 290160 
.285702 
. 268 c,65 
.535530 
.189931 
.134906 
. 073157 
.00 ,25 

G42 

.931883 

.51717:3 

. 4023:38 

. 361555 

. 343434 
• 3291144 
•3[i933:3 
.281801 
.243513 
. 195171 
. 13:3144 
. 074642 
. 0117440 

-. 06.0353 
-.125526 
-. 184963 
- 	2358:3.3 
-.275750 
-. 302894 
-.316106 
-.3149.39  
-.299666 
-.271252 
-.231291 
- 184563 
-. 128570 
-. 068.348 
-.006816 

.1)53127 

.108752 

. 1576.31 

. 19774'3 

.227566 

.246128 

.e5.3036 
.248472 
.233154 
. 2(182:31 
.17544:3 
. 136547 
. 09366.0 
. 048943 
. 004516 

-. 037637 
-. 075762 
-. 108407, 
-. 134472 
-. 153244 
-.164401 
- 	168004 
-.164463 
-.154489 
-. 139036 
- 	119227 

096290 
-. 071479 
-. 046010 
-. 021006 

. 002560 
.02.z.:392 
. 042393 
. 057677 
.069557 
. 07:31:31 

0:33254 
. 095505 
. 0:35147 
. 032591 
. 078259 
.072551 
. 065319 
. 05:3353 
.050366 
.1)4195 

Table 4.1 Values of the displacement functions for 
different frequency factors. For an 
harmonic horizontal force on the surface 
of an elastic half space media. 
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v = 0.25 

k 
. 100000 
.2001:11:10 
.400000 
.600000 
.300000 

1.000000 
1.200000 
1. 400000 
1.500000 
1.800000 
2.000000 
a . 2 00000 
2..400000 
3.600000 
2.200000 
3.000000 

;:: , 4'21% (01(01 1C.: 
3. 600000 
3. 3:00000 
4. 000000 
4. 200000 
4.400000 
4. 600000 
4.800000 
5.001,000 
5.2 00 000  
5. 4 0(1(100 
5 6,00000 
5.800000 
6, 000000 
6.2000111) 
6.4(1(1(1(1(1 

1.:00000  
6.8000011 
7. 000000 
7.200000 
7.40(1(100 
7.6006013 
7.300000 
:3. 000000 
:3.2 00000 
:3. 400000 
8.600000 
8.300000 
9.000000 
9.300000 
9.4(1(100(1 
9.600000
9.800000 

10.000000 
10.200000 
10.400000 
10. 600000 
10.R00000 
11.000000 
11.200000 
11. 4 00000 
11. 600000 
11.300000 
1 2 . 0 0 0 CI 0 0 
1,2.3 00000 
12.4 0(1000 
12.600000 
12.800000 
13. 000000 
13. 200000 
1.3. 4 0011110 
13.600000 
13.90111,1111
14, 000000 
14. 2 0 0 0 0 0 
14.400000 
14. p. 00000 
14.800000 

V3 

-. 040490 
-. 041294 
-.045315 
-. 043313 
-. 049500 
-.  
-. 044399 
- . 037269 
-. 037013 
-. 013879 
.001553 
.1)13'926 
.037093 
.055215 
. 072286 
. 087300 
. 099304 
. 107453 
.111035 
.109717 
.11)3124 
. 091339 
. 074664 
. 053665 
. 029150 
.00213:3 

-. 026191 
-. 054547 
-. 03:1595 
-.106021 
-.126595 
-. 142240 
-. 1520:36 
-.15551'9 
-.152219 
-.142179 
-. 135718 
-. 103467 
-. 076344 
-. 045521 
-. 012364 
. 021624 
.1154831 
. 035853 
.11.3(176 
.1.35345 
. 151285 
.160399 

 .162116 
.156313: 
.143249 
. 122506 
. 093:017 
. 067999 
.034899 
. 000.339 

-.11:34(115 
-.066431 
-. 095399 
-.119160 
-. 1 367 88 
-. 147259 
-. 149992 
-.144790 
-.131849 
-.111756 
-. 085461 
-. 054241 
-.019633 
.115630 
 05.3712 
085754 

.116972 

.141746 

.1596':-7 

V4 
, 000390 
.O11553 
.006103 
. 013327 
. 0327(16 
.03::.560 
. 045031 
. 056339 
. 066576 
, 074768 
.080174 
.033133 
.080132 
.074041 
. 05.3591 
. 049315 
. 0313'96 
. 0106 03 

-. 013193 
--. 035951 
-.053575 
-. 1131354 
-. 101636 
-.117833 
-.129494 
-.135357 
-. 136.395 
-. 13(1:350 
-.11'9255 
-.101941 
-.079526 
-. 05E396 
-. 023164 
. 009376 
. 040.311 
. 071177 
. 099526 
.124 001 
.143403 
.155752 
.16.3339 
.163767 
.154974 
.140243 
.119191 
.09274:3 
. 063111 
. 023694 

-. 005941 
-. 040155 
-. 072315 
-.100873 
-. 124440 
-.141859 
-.152262 
-.155119 
-.150266 
-.137915 
-.118653 
-.093414 
-. 063435 
-. 030203 

. 004619 

. 039271 

. 071981 

.101057 

.124966 

.142415 

.152419 

.154354 

.147991 

. 1 '33512 

.111511 

.032967 

.04',303. 

U31 
.137505 
. 1 343::3 
.124657
. 111521 
. (95556 
. 077475 
. 059:053 
. 033109 
. 013477 

-. 000023 
-.016625 
-.030648 

I-  : ['42523 
-. 052273 
-.1)51776 
-. (1474(14 
-. 039398 
-. 03.3160 
-. 0143.31 

. 0017:35 

. 018997 

. 036767 

. 054239 

. 070635 

. 085230 

.397395 

.106617 

.112537 

.114916 

.113733 

.109116 

.1013.35

. 090323 

. 078134 

. 063913 

. 04:3891 
•1333799 
. 013,336 
.006354 

-. 004667 
-. 013151 
-. 018698 
-.021053 
-.020113 
-.015955 
-. 0087:35 
.0010:0 
.012998 
. 036 4-zez,  
. 040945
.055545 
. ('69611 
.082453: 
.093439 
.10202 9 
.107797 
.110452 
.109850 
.106002 
.099070 
.099361 
.077312 
. 063465 
. 043:445 
. 032927 
.017605 
.0031551 

-. 009778 
-.021)647 
-. 038990 
-. (13447'11 
-.036987 
-.036184 
-. 033442 

a41 
-. 010322 
-.1:11330 

 -.031345 
-. 041505 
-. 043964 
-. (153721 
-. 055772 
-. 055171 

-- -. ft.-v:14%1n: 

i : 1:::1117":::.191154111:15-23 

 = ... 111)111-fia'191220::.  

. 021806 

.03:3:99 

.0,37161 

.042142 

. 045072 

. 045857 

. 044533 

. 0412.30 

.036171 

. 029664 

.022177 

. 013827 

. 005353 
-. 00290.3 
-.010519 
-. 017114 
-. 022.367 
-. 026031 
-. 037947 
-. 02:3047 
-. 026361 
-. 023010 
-. 013203 
-.012219 
-. 005405 
. 001857 
. 009162 
.01610.3 
. 032291 
.1127378 
.331072 
.033151 
. 033475 
. 031'991 
. 03:3739 
. 02.3344 
.. IC:11 1170501:56 

. 001737 
-. 006999 
-. 015774 
-.1134134 
-. 031344 
-. 033402 
-. 043559 
: .. 3)44E7,80:30 

-. 048667 
-. 046567 
-. 042901 
-.1137541 
-. 030839 
-. 02306.3 
-. 014584 
-. 005756 

. 0031143 

. (01 119141;59 

. (153:36. 

.  110551 

U32 
.444946. 
•3.4i,'.  
.152499  
. 119219 
.1157'40 
. 123751 
. 151794 
.190567 
. 21167'5 
.242217 
. 259679 
. 291907 
.307144 
. 314 0,36 
. 311814 
.300019 
. 278:310 
•3451793 
.311034 
.166.950 
.113340 
. ('5721'2 
. 015681 

-. 03403:9 
-. 079241 
-.119776 
-.152155 
-. 175639 
-.189255 
-.192540 
-.195464 
-. 16:34:34 
-. 142507 
- . 1033:55 
-. 069194 
-. 025465 

. ('20218 

.065657 

.108684 

.147254 

.179548 

.204053 

.219637 

.225597 

.221696 

.30816:3 

.1:35710 

.155442 

.118858  

. 077753 

. 034134 
-. 009873 
-. 052125 
-. 090565 
-. 123315 
-. 14:3770 
-.165869 
-.173155 
-.1711914 
-.15:3692 
-.1:37293 
-. 107552 
-. 070759 
-. 038646 

. (115993 

. 06:9i1  

.154323 

.1'934'92 

.226365 

.251550 

. ,,,:63; 050 

. it...7752:t9231  

. 261318 

-042 
1. 880623 
. 94133:0 
• 509052 
. 355395 
. 338335 
.214570 
. 2974:39 
.279126 
.2e=tiA  
. 225 -352 
.187859 
.14.3647 
. 093:390 
040225 

-.015383 
-.070778 
-.123747 
-.172133 
-.213954 
-.247496 
-.271396 
-.2:34710 
-.236951 
-.278112 
-.258667 
-.229543 
-.192075 
-.147948 
-.099115 
-.047709 
.004054 
.053974 
.099963 
.140138 
.172897 
. 196992 
.211574 
. 216226 
.210973 
.196277 
.173008 
. 142394 
. 105971 
. 065498 

022.886 
-. 019897 
-. 060907 
-. 098315 
-. 130479 
-. 155017 
-. 17.3863 
-. 183303 
-.184004 
-.176019 
-. 159779 
-. 135064 
-. 105966 
-. 0708:35 
-.1133214 
. 008226 
. 048765 
• 087704 
.123438 
.154517 
. 179710 
. 198044 
.208840 
.311733 
.2115695 
.193996 
• 174181 
.14:9113 
.116840 
.081593 
. 042724 

Table 4.2 Values of the displacement functions for 
different frequency factors. For an 
harmonic horizontal force on the surface 
of an elastic half snace media. 
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= 0.31 

k •3 V4 G31 	U41 532 U-42 
.l00000 .000320 .133133 -.000 1.812119 
.300000 -.033332 .002843 .126231 -.024052 .224901 .642562 
.500000 -. 036027 . 007711 .115541 -. 08:4912 .152572 433360 
.700000 -. 0377:37 . 014575 .101849 -. 0431:31 .131352 .353971 
. 900000 -. 037856 . 022.944 . OE:5811 -. 048987 . 1333.36 .320820 

1. 100000 -. 035712 . 0 -32 198 . 068118 -. 052354 .148585 .301377 
1.3131)1)00 -. 031647' . 041639 . 049497 -. 053322 . 171717 .284317 
1.500000 -.02:778 .07C7:4 .030703 -.051983 .198980 .264295 
1. 700000 -. 013947 . 05.3110 . 0124.38 -. 043498 . 227381 .238734 
1. 900000 -. 001908 . 06.36'99 -. 004424 -. 0481193 .2543;35 .206517 
2.100000 .011885 .056583 -.019357 -.036078 .377:334 .157944 
2.300000 . 026816 . 065577 -. 031762 -. 027791 . 2958:85 .123431 
2.500000 . 042143 . 053057 -.041141 018530 .307130 .074322 
2. 700000 . 057055 . 05598:1 -. 04715:2 -. 009018 . 31052_2 .022239 
2.900000 . 070706 . 045405 -. 044631 . 000520 . 305443. -.030944 
3. 100000 . 082269 . 0315:86 - . 048:501 . 009:854 . 2'91733 -.083224 
3.300000 . 090977 . 014977 -. 043881 . 018.327 . 269634 -.132580 
:3.500000 . 096174 -. 003791 -. 036026 . 025664 . 23932.3 -.177075 
3. 700000 . 097.349 -. 0E3937 -.. 025327 . 031595 .203.351 -.214960 
3. 900000 . 094176 -. 044564 -. 01229:3 . 035907 .161593 -.244747 
4.1001300 .085531 -. 064705 , 002474 . 033472 . 116189 -.e652:87 
4. 300000 . 074513 -. 033369 . 018302 . 039247 . 05:3959 -.2759.24 
4.5000(10 .058443 -. 099591 . 034484 . 038272 . 021822 -.276020 
4.7000:0 . 038855 -. 112483 . 050305 . 035672 -. 023292 -.265979 
4.900000 .0154:31 -.121282 .1i5507' .113154:2 -.1164533 -.246238 
5. 000000 . 004524 -. 123953 . 071872 .029132 -. ['33157 23:3009 
5.200000 -. 020310 -. 125558 .083915 . 0235:32 -. 115517 -.20(1601 
5.400000 -.045472 -. 121968 .093499 .017207 -.140265 -. 161515 
5.6000(10 -. 069841 -. 113139 .100245 .010557 -. 156459 -. 117491 
5.800000 -. 092297 -. 099272 .103911 .00:3979 -. 163528 -. 070459 
6. 000000 -. 111775 -. 080810 .104399 -. 002199 -. 161312 -. 022459 
6.200000 -.127318 -. 058426 .101758 -.007639 -. 150069 . 024454 
6.40001)0 -. 138124 -. 032995 . 096182 -. 012055 -. 13046.3 . 068295 
6.600000 -.143590 -.111)5555 .087997 -.015221 -. 103535 . 107239 
6.800000 -.14334? . 022738 . 077650 -. 016975 -. 070652 . 139695 
7. 000000 -.137282 . 050661 . 065683 -. 017238 -. 033449 . 164377 
7.200000 -.125545 . 076983 . 052709 -. 016003 . 005247 .1:30853 
7. 400000 -.10355:3 . 10052:3 . 039.384 -. 013.347 . 046503 .1870:35 
7.600000 -. 035972 . 120207 .026.375 -. 009420 . 085368 . 184448 
7.800000 -. 051690 .135119 . 014.331 -. 004440 .120951 . 172728 
:8. 000000 -. 03377a . 1445..52 . 003:8:49 . 001319 . 15155:3 . 152610 
8.200000 -. 004445 . 148040 -. 004550 . 007542 . 175672 . 125141 
8.400000 . 025023 . 145384 -. 01044:3 .013:3:35 192120 • 0916:31 
8. 500000 . 053314 . 136.670 -. 1113532 . 019996 . 200030 . 053841 
8.800000 . 079161 . 122263 -. 013549 . 025530 . 139125 . 013409 
9.000000 .101397 .102797 -.010768 .030167 .188246 -. 027726 
9.2(1(1(1(10 . 119014 . 079147 -. 005005 . 033525 . 17(1350 -. 057650 
9.4(1(1(1(1(1 . 131213 . 052389 . 003387 . 035581 . 144744 -.1(1455? 
9.600000 .137441 . 023755 . 014032 . 0.35171 . 112095 -.135724 
9. 800000 .137424 -. 005431 . 026447 . 035008 . 074384 -.162587 

10. 000000 . 131134 .040064 .032181 .1)33325 -.181347 
11).200000 .11'9035 -. 060047 . 054258 .027755 -.009199 -.191534 
10. 400000 . 101576 -. 082915 . 068374 . 021875 -. 051227 -.193038 
10.61;11000 .079662 -. 1111333 .081758 . 014749 -. 090:313 -.18:5627 
10.81'1'000 054369 -. 114432 .093735 . 006547 -. 120.108 -. 169549 
11. 000000 .1)25938 -.121594 .11,3:3.93 -.002116 -.155445: -. 145420 
11.2001,0: -. 061275 -. 1224.87 . 111598 -. 011192 177425 -. 114191 
11. 400000 -. 028873 -.1171,5:2 .115529 -.020213 19(1955 -. 077107 
11. 600000 -. 117447:8 -. 10555:8 . 118432 -. 028:833 -. 195321 035548 
11.81:13(100 -. 076802 -. 038793 . 117190 -. 036690 -. 190212 008.537 
12. 000000 -.1)94709 -. 057335 . 1122.23 -. 043477 -. 175725 . 0536.60 
12. 200000 -.107271 -. 042357 .105487 -. 048929 -.152374 .097962 
12. 400000 - 	113821 -. 015155 .1195459 -. 052835 -.1211:151 
12.600000 -.113980 . 012911 . 083170 -. 075057 -. 082994 .177208 
12. 8:00000 - . 1076:35 . 04038:4 . 05'90:89 1155'f - 	03'9730 .209059 
1 	000000 - . 095196 . 065830 . 05:7'99 - . 054231 .1)05598 .234037 
13. 201.1000 - 	0770:8:3 . 087393 . 037'921 - 051259 . 055305 .251199 
13. 400000  -.1)54204 . 105389 .11321195 „ 045777 .103357 ,.E59923 
13.6.00000 -. 027570 .117:15 . 005954 040962 148942 .259915 
13. 800130(0 .0(11311 . 122948 -. 005907 -.1)1.4030 . 190567 .2512E1 
14. 000000 • 030992 . 121865 -. 018954 -. 025423 .325531 .234212 
14.31100110 050155 . 113959 -. 028:740 -. 018309 .355452 
14.400000 .087190 .099497 -.035820 -.0101 	2 .276426 .172293 
14.50001.0.1 .110652 .0;.9020 -.040268 -.00700i".,  .382665 .141520 
14.800000 .12527E .053.414 -.041685 .005540 .2819E4 .100639 

Table 4.3 Values of the displacement functions for 
different frequency factors. For an 
harmonic horizontal force on the surface 
of an elastic half space media. 
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= n.5 

0 	0 0 0 000;24.7 . 000155. 

531 

1.7;01.:5 

541 642 

1. 757:2 00 
. 300000 -. 00140:3 . 001337 . 115736 -. 2. -,52999 . 624366 
. 500000 - . 002541 00375 I 0.'45.49 .17,71 5 3 1. 4'.'■ 6344 . 41:E:666 
. 700000 -.Q0=,114 ri;.1.'? 3 0986 1:1 1 - 	3S 1. 	 008 . 345353 
9 00000 002751: . 011113 08751:8 -. 042748 . 375317 .312239 

1.100000 -. 0011:39 . 015525 . 073E77 -. 046601 . 749618 . 293124 
1. 300000 . 001725 . (119953 . 05'9253 - . 048372 . 672472 27;55:3 
1. 501)000 . 006040 . 024 00:3 . 044225 -. 049650 • .41I74 260629 

7001100 . 011703 . 027297 . 029369 -. 049050 . 593217 ..23992 
1. 900000 . 01:3557 . 02'9445 . 015232 -. 047217 . 5723.31 2143:39 
2 . 1 0 0 0 0 . 026 . 	301 . 002327 - 044325 . 5.5:3146 . 1:33:339 
2. 300000 . 034755 . 029 008:395 040573 54t:71.6 .14:3680 

500000 • 043393: . 025073 - 	01:3055 -. 036.180 533032 10..-4755 
2.700000 . 051 aoo . o21315f3 -.024865 -. 031377 .51:::6 053223 
2.91)0000 . 059520 .1:11-11'124 - 029120 - .1.126-100 .51=W]:96 . (125459 
3.100000 . 06,31j90 00507;,1. - 030755 -. 021478 478477 017031 
3. 300000 . 071072 - 	005537 - 029794 - 	01632.8 . 452278 - .1)57702 
3.500000 . 074075 -. 017527 -. 026341 -. 012543 .421276 -. Cr95042. 
3. 7111101)0 . 074777 -. 03047:3 -. 02063:3 -. 009088 . 3a7687 127649 
3. 900000 . 072'948 -. 043915 -. 013002 -. 006291 . 350415 -. 1542'96 
4. 100000 . 06845'9 -. 057308 - 003828 -. 0043.38 . 311002 -. 173990 
4. 300000 . 061297 -. 070105 .005.429 -. 003272 .27056.2 -.  
4.500000 . 051569 -. 081745 . 017274 -. 003092 .230331 -.189969 
4.700000 . 03..:+499 -. 091701 .028192 -. 003749 .191598 -.135731 
4. 900000 . 025424 -. 0994:36 . 0.38672 -. 005155 . 155643 -. 173717 
5. 000000 . 017769 -. 102432 . 043594 -. 006101 . 1.39088 -. 164906 
5..200000 . 001537 -. 1116222 . 052516 -. 008384 . 109522 -. 142240 
5. 400000 -. 015451 -. 107000 .I'59869 -. 011044 .05:5491 -. 113747 
5. 600000 -. 033589 -. 1 04624 . 065312 -.1113890 . 057783 -. 080713 
5.800000 -. 049242 -. 09 079 . 0685:35 -. 016723 . 056943 -. 044617 
6. 000000 -. 064782 0E+04:34 . 069539 -. 019339 . 053e45 -. 00707:3 
5.20(1:100 - . 078 5 -. 079085 . 06:3106 -. 021544 . 056676 . 030240 
5..4 00000 -. 090178 - 055253 .1)5.4.3411 -. 023160 . 05.6931 . 065647 
6 . 600000 -. 099034 -. 049464 . 058393 -. 024037 . 0:33422 .097544 
6.80(000 -. 104820 -. . 050516 -. 024053 .1:5303 . 124470 
7. 000000 -.107306 -. 014.351 .041045 -. 023127 .131496 .145162 
7. 200000 - .106 ?'?2 . 0035.69 . 0303E17 -. l,10 160739 . 158613 
7.401111(10 -. 102123 . 021094 . 019007 -. 0183.37 . 191634 . 164113 
7.600000 -. 094680 . 0.37250 .007412 -. 014528 . 222703 .161276 

:300000 0:343:31 . 051557 -. 003914 0098:34 . 252453 . 150064 
8. 0000013 - . 0715.5.6 . 05.3446 -. 014436 - 004537 . 279433 . 130783 
:3. 20:1(100 -. 057077 . 072494 -. 023688 . 001347 . 302297 . 104076 
8. 400000 -. 041237 . 078387 -. 031242 . 007575 . 319860 . 070896 
8. 6 00000 -. 024821 . 080946 -. 036738 . 013938 .331145 . 032469 
8. 800000 -. 008532 .0811139 -. 039897 . 020 213 .335429 -. 009753 
9. 000000 . 0116940 . 076080 - . 040536 . 026179 . 332273 -. 054170 
9.200000 . 020939 . 059027 -. 035574 .0:31523 .321537 099054 
9.4(1(111(1(1 .11:32879 . (159370 -. 034034 . 036347 .31)3394 -. 142664 
9.6110000 . 042267 . 047514 -. 027045 .0401:34 . 278319 -.183294 
9.300(11111 . 0487:31 . 034350 -. 017:337 . 042996 .247073 -. 219347 

10. 000000 . 052031 . 020271 -. 005729 . 044635 . 210671 -.249396  
1 0. 200000 . 052074 . 00t051 . 005353 . 045196 . 170346 -.272243 
10. 400000 . 048520 -. 007594 . 019539 . 044518 . 127492 -.286970 
1 0. 600000 . 042780 -. 019983 . 033 7 4 0 . 042687 . 08'3513 -. 292968 
1 0. 800000 . 034002 -. 030498 . 04796.3 . 039780 . 040263 -.289970 
11. 000000 . 023066 -. 0:3:3607 . 051684 . 0.35916 -. 001024 -. 278054 
11.2000(10 .01055':' -. 043890 .0744(1(1 . 0.31247 -. 038788 -.257642 
11. 4011000 -.11028:33 -.0461:154 .085551 .125956 -.071708 -.229482 
11. 600000 016527 -. 044591 . 095035 . 020243 -. 09E:651 -. 1945.20 
11. 800000 -.023556 -.040691 .102226 .014:323 -.11:3722 -.154353 
12. 00 0 0 0 0 -. 041563 -.033339 .106.9:37 . 00841 3 -.13125.5  -. 110179 
12. 200000 -. 051594 -. 023260 .109178 . 002721 -.1361140 -. 068738 
12. 400000 -. 059173 -. 010916 .108752 -. 002556 -.132936 -. 016743 
12. 60(1000 -. 063837 . 0031.17 .105809 -. 007244 -. 122266 . 029083 
12. 8000(10 -. 05525:3 .1,1:3171 .100483 -. 011202 -. 104610 .1172078 
13. 000000 -. 053241 .133515 .053147 -. (11432 05:15 .110708 
1.3. 200000 -. 057777 . 04:3395 . (1:33840 -. 016530 -. 051961 . 143523 
1 	400000 -. 049005 . 05.2061 . 073270 -. 017803 -. 019314 . 159710 
1 3. 600000 -. 037224 . 07.3805 . 061792 -. 013152 . 015725 . 18:3136 
13. 8 0 11 0 - 	022:3:34 . 0:32994 . 049894 -. 017631 . 051681 . 198377 
14. 000000  -. 00656.1 . 08.9103 038070 016328 .1)37065 200237 
14. 2 0(10 0 0 . 011061 . 091735 .026804 -. 01435.6 . 120432 .193851 
14. 400000 029227 090647 .015548 -. 011E91 .150447 .179578 
14. 600000 . 047137 . 085759 . 00771),..3 -. 00906,9 . 175432 . 158477 
14. 600000 . 053989 .1177154 .000614 -.0(15(176 .195518 .131276 

Table 4.4 Values of the disnl acement functions for 
different frequency factors. For an 
harmonic horizontal force on the surface 
of an elastic half space media. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF A RIGID MASSIVE BASE  

ON AN ELASTIC HALF SPACE 

5.1 Introduction  

The problem of the dynamic response of a rigid base 

on an elastic half space has been solved for special cases, 

such as a circular base and the infinitely long strip. These 

cases were chosen by many authors due to the simplicity of 

the two dimensional wave problem. In an attempt to provide 

a theory for evaluation of soil properties using mechanical 

vibrators in the field, Reissner (1936) started with the 

elastic half space theory. He developed Lamb's (1904) 

solution to determine the steady state amplitude of the 

vertical forced vibration of a circular footing. Reissner 

and Sagoci (1937) have solved the same problem for the 

torsional mode of a circular disc. Quinlan (1953) and 

Sung (1953) have repeated the solution for the vertical 

mode of the disc with consideration for the effect of 

different contact pressure distributions, and showed that 

a rigid base pressure distribution yields the least dis-

placement amplitudes. Miller and Pursey (1954), (1955) 

replaced the rigid disc by a disc of uniform pressure on 

the media. Arnold, Bycroft and Warburton (1955) considered 

vibrations of a rigid circular body on half space media 

for four modes of vertical, horizontal, rocking and 

torsional vibrations. Bycroft (1956), (1959) studied this 

problem by assuming a static stress distribution under the 
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base. Awojobi and Grootenhuis (1965) gave an analytical 

solution for this problem without any stress distribution 

assumption. They solved two dual double integral equations 

for the vertical and torsional vibration of a circular 

massive base and also for the vertical and rocking modes 

of an infinitely long strip. Robertson (1966), (1967), 

followed the same procedure, to obtain an infinite series 

solution both for the shear stress distribution and also 

the angular displacement of the disc. Housner and 

Castellani (1969) determined the response of circular 

bases by evaluating the weighted average displacement, 

which was based on the work done by the total dynamic 

force. Richardson (1969) extended Bycroft's work to 

achieve an analytical solution for the dynamic response of 

a massless circular plate on an elastic half space for all 

four modes of vibration. Luco and Westmann (1971) 

numericallvsolved the Fredholm integral equations arising 

from mixed boundary conditions for an extended range of 

frequency factor. Veletsos and Wei (1971) have given 

similar results for vertical and rocking modes of this 

problem. Clemmet (1974) introduced hysteAic damping 

into Richardson's solution and also modified the sliding 

vibration of the base, also coupling this motion with the 

rocking mode. Bycroft (1977) improved his earlier solution 

by extending the frequency response of the massless circular 

plate for a higher frequency factor, and found the stress 

distribution under the plate for higher frequencies. 
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Investigations into the behaviour of the rectangular 

footing shape, which introduce the three dimensional wave 

problem, are limited. Thomson and Kobori (1963), Kobori 

et al (1966a,b), (1970), and (1971) are among the 

pioneers in this field. In their analyses they solved the 

problem for uniform stress distribution under the base. 

Tabiowo (1973) tried to find an analytical solution for 

the vertical vibration of a rectangular base by evaluating 

displacement amplitude and the stress distribution for any 

frequency of applied force. He approached the problem by 

two different methods. The first solution was obtained by 

solving for the equivalent circular footing based on 

Bycroft's idea. The second effectively generated a 

rectangular base by superimposing the solutions for the 

intersection of two perpendicular infinitely long strips. 

The first numerical approach to the rectangular footing 

problem is given by Elorduy, Nieto and Szekely (1967). In 

their analysis they divide the massless rectangular base 

into 'n' elements and applied unknown forces at the centre 

of each element. To evaluate the displacement of the base 

for the vertical and the rocking mode, the displacement of 

the left lower corner of each element was evaluated by 

superimposing the response of all unknown concentrated 

forces. Thus displacement of each point is in terms of 

"n" unknown forces. To satisfy the rigidity assumption of 

the base, all the corner displacements were equated which 

gives n equations with n + 1 unknowns. For the last 

equation they equated the sum of all the unknown forces to 

the applied force. Having solved for the set of (n + 1) 
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equations. They evaluated the displacement of the base and 

the unknown forces. 

In the analysis for evaluating the dynamic response 

of a point force and a point displacement they have used 

Pekeris' approach (1955a,1955h). 	This solution is given 

only foraPoisson ratio of 0.25 and they have used many 

numerical calculations for integrations which could possibly 

cause different kinds of error in their results. 

Recently Wong and Luco (1976) have worked on the 

problem of an arbitrary base by considering an unknown 

uniform stress on each element instead of a point force. 

Then by Kobori et al's approach they have solved the problem 

for the three different modes of vertical, horizontal and 

rocking motion for the massless rectangular base. 

In the present work the method of Elorduy et al is 

developed by considering the displacements of all corners 

of the elements for the three modes of vertical, horizontal 

and rocking vibrations of a rectangular base, and for the example 

base shown in Fig.5.1. This means that there are (N + 1)% 

x(M + 1) + 1 equations with NM + 1 unknowns. This method 

can be used for any arbitrary shape of massless base. In 

Fig.5.1 the bases are divided into "n" number of elements. 

c XI 'nu v a ige.e. el 
	

" for  o. sr  -are. base o  64 a., 
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Fig.5.l Discrete models for square and circular bases 
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5.2 Numerical Analysis of Vertical Vibration of a Rigid  

Rectangular Massless Plate  

In order to obtain the dynamic response of a rectangular 

massless base, as illustrated in Fig.5.l, the base was 

divided into a number of elements. At the centre of the 

.th element,i an unknown force proportional to the mean 

stress is applied 

F. = k. 	A. 
3 A 3 

(5.1) 

where F. is the unknown force at the centre of the j
th 

element, R, is the amplitude of the applied force on the 

base, A. is the area of thej
th 

element, A is the area of 

the base and k, is an unknown real coefficient for the j th 

element. 

Since it is not possible to evaluate the displacement of 

the centre of each element due to singularity at r = o the 

vertical displacement amplitude of the ith corner due to the 

jth central force can be obtained by the results of Chapter 

3. 

k.R'A. 
-  3   

Vij 	AGrv-.J Re 	(v3 	iv4) .  1J 
(5.2) 

Introducing for rij  as 

r13.. 
= H. . d 	 (5.3) 
 13 

then V.. is 1J 
k. R A. 

V 	6;3 
+ iv4) 

ij AGH. v 	.d  Re  
13 

(5.4) 

as it was indicated in Chapter 3 functions v3  and v4  are 

functions of frequency, shear wave velocity and Poisson 

ratio. 

The total displacement of corner i can be obtained 

by super-imposing the response of that corner due to all 
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the unknown central forces; 

A.k. 

Vi E v. 	Re 	I2 
 -2-2 	+ iTT ) 	(5.5) 1 	ij 	Gd 	AH., 	3 	4 ij 

j=1 	i=1 1J 

Since it was assumed that the base was rigid the com-

patibility condition requires that there is an equal 

displacement at each corner i.e. 

V.1  =Vk = o 
	where (i = 1,m) 	(5.6) 

If the vertical amplitude displacement of the base can be 

expressed by 

Vo  G  -. Re [(F + iF )1 
o Grn 	vl v2 

then values of Fvl and  Fv2 will be 

6-  r3)ij Fvl = d 
j=1 	1 3  

n A.k. 
Fv2 	d 12 	3 677 Y. . j=1  AHij 	4 13 

(5.7) 

(5.8a) 

(5.8b) 

the above equations can be written for "m" corners where 

m = (N + 1) (M + 1) 	(5.9) 

Therefore there are "m" equations with "n + 1" 

unknown of k.(j = 1, n) and Fv1  for equilibrium of forces with 

the total applied force final equation will be 

Rv  = 

	

F. = 	kjAj 	(5.10) 

j=1 	j=1 
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considering Equation 5.8a and 5.10 there are m + 1 equations 

withn+lunknowns.liavingfoundthevaluesofk.and Fv1, 

the value of Fv2  can be determined by substituting for k. 

in one of the equations of (5.8b). 

It should be noted that to solve the set of m + 1 

equations with n + 1 unknowns a special computational sub-

routine FO4AMF, which gives the accurate least squares 

solution of an over determined set of "m" linear equations 

in "n" unknowns m n is used. This subroutine was 

developed by the Nottingham Algorithms Group. 

FunctionsFw Fv2 andvaluesofk.are dependent on 

the Poisson ratio and frequency factor, which, for this 

case is 

a _ pd 
C2 

(5.11) 

The numerical values of functions of Fvl and Fv2 have 

been calculated; one for a square base and for a rectangular 

base with side ratio of two. The numerical results are 

given for different frequency factorsand Poisson ratiosin 

Fig.5.2 to 5.9. Frequency factor range covered is from 

0.0 to 1.7 for four Poisson ratios of 0.0, 0.25, 0.31 and 0.5. 

5.3 Numerical Analysis of Rocking Vibration of a Rigid 

Rectangular Massless Plate  

For rocking vibration around the x axis a set of un-

known forces on the centre of the elements in Fig.5.l have 

been assumed. These forces are proportional to a, which is 

RR a  
Ix 

(5.12) 
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where RR  is the applied moment about x axis and Ix is the 

second moment of area of the base about the x axis. Con- 

sequently the force at the centre of the jth  element is 
Rn  

Fj  =k. 	y Ai 	 (5.13) 

Similar to the last part, the vertical displacement ampli-

tude of ith  corner will be 

k.R A.Y. 
Vi  - 3 R  / 3  Re (Tr3 

+ 	).. 
j 	I GdH.. 	4 13 

x 13  
(5.14) 

where Hij has the same meaning which it had before. The 

total amplitude of the ith corner is given by the principle 

of super position 

n R 	n  
EA k Y JJ__L_ (.., + il 4 ) ii 	(5.15) V. = Ev.. = - Re  13 	Gd 	_ j=1 IxHij 	3  

7 
1  j=1 

The compatibility condition for a rigid base requires that 

each point has an equal angular amplitude i.e. 

V. 
0o = 	= 

i 	Y. 1 
(5.16) 

If the rocking vibration of a rectangular base can be 

expressed by 

e
o =

E Re [FR1 + iFR2] 
GC

3 (5.17) 

where FR1 and FR2 
are the two real functions of frequency 

factor. Equating the last equation with Equations 5.16 

and substituting for Vi  from 5.15 then FR1  and FR2  will be 

3 n  A.k.Y. 
F 	-  	3 	3  3 	v R1 	d Yi . 	3 I H.. 3=1 x 13 

(5.18a) 
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n 

C3 A.k.Y. 
F 	= 	D 3 D T7  
R2 dY. :EI H. 	4 1 	x ij 

j =1 

(5.18b) 

The last condition is an equilibrium condition which should 

be satisfied by equating the applied moment to the resultant 

moments of the central forces about the x axis. 

n 

RR = 	k. y A. 
R Ix j=1 

	3 
(5.19) 

Solving for the set of equations of (5.18a) and (5.19) 

fork.andFR andsubstitutingfork.into equations 
1 

(5.18b) the value of FR for a particular frequency factor 
2 

will be determined. Results of these calculations of the 

two functions F
R1 

and F
R2 

are given for square base and 

rectangular base (side ratio of two) in Figs.5.10to 5.17. 

The same range of frequency factor and the same value of 

Poisson's ratio as for the vertical mode were taken. 

5.4 Numerical Analysis of the Horizontal Vibration of a  

Rigid Massless Plate  

The horizontal vibration of a rigid massless rectangular 

plate has been investigated using a numerical approach. 

The dynamic response of the bases are similar to that of 

the vertical mode of vibration, but instead of a vertical 

point face, point displacement response, a horizontal 

response should be used in the analysis. 

If the base in Fig.5.1 is excited by a horizontal 

harmonic force in the x direction, then it can be made 

equivalent to a set of unknown forces at the centre of square 
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elements in the base. These unknown forces are proportional 

to the mean shear stress under the base thus 

RH  
Fx3 A . = k. -- A. 	(j = 1,n) 	(5.20) 

The horizontal amplitude of the vibration of the ith  corner 

th. 
of the base due to a force at the centre of the D 	element 

can be given by following the equation which was obtained 

in Chapter 4. This amplitude is 

U.. = 
13 

RH 
 A.k. 

3  
ct  Re (7.131 cos 	ij(u324- AG H. +iu  41+ 	20 ) 	iu42)  

lj 

  

(5.21) 

where 

dH..=r..andr..is the distance between centre of 1J 	1J 	13 

.th  the jelement and ith  corner. 

e.. is the angle between the 'x' axis and the line 13 

through the jth  centre and the i
th 

corner. 

Superimposing the response of all the central forces 

for the ith  corner horizontal displacement amplitudes gives 

n 

U.1  =I:U., 13 
j =1 

RH  
AGd Re 

k .A 
]  e 

J=1 13 
H.. 

(  
[ ( u314-iu41) ii 

+ (u32+iu42)cos 2e
13
.. (5.22) 

  

where u31, u41, u32  and u47 have been given in Chapter 4. 

According to the rigidity assumption for the base, all the 

displacement amplitudes at the corners of every element 

should be equal. 

U. = Uo 	(i = 1,m) 	 (5.23) 
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If the amplitude of the horizontal vibration can be 

expressed by 

RH  
U = — (FH  + iF 0 GC I HZ (5.24) 

then comparing the two equations of (5.22) and (5.24) 

functions FH  F will be H1  H2 

n k.A. 

FH1 - a La (u31  + u
32 
 cos 20). 

ij 
j=1 lj 

k.A. 

H2 	d 	-1-114171.- 
(u 	+u 	cos 20). 41 	42 	. F = C 

1.] 
j=1 13 

n 

(5.25a) 

(5.25b) 

From the equilibrium condition for the horizontal force it 

follows that: 

RH 

RH 
= 	k.A 

j=1 

(5.26) 

By solving the set of equations (5.25a) and (5.26) 

for kJ  and Fia  and substituting for k. in Equations (5.25b), 

FH.)  can be determined for different Poisson ratios and 

frequency factors. Calculated results for the same previous 

frequency range and shapes of bases for Poisson ratios of 

0.0, 0.25 and 0.31 are given in,Figs. 5.18A)5.23. 

5.5 Vertical Vibration of Foundations  

To analyse the vertical vibration of a rigid massive 

base on an elastic half space, the impedance matching 

technique was employed at the interface. The dynamic response 

for a rectangular base with two different side ratios of 1 
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and 2 	considered when the foundation is resting directly 

on the soil. 

The assembled system of mass and half space (C) which 

is shown in Fig.5.24 can be split into two components of 

mass (A) and media (B). The impedance of the rigid body is 

defined as the ratio of the applied force divided by the 

resultant velocity. Since the applied force on the mass 

is harmonic the impedance zA  can be expressed in terms of 

the force and acceleration by 

ZA = ip FA/vA  = - ipM 
	

(5.27) 

where FA is the applied force, v is the vertical displace-

ment, p-is the frequency and M is the mass of the rigid 

foundation. 

The impedance of a rigid massless plate on the medium 

can be derived from the Equation 5.7 which is 

R 

VB 	GC = 	Re exp(ipt)(Fvl + iFv2) 
(5.28) 

Thus the impedance becomes 

Z - Rv 	GC 	1  
B dVdt p iF 	F 

vl v2 
(5.29) 

when A and B are joined to form C at the interface. Then it 

can be written: 

• • 
VA = VB = VC = Vo 

and VA = VB = VC 
	(5.30) 

Similarly forces should be matched at the interface 

Fv = FA 
+ Rv 

(5.31) 
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A 

Fig. 5.24 Notation for vertical mode of vibration 
for a massive base 

Dividing Equation(5.31)Vc  results in 

ZC  = ZA + ZB 
	 (5.32) 

thus the impedance of the combined system may be determined 

from the impedance of the individual components which is 

 

Z = - ipM + 
CG 	1  

P iF■J 	Elv2 
(5.33) 

Or 
. Fv

expi(pt + cp) 	1P M (Fv2 	iFv1) + CG 
ipV 	P(iFv1 Fv2)  

(5.34) 

where Fv
expi(pt + (p) is the applied force and cp is the 

phase angle between the applied force and the displacement 

of the massive base. The amplitude of the displacement will 

be obtained from the above equation as 

LFv(Fvl+iF) 	F v 
(F
vl v 

+iF
2 
 ) 

Vo = Re 
-ip2M(iFvl-F)+GC1 	

pMFvl+GC+ipMF 

(5.35) 
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Consequently amplitude of the oscillation is 

Fv 	(Fvl  + Fv2) 	
1/2  

GC (1+a2bFvl)2  + (a2bFv2) 
(5.36) 

where 'a' is the frequency factor (pd /G) and 'b' is the 

mass ratio which is defined as M/Pcd2. 

The amplitude of the reaction force can be obtained 

from Equation (5.28) as 

GCV  

Having substituted for Vo  from (5.36) then the ampli-

tude of the reaction force will be 

F  

	

[(1 + ba2F171)2  + (ba2F 	j 11/2 v2 

The phase angle between RIT  and V0  from Equation (5.28) 

is given by 

R -V = tan
-1  (- Fv2/Fvl) 	(5.39) 

from Equation (5.35) the phase angle between the exciting 

force and the reaction force is 
ba2F 

	)  

	

(1) 1,..v  = tan-1 (Fv2/Fvl) + tan-1( 	2 	 
v 	 baFv1+1 

= tan 
1 	

- F
v2  

 Fvl + ba2(FN2/1  + F 2) 

(5.40) 

The other important factor is the input power to the 

system which is 

Lv = c) Fv d(
dv) = 1/2Fv  Vo 

 nsin 
 - 	F -V 

R v Fvl  + iFv2 
(5.37) 

IRV ' - (5.38) 
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F V gives ' substituting for Vo  and sin qb 
v 

L 	
-F2 

V  
a Fv2  

v 
(5.41) 

2CdiT 	(l+ba2F ) 2  + (ba2F )2  vl 	v2 

The amplitude faatorof T V in Equation (5.36) is plotted 

against frequency factor Wat different constant mass 

ratios for rectangular base with side ratios of 1 and 2 in 

Figs.5.25  and 5.26 for Poisson ratio of 0.25. Similar 

response curves have been calculated for Poisson ratio of 

0.0, 0.31 and 0.5 but they are not given here. 

5.6 Horizontal Vibration of Foundation  

Pure horizontal mode cannot happen in practice because 

the motion is coupled with rocking. To estimate the response 

of the coupled mode the horizontal and rocking modes can be 

considered separately. Different approach for coupled 

motion will be given in the next chapter. However it is 

worthwhile estimating the resonant frequency factor and 

amplitude factor for the horizontal mode. 

To enable the use of the impedance technique, the 

total system is divided into its components as illustrated 

in Fig.5.27. 
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Fig.5.27 Notation for horizontal mode of vibration 
for a massive base 

Impedance of rigid mass is 

ZA = ipFA/UA = - ipM 
	

(5.42) 

From Equation (5.24) for massless rigid plate we have 

[  
UB GC = 1  Re 
	il exp(ipt) ( _ l + iFH2)  (5.43) F  

The impedance of a massless plate, according to its 

definition, will be 

RH GC  1  ZB  -  • UB P iFH1 FH2 
(5.44) 

Now for the assembled system the displacement of the 

mass and the massless plate should be equal, therefore: 

UA = UB = U 
	

(5.45a) 

and 

UA = UB = U 
	

(5.45h) 

Equilibrium of the forces in the 'x' direction gives 

FA + RH = FH 
	 (5.46) 



ba2( 	F2 ) 
FH1 	'

F
H 1 	H2' 

(1) 	tan-1  
F -U 

- F
H2 (5.54) 
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By dividing the last equation by U the impedance of 

the total system will be 

ZA + ZB = Z 	 (5.47) 

substituting for ZA  and ZB, then gives 

Z = - ipM + GC 	1  
p iVH1  - FH2 

Or 

-iP2M(iFH1-FH2) + CG jup  exp i (pt + (p F 	- 
H. -V ) - - H1 

then amplitude of vibration is 

U = FH 	F
2  
H1F

2 
H2  

0 CG , 
tl+a2bFH1  ; 2 	(a2bFH2)2  

(5.48) 

(5.49) 

(5.50) 

where a and b are similar to those of the last section. 

Other important factors are reaction force, phase angles 

between reaction and displacement, applied force and 

reaction force, applied force and displacement, which are 

givenby 

 

FH 
(5.51) 

 

ba2FH1) 2 	(ba2FH2)2]2  

-F 
RH 	F 
U = tan-1  ( H2) 

H1 

(P FHRH  = tan
-1 [- b2a FH2 

1 + b2a FH  j 

(5..52) 

(5.53) 

Finally input power to system is 
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2 - F 	aFH2 	 LH -  	 (5.55) 
(l+ba2FH1) 

2  + (ba2FH2)2] 

UGC The nondimensional amplitudes (1) are plotted against 
H 

 

frequency factor for different mass ratios for the Poisson 

ratio, value of 0.25 and two side ratios of 1 and 2 in 

Figs.5.28 and 5.29. Similar curves are plotted for other 

values of Poisson ratio. 

5.7 Rocking Vibration of Foundation  

By following the same procedures which were employed 

for the previous modes, the vibration parameters for the 

rocking mode can be obtained for the rectangular base. 

Schematic diagram for the assembled system of the rectangular 

block on surface of half space is given in Fig.5.30. 

Fig. 5.30 Notation for rocking mode of vibration for a 
massive base 
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RR 	GC3 . zn  = 
013 p(iFH1 FH2) 

(5.58) 

ZC = ZA + ZB 
= - ipI + GC 

3 

p (iFRl - FR2)  

or 

TR 	
i 

_ 
- p2 	. I 	-FR2) + GC

3 

ipe P(iFR1 - FR2)  
(5.60) 
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In this case the mechanical impedance for a rigid 

mass is 

ZA = ipTA/eA = - ip I 
	

(5.56) 

where I is the mass inertia for a rocking mode about the 

x axis. On the other hand the angular displacement of a 

massless rigid plate was found to be 

Rn  

3 e = -11 	Re exp(ipt)(FR1  iFR2)  
GC 

(5.57) 

  

Therefore its impedance will be resulted as 

Impedance of the whole system is the sum of ZA  and ZB 

(5.59) 

Consequently the amplitude of the vibration from the above 

equation will be 

1/2 T
R 	

F2  R1 + F
2 
R2  0o - 

	(5.61) 
GC3 	(1 + bla2FR1) 

2 4. (0,2F a  R2) 2 
 

Herela'has the same meaning as before and b' is the inertia 

ratio given by 

I 
b' = 	 

pC
2 (5.62) 

Reaction moment and the phase angles between reaction 



cPTR-0 = tan F
R1 + bia

2(F2 + F2R2  ) RI  

- FR2 (5.64) 

TTRR = tan 2 
1 + b'a FR1 

-1 	b1 a2F R2  (5.65) 
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moment-rotation, applied moment-rotation angle and 

reaction moment-applied moment are 

R - = tan-l(- FR2/FR1) 
	

(5.63) 

Finally input power into the system is 

2 T aFR2  
2 	2 	2 	) LR

R  15 66 

	

aF 1 	(b,aF 1 	• ' 2C-d/Td 	(1 + b' 

	

2
R1' 	R2' 

nondimensional frequency response for different mass ratios 

for horizontal 	oscillation of rectangular bases with 

side ratios of 1 and 2 are given for Poisson ratios of 

0.25 in Figs.5.31 and 5.32. Similar curves have been cal-

culated for Poisson ratios of 0.0, 0.31 and 0.5. 
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5.8 Results and Discussion  

The numerical values of the displacement functions 

for the vertical, rocking and horizontal oscillations of 

a rigid massless square or rectangular plate with side 

ratio of 2. on the surface of an elastic half space 

medium, are given in Sections5.2 to 5.4. Some of these 

results have been compared in these figures with more 

limited results given by Kobori et al (1963), (1966), 

Elorduy et al (1967) and Wong and Luco (1976). Comparisons 

show reasonable agreement except for certain cases. These 

different theories do not contain similar results, but 

they do give acceptable estimationsfor the resonant frequency 

factor of a footing. As far as the author knows only the 

vertical displacement functions given by Elorduy et al 

have been compared with the experimental results by 

Tabiowo (1973). The reliability of the evaluated functions 

can be confirmed by employing them to obtain the frequency 

response of the massive base and comparing them with ex- 

perimental results. 

To evaluate the frequency response of the foundation 

block the displacement functions and the impedance technique 

are used. The frequency responses for the rectangular 

foundation block are given in terms of amplitude factor 

versus frequency factor at the different mass or inertia 

ratios for the three modes of vibration, i.e. vertical, 

rocking and horizontal. All these frequency responses 

showed that up to a certain mass ratio,for vertical and 

horizontal oscillation, the lower the mass ratio, 	the 

lower the resonant amplitude factor and the higher the 
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resonant frequency factor. After this limitation the 

frequency response curve becomes flat. This means that 

for a very wide range of frequency factor the amplitude 

factor is approximately constant. For the rocking mode, 

in the calculated range of the frequency factor, decreasing 

the inertia ratio decreases the resonant amplitude factor 

while the resonant frequency factor increases. 

Another important narameter which has a significant 

effect on the frequency response is Poisson's ratio. 

Numerical results have shown that the resonant amplitude 

factor will decrease when Poisson's ratio for the medium 

increases. The effect of mass ratio and Poisson's ratio 

on the resonant frequency factor and amplitude factors for 

all modes are shown in Figs.5. 33 to 5.3t. 	These results 

play an important role in the design of the foundation 

block. 

Variation of resonant frequency factor and resonant 

amplitude factor can be physically explained by the change 

in stiffness which accompanies alteration of Poisson's 

ratio. 

The same technique is followed to evaluate the verti-

cal displacement functions of an equivalent shape for a 

circular base. Computed displacement functions for Poisson 

ratio of 0.25 are compared with the results of Arnold et 

al (1955), see Fig.5.39. 	The comparison shows that this 

numerical method can give an approximate solution for the 

dynamic response of any arbitrary shaped foundation providing 
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that suitable sub-regions in the contact base are 

generated. 

The important advantage of the present theory is that 

no averaging techniques are needed for evaluation of the 

displacement functions. Therefore it is possible to extend 

this numerical approach to higher frequency factors, without 

the limitation of the averaging conditions. The other 

characteristics of the vibrations of a massive block are 

calculated. These include the variation of the reaction 

forces and the phase angles between displacement and 

exciting force, the displacement and the reaction force, 

the exciting force and the reaction force, and the input 

power. These results can be given for any mass ratio for 

the three modes as they are presented in this chapter. 

It should be noted that higher accuracy will be 

achieved by increasing the number of the sub-regions. 

However, at present the limitations for computational tech-

nique do not allow the number of sub-divisions to exceed 

a certain number. On the other hand increasing the number 

of sub-divisions means increasing the number of simultaneous 

equations. This may lead to the problem of ill-conditioning 

for the coefficient matrix, when solving the algebraic 

equations. In this analysis the sauare base is divided into 

64 square sub-regions and the rectangular base with side 

ratio of 2 is divided into 32 sub-regions. 

Finally this method of analysis is capable of evaluat-

ing the displacement of the free surface due to the oscillation 

of the foundation. These displacements are evaluated in 
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Chapter 7 as part of the analysis of the dynamics of the 

two bases on the surface of an elastic half space medium. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SIMULTANEOUS HOIZONTAL AND ROCKING VIBRATION  

OF RECTANGULAR FOOTING  

6.1 Introduction  

As was indicated in the last chapter neither pure hori-

zontal nor pure rocking motion can exist separately for 

practical foundations. In a realistic footing vibration 

problem, it is necessary to consider both motions, as a 

coupled motion or at least simultaneously. 

To the author's knowledge an exact solution to the 

boundary value problem for the coupled motion is not known. 

Only an approximate solution is given for the coupled 

motion of a circular base. Veletsos and Wei (1971) obtained 

stiffness and damping coefficients for a rigid massless 

circular base on the surface of an elastic half space 

medium. They also compared these with their simultaneoushori-

zontal' and rocking vibration results and found a'close 

agreement between these two approaches. Luco and Westmann 

(1971) presented numerical results for displacement functions 

for the coupled motion of a rigid massless circular base. 

Clemmet (1974) improved the horizontal translation mode 

by allowing the rocking and the horizontal vibration of the 

circular base by defining new boundary conditions.Krizek 

and Gupta (1972) considered this problem for embedded 

foundations by using the finite lumped parameter model for 

the half space. For rectangular footings Karasudhi, Keer 

and Lee (1968), Luco and Westmann (1972) nresented an 
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approximate solution for the coupled horizontal and rocking 

response of an infinitely long rigid foundation resting on 

the surface of an elastic half space. 

In the field of simultaneous rocking and horizontal 

motion of a footing Hsieh (1962) introduced the derivation 

of the equation of motion. Hall (1967) extended the theory 

of the pure horizontal and the rocking modes for the sim-

ultaneous motion of a circular massive base under a 

harmonic applied moment. Richart and Whitman (1967) used 

a similar approach to compare their results with the WES 

model footing data which was described by Fry (1963) and 

their prediction was satisfactory. Ratay (1971) derived 

the solutions for this problem by following the Hsieh (1962) 

approach for a circular base on the surface of an elastic 

half space which was excited by an harmonic horizontal force. 

Beredugo and Novak (1972) followed Ratay's approach by 

considering the problem for embedded footings. 

The problem of simultaneous rocking and horizontal 

vibration of a rectangular base has not been considered by 

any investigator due to lack of a theoretical solution for 

this type of motion. The purpose of this chapter is to 

derive Hsieh's equation for the rectangular base. This 

is done by using the numerical solutions for the horizontal and 

rocking modes of a rectangular base which were established 

in the last chapter. Then the effects of coupling on 

both pure motions are investigated. 
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6.2 Equation of Motion  

The idealised model considered here is a rigid 

rectangular footing attached to the top of a homogeneous 

elastic half space medium. This is excited by a harmonic 

horizontal force (F) through its centre of mass and a 

harmonic torque (T) about its horizontal axis, as shown 

in Fig.6.1. 

Te' wt 

I 

Fig.6.1 Soil foundation model for simultaneous rocking and 
horizontal vibrations 
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Hall (1967) demonstrated that the horizontal displace-

ment of the contact in terms of the displacement of mass 

centre is 

x = x 	- 114) 
	 (6.1) 

Cr; 

and the equations of motion are 

Mx + Mho + RH  = F ejpt 
	

(6.2a) 

ICG4) + R
R  - RHh = T eiPt 
	

(6.2b) 

where 

M is the mass of the footing 

ICG 
is the mass m oment of inertia in rocking about 

the centre of gravity 

h is the height of centre of gravity from the 

surface of the contact 

RH is the amplitude of the reaction force due to the 

half space media acting on the contact 

RR 
is the amplitude of reaction torque due to the 

half space media 

x is the horizontal displacement of the contact surface 

is the anejle of rotation of the base about the centre 

of the mass 

Substituting for the reaction forces in terms of x and 

(I) as they were given in Equations (5.24) 	and (5.17) 	and 

also replacing the coefficient by the model notations of 

the half space, the differential equations for the harmonic 

motion becomes 

GCx 
- a2 b GCx - a2 b GT' C 	+ 

	= F 	(6.3a) 
FH1 +iFH2 



- a
2
b+1/(FH1+iFH2) 	- a-bH 

- 1/ ( Fill-FiEH2 )  -a2b'+1/(FR1 +iFR2 ) 1  

GC:. 

F 

GCS 
F 
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2 	2 - 	GC2  0  a bl GC 	+ 
(FR1 + iFR2) 

HC GX 

(FH1 + iFH2) 	T  (6.3b) 

where 

a is 
nd 

the frequency factor (a 	= 
C2 

b is ( the mass ratio ,) 

IC 
b' is the inertia ratio ( 	) 

C 3d 2 

G is the shear modulus 

C is the half length of the rectangular footing 

H is the ratio of h/C 

(FH1 + iFH2)  is the displacement function for the 

horizontal vibration 

(FR1 + iFR2)  is the displacement functions for the 

rocking vibration 

and finally 

is equal to CO 

These equations in matrix form are 

(6.4) 

where p = T/(CF) 

The frequency response of the base can be given by 

solving the system of the last equation for different values 

of the frequency factor. In other words the displacement 

amplitudes are 
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CGx 
F 

CGT)  
F 

( 6 . 5 ) 

 

where [AV is the inverse of the coefficient matrix in 

the Equation (6.4). 

6.3 Results and Discussions  

In order to investigate the important characteristics 

of simultaneous horizontal and rocking motions of square 

bases, the frequency response of the base for different 

sizes and positions of applied force are studied. 

For a specific base with the following characteristics 

of 

= 0.31 

= 1.5 

p b/bs  = 10. 

= 0. 

where p b  is the density of the rigid blodc. and Ps  is the 

density of the half space medium. 

The mass ratio and inertia ratio in terms of the above 

parameters are 

b = 8 H P
b
/Ps = 120. 	(6.6) 

b' = 1 b(1 + H2) = 130. 	(6.7) 

In Fig.6.2 non-dimensional frequency responses are 

compared with the resonant conditions for the base when 

its motion is either pure horizontal translation or pure 

rocking. 
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The comparison shows a significant coupling effect 

on both motions. In this figure curves 1 and 2 represent 

the horizontal non-dimensional amplitude responses of the 

mass centre and contact surface and curve 3 represents 

the rocking non-dimensional amplitude response of the 

mass centre. These curves indicate that for simultaneous 

motions, the first resonant frequency factor decreases with 

respect to resonant frequency factors for pure modes. 

Also the horizontal resonant amplitude factor considerably 

increases while the rocking amplitude factor decreases. 

The decreasing of the fundamental frequency factor is due 

to the flexibility caused by coupling. This means that 

for each motion the flexibility of the other has decreased 

from infinity. The increase of resonant amplitude factor 

for the horizontal motion is also due to the flexibility of 

the foundation. As it was shown in Fig.6.1 the axis of 

rotation is not on the contact surface of the block with 

the medium. In fact its position varies along the vertical 

axis through the mass centre. Therefore the amplitude of 

rocking should be lower than the calculated value for 

pure rocking. This can be shown to be true by substituting 

for RH  from Equation (6.2a), when x = o, into Equation (6.2b). 

The resulting equation of motion for rocking shows that for 

pure rocking the centre of rotation is on the contact 

surface of the base and the medium. The peak amplitude 

for the second resonance is much lower than the first one, 

because of the increase in radiational damping with the 

frequency factor. 
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Another important factor is the location of the 

applied force. In Fig.6.3 the effect of this location 

on the non-dimensional frequency response of the rigid 

square block, with the following specification, is shown. 

= 0.31 

Consequeritly, the mass and inertia ratios for the 

square block are 80 and 53.333. In this figure, curves 1, 

2 and 3 correspond to values of 1, 0 and -0.5for p. These 

locations are shown in Fig.(6.4). Since the flexibility, 

mass and inertia of the block are independent of the 

location of applied force, the first and second resonant 

frequency factors do not change. However, the amount of 

applied moment depends on the position of the force and 

therefore the non-dimensional amplitudes,, are effectively 

changed by the variation of dynamic force location. 

The two parameters of mass ratio and inertia ratio 

for the square block are functions of H and pb/ps  as they 

are given in Equations (6.6) and (6.7). Therefore any 

variation of H should effectively change the frequency 

responses of simultaneous motion. 	These equations show 

that by increasing the H,values of b and b' will increase. 

As a result of these increases theresonant amplitude 

factors should also increase while the first resonant 

frequency factor decreases. To verify this behaviour, 

for a special case when pb/ps  = 10 and the exciting hori-

zontal force passes through the mass centre of the block, 
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the frequency responses of the motions for three different 

H values of 1.5, 1 and 0.5 were calculated and are given in Fig.6.5. 

Finally all these,results have shown that for most 

cases only the first resonant frequency has any significant 

effect on the response, even though the motion has two 

peaks at low frequency factors. 

CG 

Fig.6.4 Locations of applied horizontal force 
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CHAPTER 7  

RESPONSE OF TWO MASSIVE BASES ON AN 

ELASTIC HALF-SPACE MEDIUM 

7.1 Introduction  

The problem of two massive bases on the surface of 

an elastic half space is an important problem which has only 

recently been considered by a few authors. Whitman (1969) 

was one of the earliest authors. He introduced this problem 

as a study of the interaction of nearby masses on the 

ground in his survey of soil dynamics. 

The first mathematical attempts in this field were 

made by Richardson (1969), Warburton et al (1971), (1972). 

Their work concerned the vibrations of two circular massive 

bases which were attached to the surface of an elastic half 

space and were excited by harmonic forces. 

The displacement of a base is a combination of two 

components. One component is that of the base itself. The 

other component is the displacement of the free surface 

upon which it rests due to the reaction force on the second 

base. 

The results for the second component are tabulated by 

Richardson (1969) and Richardson et al (1971). To approxi-

mate the displacement of the second massless disc•due to 

the reaction forces in the first base, an averaging pro-

cedure was introduced. They assumed that the displacement 

distribution under the second disc could be approximated by 

a parabolic function and consequently they estimated the 
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vibration of the passive disc by evaluating the response 

of two particular points on the discs. 

Another publication is given by Lee and Wesley (1973). 

In their paper a general method of analysis is discussed 

where they determine the dynamic response of a group of 

flexible structures which are bonded in close proximity to 

an elastic half space with seismic loading. They have 

improved on the technique of Richardson et al (which was 

reasonable for a distance ratio of more than ten) in that 

they can find an accurate solution for small separation 

distances. This improvement was made by representing dis-

crete values of displacements on the free surface of the 

half space which were comnuted by Richardson by a set of 

continuous functions and after integrating them over a 

circular occupied area of passive bases. 

MacCalden and Matthieson gave experimental and theo-

retical results for the transmission of harmonic vibrations 

through the half space media from an active rigid circular 

foundation to a passive one. They have used the same 

principle of superposition with the Bycroft solution (1956) 

for a single disc and the far field equations for the 

surface displacements for horizontal, vertical and rocking 

modes of vibrations. These can be described by Rayleigh 

waves. 

Clemmet (1974) used the principle of superposition 

for his single circular mass theory. This is based on 

Richardons's theory except that he has included hystertic 
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damping of the half space and has also improved the hori-

zontal vibration. He also compared one of his results 

with MacCalden and Tabiowo (1973). Tabiowo has only given 

experimental results in this field for vertical vibration 

of active and passive foundations. 

7.2 Displacements of a Massless Passive Footing due to  

Oscillations of an Active Massless Footing  

In this section analyses of the oscillation of a passive 

foundation due to the oscillation of an active foundation are 

given. Here it is assumed that the displacements of the 

passive massless foundations are equal to the average dis-

placements of the area occupied by the passive base, on 

the surface of an elastic half space media. The numerical 

method which is used is the same as for the vibration of a 

single base, in that the surface of the connection of the 

footings 	also divided into a number of square elements. 

Then the displacement of the centre of each element in the nass- 

ivebase are evaluated by superimposing the response of all 

the forces in the centres of the sub-regions in the active 

base. Fig.7.1 shows the necessary form of the elements in 

the two passive and active bases for both rectangular 

bases. 

In the analysis only three modes of vibration in z, x 

directions and rotation about y axis, will be considered. 

In a previous chapter values of k. for different frequency 

factors have been evaluated for the three mentioned modes 

of vibration . Using these values the displacement of 

the centre of each element of the passive base, due to 
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any excitational mode of the active foundation, can be 

evaluated by the results of the point force point displace-

ment theory. 

The displacements of the i
th 

centre of the passive 

base due to the vertical, horizontal and rocking modes of 

the active base can be evaluated by means of a point force, 

point displacement responses theory which were discussed 

in previous chapters. The amplitude of displacement of 

the ith centre of the passive base in the three directions 

for different mode are as follows. 

In the vertical vibration of the active base 

Ni 
R k.A. 
v 3  

zvi 	AGr
i  
3  (v3 + iT = 	74)v 

j=1 	j 

N1 
 

Yvi 	
R v 	. k.A 	- (u3  + iu4)v  sinOij  

j=1  AGrij  

Nl 
R k.A. v 3 3 k,u- x

4v 	.. vi 	AGr.. 	+ lu) cosO 13 

j=1 	13 

(7.1a) 

(7.1b) 

(7.1c) 

where Nl is the number of square sub-regions in the active 

base 

k. is the coefficient for the vertical force in the .th  

centre of the active base 

and the functions of 

u3'u4'v3 and v4 are given in Chapter 3. 

For horizontal excitation in the x direction of the 

active foundation, displacement of i
th 
 centre of passive 

base are 
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NiR k.A. 
cosQ ij 

E  H 3
3 .i7i4) 4  zHi 	AGrij 

j=1 

N1 E  RHk jAi ._ = 
.Hi 	t3 w + iW4)Hsin 2eij  

AGr
ij j=1 

(7.2a) 

(7.2b) 

N1 

x   (u,i  + un ) = 
Hi E AGr, 	3 	+ (u32  + u42)cos 2e 

RHkjA4  - 

j=1 	ij 	 ij 

(7.2c) 

(1-.1,N1) in the above three relations are coefficients 

for a particular frequency factor for horizontal excitation. 

Values of u31, u 	u32 and u47 are given in Chapter 4. 

The three displacement amplitudes due to the rocking 

vibration of the active base are 

N1 RRkixiAj c\73 ii74)v  
zRi = 	Gr.. 	s  

i=1 y 13  

N1 R k.x.A 

YRi 	

. R 
Gr.  
3 	j  (u3  + id4)v  sineij  = E I 	. 
Y 13  

Ni R k.x.A. 
X
Ri = L.i (U3 + id4)vcos eii  

1,1 Y 13 

(7.3a) 

(7.3b) 

(7.3c) 

inthelastthreerelationsk.(j=1,N1) are coefficients 

for rocking vibration at a particular frequency factor. 

The total displacements of the passive base can be 

estimated by taking the average of the displacements of 
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the centres of the square elements in the passive base. 

Therefore displacements in the three directions of x, y 

and z for 

z 
p 

x 
p 

y 
p 

the 

= 

passive base are 

N2 

I= 	zvi  + zHi 
+ zR. 

i=1 

N2 

E 	x+x 	+ x vi 	Hi 	Ri 
i=1 

N2 

y 	+ 
17 	

+ 
vi 	Hi 	YRi 

i=1 

(7.4a) 

(7.4b) 

(7.4c) 

N2 

= 1 
N2 

= 	1 
N2 

where N2 is the number of elements in the passive base. 

Rotation of the passive base about the y axis will be 

given by subtracting the vertical displacements of the 

central points from z and evaluating the average rotation 

due to these remaining displacements, 

N2 
1 	1 

op = N2 E xpp(i)- 
i=1 

  

xop I (zvi  + zHi  + zHi) - zp  

(7.4d) 

xpp(i) is the 'x' coordinate of the i
th 

centre of the 

element in the passive base, xop is the 'x' coordinate of 

the centre of the passive base . 

Putting the three displacements of z
P' xP 

 and De into 

matrix form: 
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R 
 

/ 
11  GD1 
RH 

 

GD1 

RR 
2 GD1  

  

xz  

DO 

(F +iF ) 	(F 	) 	(F 	) 
1 	2 vv 	1 	2 Hy 	1 	2 Rv 

(F1+iF2)vfl (F1
+iF2)HH (F1+iF2

)RH 

(F1+iF2)vR (F1+iF2)HR1-FiF2)RR 

 

  

(7.5) 

where (F1+iF2 )at3 is the complex coefficient for the 13 

vibration of the passive base due to a vibration of the 

active base s  D1 
is a dimension of the active base (for 

circular base D1=R1  and for rectangular base D1=C1). 

These complex functions for the vertical vibration of 

rectangular footings are: 

N2 	Ni C1 	
k. 

(F1  +iF )  2 vv 	d1 N2 	
N1H(I,J)(v3+iv4)v 

i=1 	 j =1 

(7.6a) 

N2 	N1 

	

1 	
k. 

(F +iF ) 	= 	1   
1 	2 vH 	dl  N2 	112 N1H(I,J) (u3+iu4)vcose ij 1 

i=1 j=1 
(7.6b) 

12vR 	2 N2 
CI 1 E  
di  

(xpp (I) -xoP) 
1 	

1 Ni 

(F +iF ) 	
2 

N2 

[ k. 
3 	

(7-7 4-j;  ) 	(Fl+i-F2)vv 	(7.6c) 
N1H(I,]) 	3 	4 v - 

Inthelastthreerelatiolisk.are values which have 

been evaluated for vertical vibration of a massless base 

on a half space medium. 

i=i 	 j=1 
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Other complex functions due to the horizontal vibrations 

of rectangular bases are: 

N2 	N1 

= CI  1 
1 	

) +iv4  ,..1cose.. (F1+iF2)Hv 	a, N2 	N11:( 	I,3) (v3 
	

13 

i=1 j=1 

(7.7a) 

N2 	N1 	k. 
(F +iF ) 	= -1-  1 	2 HH 	di  N2 	N1H(I,J) 

i=1 j =1 

(:131+i-7141 )±  

+ (u +iu )cos20.'.I (7.7h) 
3? 42 	13 

H 
N2 N2 

'I 
i 	1  

1+iF) 2IHR = 
	

N2 	:E: 	 pp(I)op)/d 
d 

 (F 
1 

k. 

N1H(1,J) 
[ 

	 (j3+i 4)cosOii 	- (Fi+iF) z Hv 

(7.7c) 

where k. are coefficients for horizontal vibrations of an 
J 

active base. 

Finally the complex functions due to a rocking 

vibration of the active base are 

 
C2 

1 	N2 	Ni k. x. _ 
(F +iF ) 	= 1 	2 Rv 	di  N2 	N1(I

y 
A
A)H(I,J)

(v3+Iv4)v 

i=1 	j=1 	(7.8a) 

i=1 	j=1 
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N2 	N1 
2 

	

(F1+iF2)RH = c(1 N2 LE: 	

k. x. 
1  

N1 (Iy/AA) H (I ,J) (534-i54)  v 

	

i=1 	j=1 

(7.8h) 

	

N2 	N1 

	

C3  1 	1  

	

(Fl-FiF2)RR =di N2 	(x10E(I)-x0P)/d :E: 

	

i=1 	J=1 

 

+iF2)Rv I 	
(7.8c) 

 

k. x. 
1  

N1 (Iy/AA) H (Li) 
(v3+iv4)v 

 

 

where AA is the area of active base. 

Finally the equations of motion for a rigid massless 

passive base are given in matrix form by 
_1 

[F 	{ d } ={R}a 
	 (7.9) 

where [F] is the matrix which was introduced in the 

Equation (7.5) 

fdl is the displacement vector for the passive footing 

{R}a 
is the reaction force vector for the active footing 

7.3 Interactions Between Two Massive Bases  

In this part the effect of two rigid and massive 

foundations on the surface of an elastic half space is con-

sidered. For the analysis, only three modes of vibration of 

masses are studied in two directions, lex and z, and also 

rocking about the y axis. 
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Here, it is assumed that the displacements of each 

of the bases are direct displacements due to their external 

force plus any displacement which is caused by reaction 

forces at the surface of contact of the other foundation. 

Fig.7.2 shows two rigid bodies resting upon a semi-

infinite elastic half space with a finite distance between 

them. The displacements and the acting forces on the first 

foundation are defined in terms of a left-handed system of 

Cartetian coordinate (x1,171,z1). The second body is treated 

in the same way. These coordinate systems have their 

origins situated at the centroid of each of the two bases. 



FZ 2 

Fz1 

	 r 
Ty 2 	 

FX2 FX1 

Fig.7.2 Schematic diagram for rectangular bases on the surface of half space 
elastic media 
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The height of the centroids are given by the products 

111D1 
and 112D2

‘'here D is one dimension of the base as it 

was introduced before. 

From the geometry of the problem the relation between 

the displacement of the centroids and the contact surfaces 

are: 

Ugi 	U. + R.D 6. 	 (7.10a) 
1 	i 

Wgi  = w. 	 (7.10b) 

where the index gi  indicates the motion of the centroid of 

thefoundationandiindicatestheithbase.u.,w.and 6. 

are displacements of the rigid interface between i
th 

base 

and elastic medium. 

Equations of motion for the i
th block are: 

d2 
Ml. 	u 	+ R = FHi Hi 

dt2 gi 
 

d2 
fm. 	w 	+ Rvi = Fvi dt2 gi 

2 
I- O. + R 	- n.D.R 	= i 2 1 Ri i Hi  TRi 

dt 

(7.11a) 

(7.11b) 

(7.11c) 

substitutinqforugi  and wgi 
 from Equations (7.10) 

into Equations (7.11) gives 

Iv1-1.4-14:1"' 84-R--=FHi 1 1 a. 	Hi 
(7.12a) 

•• 

4-:=  vi Fvi (7.12b) 

Also substituting for RHi  in Equation (7.11c) from 

(7.12a)results in the third equation, which is 
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I11 + RRi + R.D.(1■ 1  Ct1  . 	' + 	- FHi  ) = TRi 
	(7.12c) 

or 

(I 	+ m.H.D.
2 	.Y 

1 1 1 
) 	+ H.D. 	u. = TRi 	ff.D.F

Hi 
 + RRi 

	

1 1 1 	1 1 - 	1  
(7.13) 

where (i = 1,2) for two blocks. 

The matrix equation for the motion of the two bases 

can be written as 

{d} 	{R} 	{F} 	 (7.14) 

where 

{d}T  = {111,wD10u2'w2'D2e2
} 
	

(7.15a) 

{R}T = "11-11'Rvl'RR1r RP ...'Rv21RR2/ 	(7.15b) 

{F}T  = CF 	F 	T 	+RDF 	F 	F 	T 	+ ilDF1 H1' vl' R1 	1 1 H1' H2' v2' R2 	2 2 H2 

(7.15c) 

{d} 

[M1 

is 

is 

the second derivation of {d} 

the mass matrix. 

0 	+1101111. 

0 	0 

0 	I +H2DM 	0 
1 	1 '1 

M
2 0 

0 	0 	0 	0 

0 	0 	0 	+ii2D2M2  

with respect to time. 

0 	0 

0 	0 

0 	o 

0 	+H7 D2 2 2 

M2
0 

0 	I 	2 D 2 
2 	2 '2 

(7.16) 

As it was indicated the displacements of any base 

have two main components. The first portion is caused by 
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its own reaction force and the second is caused by the 

reaction force of other bases. Thus the relation between 

reaction forces and displacements for . rectangular bases 

given by 

(F +IF H1 -H2 

o F v1+1Fv2 

( ER14. iFR2)  

(WiFH2 )  0 	0 	Ru2 

o ('v1+iFv2) 0 	77: . 1/2 

	

P2 o 	o (FR1+iFR2 ) _ RR2 

(7.17) 

   

 

1 
GD 

 

 

  

   

F 

or 

{d} = [A] (T} 
	

(7.18) 

where [A] is a complex matrix. 

Now multiplying Equation (7.14)by [A] the result is 

EATEM1a/ + [A] {R} = [A] {F} 	(7.19) 

Since resporv.: is harmonic thus 

011 = - p
2 {d) 	 (7.20) 

After simplification Equation (7.19) becomes 

p2 r - p 	n [M] {d} + {d} = [A] 	(7.21) 

or 

- P2  [A] [M]  )fdl = [A] {F} 	(7.22) 
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Solving the system of the above equations for fdl, 
in, a% e,Ictai;c 	 [t.  

the displacements of the two bases can be estimated. 

7.4 Results and Discussion  

In the present chapter the dynamics of two rectangular 

bases on the surface of an elastic half space medium were 

considered. In the analyses it was understood that there 

are many important parameters affecting the dynamic responses 

of the bases, such as the shape of each base, their height, 

mass and inertia ratios, position of applied forces, distance 

of two bases, Poisson ratio of the medium and many more. 

In fact, it is very difficult to consider the effect of all 

these parameters. 

Special attention is paid to the responses of two 

identical square bases. For this purpose two problems were 

considered. Firstly, one of the bases was vertically 

active while the other one was passive. Secondly, both 

bases were vertically active with similar harmonic exciting 

forces at the mass centre. Analysis of this problem is 

based on the response of a single base and also the response 

of the medium free surface due to the oscillation of the 

base. As it was mentioned in the present chapter, second 

displacement components under the bases are averaged dis-

placements of 64 discrete points on the contact surface 

due to the vibration of the other base. 

Computed displacements for these two cases are given 

for special conditions which are set out below. 
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(1) b1 = b2 
= 100 

(2) b'
1 
 = b2 = 10 

(3) R1 = R2 = 	1 

(4) v = 0.25 

(5) a = 	= 5 

where 1 is the distance between the centres of.the bases. 

For the active and passive bases the amplitude factors 

For nine discrete values of frequency factor are given in 

Tables 7.1 and 7.2. For the case when both bases are 

active the results are given in Table 7.3. 

The vertical amplitudes of active bases for both cases 

are compared with the results of an identical single base, 

when excited with a similar force. These results show 

that even though the system is excited by a vertical 

harmonic force, each base has three components of vertical, 

horizontal and rocking displacement. The comparison of 

vertical displacement amplitude with those of single base 

on the medium shows that vertical displacement is not 

greatly affected by the presence of a passive base. Also 

it is shown that the vertical displacement has more con-

tribution in the motion of the active base. 
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TABLE 7.1  

NON-DIMENSIONAL DISPLACEMENT AMPLITUDES OF THE ACTIVE  

BASE FOR DIFFERENT FREQUENCY FACTORS. ALSO NON-

DIMENSIONAL AMPLITUDES OF THE ACTIVE BASE IN THE  

ABSENCE OF THE PASSIVE BASE  

a 

Single Base 

L 
Active and Passive Bases 

IWIGC IW 	IGC 
1 

IU 	1GC 
1 

10 	IGC
2 

1 
F v Fvl F

vl Fvl 

0.1 0.17688 0.16635 0.00031 0.00027 

0.2 0.32214 0.28663 0.00503 0.00681 

0.3 0.32874 0.34512 0.1581 0.03636 

0.4 0.10357 0.09996 0.00299 0.01183 

0.5 0.05371 0.05322 0.00153 0.01064 

0.6 0.03377 0.03394 0.00101 0.01344 

0.7 0.02349 0.02368 0.00074 0.02238 

0.8 0.01740 0.01746 0.00056 0.03579 

0.9 0.01346 0.01344 0.00046 0.01645 

Pe4p.s.ci  factors 
le 	base, for Ai -4-r-et- 	o s a/ ve., 

a't 4  vockb v;Lealio.s 01 it, 57 	base . 

Vertl'60.1 
	

t I or; 

A ..11: 
J ''or 

. 0. 2.5 6 	0.2 7co 

0.9ti0 	1.5- 0 

0. 787 

0.312‘ 
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TABLE 7.2  

NON-DIMENSIONAL AMPLITUDES OF THE  

PASSIVE BASE FOR DIFFERENT FREQUENCY FACTORS  

a 

Active and Passive 

IW
2
IGC IU

2
1GC 1 102,1GC2  

F
vi 

F
vi 

F
vl 

0.1 0.03285 0.01110 0.00949 

0.2 0.10920 0.02400 0.03245 

0.3 0.13216 0.03115 0.07161 

0.4 0.01266 0.01042 0.04120 

0.5 0.00334 0.00647 0.04515 

0.6 0.00169 0.00468 0.06206 

0.7 0.00088 0.00354 0.10707 

0.8 0.00051 0.00273 0.17331 

0.9 0.00033 0.00221 0.07940 
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TABLE 7.3  

NON-DIMENSIONAL DISPLACEMENT AMPLITUDES  

OF THE ACTIVE BASES FOR DIFFERENT FREQUENCY FACTORS. 

ALSO NON-DIMENSIONAL AMPLITUDES  

OF THE ONE BASE IN THE ABSENCE OF THE OTHER 

a 

Single Base Active-Active Bases 

IWIGC (w)GC lUIGC IOIGC 
F
v 

F
v 

.F
v 

F 
 

0.1 0.17688 0.19555 0.01135 0.00971 

0.2 0.32214 0.33795 0.02500 0.03381 

0.3 0.32874 0.23722 0.02211 0.05084 

0.4 0.10357 0.09735 0.01127 0.04459 

0.5 0.05371 0.05426 0.00761 0.05310 

0.6 0.03377 0.03510 0.00567 0.07516 

0.7 0.02349 0.02451 0.00426 0.12872 

0.8 0.01740 0.01797 0.00315 0.19982 

0.9 0.01346 0.01372 0.00236 0.08501 
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CHAPTER 8 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND THEIR CALIBRATIONS  

8.1 Experimental Equipment  

To determine the transfer function of an unknown 

system experimentally one must measure and analyse both 

the input and output signals of the system. In the present 

work, equipment was chosen to measure and analyse for the 

harmonic input signals (frequency response). In this test 

an electrically controlled vibration machine produces the 

mechanical motion to which the test object is subjected. 

In the harmonic test the frequency of vibration of the 

exciter is changed as it is fed with a certain amount of 

power. In the experiment it is desirable to have a constant 

amplitude of vibration. Therefore the input power is 

dependent on the frequency. To control the input power to 
e. 

the vibratori amplitude should be measured by an accelero- 

meter pickup. In Fig.8.1 the basic set up of the required 

equipment is illustrated. 
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H 

411/M/Mir .11IMMIM ammo MINIPIIII■ .11•1111111,  ■1* 
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A Decade Oscillator B Power Amplifier C 

D Vibrator E Accelerometer F 

G Base H Half-space Media I 

J.  Switch K Oscilloscone L 

I 
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I 
I 
I 

UMW WINO woman 

Frequency Voltmeter 

Force Gauge 

Charge Amplifier 

Digital Voltmeter 

r-  -.4-  
-- 	M 

I 

Fig.8.1 Block diagram of equipment for experimental set-up 

A B D L 
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The specification and function of various apparatus 

which was used is described below. 

(1) Decade Oscillator  

A type TG66A decade oscillator (made by Levell 

Electronics Ltd., Moxon, Barnet, Herts., England) was 

employed to generate pure and stable sinusoidal oscillations. 

Its frequency ranges cover frequencies from 0.2Hz to 1.22 

MHz, and in the range of 6Hz to 100KHz it has an accuracy 

of +0.3%. The required power input was 240v A.C. Vari-

ation of frequency and output level with respect to +6% 

mains voltage variation were +0.005% up to 100KHz for the 

frequency and +0.05% for the output levels. 

Output signals were calibrated with reference to an 

AC digital voltmeter LM1420.2 Serial NO.201557, made by 

Solartron and the frequency of the signal was checked by 

a digital frequency counter (Model 8360HW Universal EPUT 

and Timer manufactured by Backman, Berkeley Division, 

California, U.S.A.). 

(2) Power Amplifer  

Output signals from the decade oscillator were at a 

low power level, so it was necessary to amplify them before 

they were suitable for recording. For this purpose a 

30 watt amplifier, type 5530, Serial No.305-001 manufactured 

by Gearing and Watson (Electronics) Ltd., Eastbourne, 

Sussex, BN23 6PE, England. This solid state power ampli-

fier is designed to generate continuous full power, and 

to provide full output current or voltage with unmatched 
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loads. A wide range voltage controlled oscillator is 

built into the system for variable frequency operation. 

The power output of this amplifier was 30 watts rms 

continuous, and its distortion was less than 0.75% for 

the range 20Hz to 10KHz. Frequency range of it was D.C. 

to 10KHz at ldb. 

(3) Vibrators  

In the vibration test two electrodynamic shakers were 

used. These two vibrators consist of electromagnets whose 

coils are fed by the A.C. input signal. According to the 

electromagnetic law a force which is proportional to the 

magnetic field, number of turns and the coil diameter will 

be produced by the system. 

In practice the influence of the vibrator with respect 

to the resonance condition of the specimen must be mini-

mised. Therefore the moving part of the shaker should be 

large. Unfortunately adding mass to the vibrating part of 

the shaker will reduce the useful range of the frequency. 

Thus a compromise has to be made. 

The maximum acceleration of the vibrator can be found 

by 

a = 	 m + M 

where F is the maximum rated force, M is the mass of the 

test specimen and m is the mass of the moving elements of 

the vibrator. Another important aspect in the use of the 

shaker is to achieve pure one dimensional translatory motion 

of the required mode. 
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The two vibrators which were used were: 

(a) Electromagnetic vibrator Type VP2 Serial No.302 

(manufactured by Derriton Electronic Vibrators Ltd., 

Sussex, England), with the following characteristics: 

a useful frequency range of 5 to 20 kC/s 

weight of moving parts .044 lbs 

vector thrust of 2.5 lbs 

first major resonance above 10,000 C/s 

total weight of 2 lbs, lzp ozs. 

(b) Second vibrator was the Goodmans Type V.390A whose 

specifications were: 

frequency range free from D.C. to 4 kC/s 

moving mass of 0.16 lb. 

peak force at 1 kC/s 15 lbs for cooled 	and 

9 lbs for uncooled 

total weight of 26 lbs. 

(4) Frequency Counter  

In order to check the frequency of the decade 

oscillator when it was amplified by the power amplifier, 

a Beckman frequency counter Model 8360 HW (manufactured by 

Beckman, Berkely Division, California, U.S.A.) was connected 

in parallel with the vibrator. This counter has the 

following specification: 

7 digits count capacity, D.C. to 1 MC frequency range 

0.1 v input sensitivity. 

(5) Charge Amplifier  

A unit of CA/01 with two normalised charge amplifiers 

(manufactured by D.J. Birchall Ltd., Mildenhall, Suffolk) 
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were employed to amplify the relatively weak output signal 

from the transducers. Each charge amplifier channel by 

means of turning the dial could be preset to a defined 

gain of lOmV RMS per unit transducer input quantity (g,lbf) 

irrespective of the transducer connecting lead capacitance. 

The output of the amplifier gave 10 times of actual 

quantity of transducer input if the dial was set on the 

actual value of the charge sensitivity of the pickup. 

In order to calibrate the charge amplifier an input 

of lmVPk/PQ Pk was applied to it. Then the output was 

measured and a value of lOmV RMS was recorded. In this 

calibration, a signal of 2 volts was generated by the de-

code oscillator, and it was measured by the LM1420.2 

digital voltmeter. This signal was then passed through a 

capacitor, of 2000 pQ capacity, and the output signal fed 

to the charge amplifier channels. Their outputs were 

observed on a digital voltmeter. 

(6) Acceleration Pickups  

The most common and accurate type of accelerometer is 

the piezoelectric transducer. When certain solid materials 

are deformed they generate within them an electrical charge. 

This charge is proportional to the stiffness of the material 

and also the displacement of the material in the direction 

of deformation. The materials that exhibit a signiciant 

and useful piezoelectric effect fall into two main groups: 

natural (quartz) and synthetic (lithium, sulfate ammonium, 

dihydrogen phosphate). 
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The stiffness of the crystal is normally very high. 

Therefore the natural frequency of the piezoelectric 

crystal is very high,- and so at lower frequencies the 

transducer is more accurate. It should be noted that the 

sensitivity of the accelerometer depends on its size, the 

smaller the accelerometer is, the lower is its sensitivity. 

Three accelerometers were used in the experiment. 

These accelerometers were AQ40 Serial No.C68/02C, AQ40 

Serial No.D6709 (manufactured by Environmental Equipment Ltd., 

Wokingham, Berks., England) and one A/01, Serial No.154 

(manufactured by D.J. Birchall Ltd., Mildenhall, Suffolk). 

Important performance parameter of these three 

accelerometers as they are given by the manufacturers are: 

	

A/01 	AQ40  

charge sensitivity pc/g 	300 	35 

maximum continuous acceleration g sine 1000 1000 

resonance frequency kC/s 	15 	35 

weight 	 5.5 	oz 31 gr 

voltage sensitivity mv/g 	150 	24 

Calibration of Accelerometer  

All three accelerometers were calibrated to find their 

charge sensitivitiy in use in the experimental set up, shown 

in Fig.8.2. The accelerometer is connected to a block of 

steel which sits on top of the Goodman vibrator. The 

actual displacement of the accelerometer is measured by a 

visual persistence method, and the frequency of the vibration 

was also checked by the frequency counter. The steel block 
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A Accelerometer 	B Connecting Unit 

C Marked Block 	D Vibrator 

Fig.8.2 Calibration set-up for accelerometer 

Fig.8.3 Snacing nattern on steel block 
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has spacings of 0.002", 0.004", 0.008" and 0.010" at the 

highly polished surface. This spacing is shown in Fig.8.3. 

Before starting to vibrate the accelerometer a micro-

scope with a x10 objective lens was focussed on the 

required pattern spacing. Then after having set the 

required frequency on the decade oscillator, the output 

power of the power amplifier was continuously increased 

until the two neighbouring lines which were simultaneously 

moving up and down at that frequency, reach each other 

position. In this method the peak to peak displacement 

amplitude was equal to the distance between the two lines 

on the surface of the steel block. Having found the dis-

placement amplitude and the frequency of the vibration, the 

acceleration can then be determined. Then the dial of the 

charge amplifier was set such that the output voltage 

corresponded to the measured value of the acceleration of 

the vibration. It was stated previously that the turning 

dial shows the charge sensitivity of the accelerometer. 

Then the dial was locked and the outputs of the charge 

amplifier were measured for different displacement ampli-

tudes and different frequencies to check the linearity of 

the output of the charge amplifier and the charge sensiti-

vity of the. accelerometer. 

The calibration results for the three accelerometers 

are given in Table 8.1. Since the output signal has been 

amplified 10 times, the output voltage should be divided 

by 100 to give the acceleration in terms of g pk. 



TABLE 8.1 

CALIBRATION DATA FOR ACCELEROMETERS  

Frequency 
Hz 

Displacement 
Pk-Pk10-3in 

, 

Acceleration 
(g) 	Pk-Pk 

Output 
for A/01 
RMS my 

Output 
for AN° 
RMS mV 
D5700 	, 

Output 
 for AQ40 

RMS mV 
C68/02C 

20 4 0.163 8.1 8.13 8.2 

20 8 0.326 16.3 16.3 16.3 

20 10 0.407 19.8 19.7 19.9 

40 4 0.652 32.3 32.1 32.42 

40 8 1.304 65.8 65.71 65.92 

40 10 1.628 80.9 80.7 81.5 

Charge Sensitivity PJ-Pk/qPk 303.7 36.5 34.8 
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(7) Force Gauge  

Two different peizoelectric force gauges were used 

to measure the dynamic applied forces on the base. These 

were model 8200 (manufactured by B & K Denmark) and model 

2103-100 (manufactured by Endevco, Pasadena, California, 

U.S.A.) and their specifications were: 

Model 8200 	Model 2103-100 

force range 
	

1 KN at tensile 
and 5KN at com- 
pressive 
	

100 lb Dyn 

typical charge sens-
itivity 

effective seismic mass 
above peizoelectric 
element 

total mass 

resonant frequency 

17.8 PC/lbf 	150 Pk PC/Pk lbf  

3 grammes 
	

56.8 gr 

21 grammes 
	

113.6 gr 

35 KHz with 
5 gr load 
	

15 KHz 

Calibration of the Force Gauges  

To calibrate the force gauges the calibrated AQ40 

accelerometer and force gauge were attached to the circular 

disc as they are shown in Fig.8.4. Then a vibration of 

measured frequency was applied to the system by a Goodman 

vibrator and the resulting acceleration of the system and 

the output of the force gauge (via the charge amplifier) 

were measured. The force gauge sensitivity was set such 

that the charge amplifier output voltage corresponded to 

the expected value, which was 

Vf = (M - m) 	x 10
2 

where Vf 
is the output voltage from the charge amplifier 

for the force gauge, M is total mass of the system (disc 

+ accelerometer + force gauge). m is the non effective 
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Fig.8.4 Calibration set-up for force gauge 
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mass of the force gauge and A' is the acceleration of the 

vibration in g. Values of M were measured by a very high 

accuracy balance and m is given by the manufacturer. 

Table 8.2 gives results for checking the charge sensi-

tivity of both the force gauges for different frequencies. 

(8) Digital Voltmeter  

The digital voltmeter Type LM1420.2 (manufactured by 

Solartron Electronic Group Ltd., Hampshire, England) was 

used. This instrument consists of a digital voltmeter 

type LM1420.2 and a true RMS AC sub unit type LM1477. 

This voltmeter measures the RMS value of AC signals within 

the range zero to 500 volts, with maximum sensitivity of 

2.5 'Iv per digit. The unit was calibrated by another volt-

meter: Type 613C,D manufactured by Dawe Instruments Co.Ltd. 
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TABLE 8.2  

CALIBRATION DATA FOR FORCE GAUGES 

Model $200 force gauge 
Charge sensitivity = 17.5 PC/lbf 
Effective mass of system = 647.9 gr 

Fre 	Hz q. Acceleration 
g x 10-2  

Force 
lbf x 10-2 

Effective 
Mast 	.gr 

38 7.19 10.26 647.15 

43 7.16 10.23 647.97 

43 11.41 16.33 647.96 

48 7.09 10.13 550.1 

48 11.27 16.18 649.07 

Model 2103-100 force. gauge 
Charge sensitibity = 148 PcPk/lbf Pk 
Effective mass of system = 682.8 

Freq.Hz i Acceleraton 
g x 10 

Force 
lbf x 10-2 

Effective 
Mast 	gr 

37 20.2 30.3 682.6 

37 26.6 40.0 682.8 

40 26.4 39.6 682.3 

40 30.9 46.4 682.0 

45 30.3 	. 45.5 683.2 

These results show that the charge sensitivity of the 

force gauges were determined to a very high accuracy. 
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CHAPTER 9  

EXPERIMENTAL MEDIUM AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS 

9.1 Laboratory Model for Half Space  

To ratify the mathematical work which has been dis- 

cussed in previous chapters it was necessary to carry out 

some experimental work on an elastic half space media. 

The testing media should satisfy all the necessary conditions 

and have infinite dimensions. Practically, a finite model 

can be used to simulate a semi infinite elastic media. 

However the model should be experimentally checked for all 

required conditions. The important characteristics for the 

material which must be carefully considered are: 

(1) The material must, as much as possible, be homogeneous 

and isotropic with a constant elastic modulus for 

dynamic loading. 

(2) Poisson ratio must be within the range of the stable 

material. 

(3) Hysteretic damping of the material should be very low, 

since it has been neglected in the theory. 

(4) All generated waves from the source must die out before 

or at least as they reach the boundary of media. 

(5) The surface of the media should be flat and uniform 

in order to have complete contact with the surface of 

the base. 

Finite modelling has been used by few investigators. 

Arnold et al (1955) used twelve, one inch thick square 

sheets of foam rubber with an area of 3 ft2. Their model 
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e  
had a Poisson's ratio of 0.0 and a very low hystertic 

damping to damp out the reflected waves, but the value was 

not high enough to effect the resonant test. In their 

experiment they used circular bases with radii from 0.375" 

to 2.25" and carried out satisfactory experiments gaining 

very good results for four modes of vibration. 

The model that Elorduy et al (1967) tested consisted 

of vibrated sand inside a concrete cylinder with a 2.24m 

diameter. They used foam rubber between the sand and the 

walls to reduce the reflected wave. A hemisphere of rubber 

with a 0.5m diameter was embedded in the middle of the sand 

such that its flat surface coincided with the free surface 

of the sand. As they indicated they have used different 

rigid bases with different shapes, but up to now none of 

their experimental results have been published. 

The model used by Chae (1967) consisted of a sand bin 

made of concrete with inside dimensions of 4.75 feet by 

4.75 feet and a height of 4 feet. He used dry Ottawa sand 

(grain size between No.30 and No.50 sieve sizes) with a 

0.51 void ratio. His footing was made of steel and had a 

rather excessive diameter of one foot. This meant that 

the problem of reflected waves was ignored. In his experi-

ments he applied a constant harmonic force and measured 

the resonant frequencies of the base for seven different 

mass ratios from 5.83 to 24.94 and he then evaluated the 

shear modulus from the calculated frequency factor by 

Sung's (1953) theory. 
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Stokoe and Woods (1972) performed a laboratory test to 

study the isolation of a foundation by using a model for 

a half space. In their model, which consisted of a rigid 

cylinder of diameter 22ft and height of 6ft. They used 

sand as an elastic medium and sawdust as a damping medium 
1,0.4  

for the reflected waves. their knowledge of reflections 

and the partition of energy between two elastic medial they 

designed a special shape for the sand and dust media which 

had not been used before. 

Tabiowo (1973) tested different kinds of rubber to 

select a suitable material for his medium. There were four 

basic criteria that he had to fulfill in choosing a material. 

Firstly resonant frequency factor less than unity for bases 

on the surface should be obtained. The second was maintain-

ing the mass ratio within specified limits to satisfy the 

first condition, by choosing a material with an acceptable 

density. Thirdly limit on base size due to problem of 

reflected waves. Finally associated cost factors. 

He tested the following materials: 

Polyurethane foam M34 (closed cell) 

Microvon 6M2/35 (Microcellular Urethane) 

NAT (Natural Base, low damping) 

LNRS (Neoprene Base, high damping) 

Tico cs (Neoprene base) 

X833, X822, X771, X1016 type 

and found that 10 sheets of 47" x 35" x 1" NAT (natural 

rubber, manufactured by Textile Industrial Co.Ltd.) was 

the most suitable material for simulating an elastic half 
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space media. In trying to eliminate wave reflections he 

used plasticine (modelling clay, manufactured by Harbutts, 

Bath, England) as a wave sink. This is an isotropic visco-

elastic material with very high damping. The stack of 

rubber sheets was laid on a base of plaSticine (48" x 36" x I" 

thick) which was enclosed on four sides by a rigid wooden 

box. This box was clamped in order to make it as rigid as 

possible. The space between the box and the stack of rubber 

sheets was then packed with plasticine as well. See Fig. 

9.1. 

He obtained results of the resonant test for circular 

and rectangular bases with different mass ratios and side 

ratios and also results of some primary tests on establishing 

his model of a semi infinite elastic medium. 

In this experimental work the model used by Tabiowo 

has been employed. It was, however, slightly modified in 

that all sheets were stuck together by double sided pressure 

sensitive tape (Type 3M, 465) and plasticine was firmly 

compacted to obtain a nearly uniform damper for the re-

flected waves. The static and dynamic tests that were 

carried out will be discussed later. Due to the time 

elapsed Tabiowo's experimental data for the mechanical 

properties of rubber is no longer valid. This is due to 

the fact that the mechanical properties of rubbers are time 

dependent and they can also deteriorate due to oxidation. 

However this data may be helpful to check the present 

results. 
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1 Wooden Box 	3 Rigid Base 

2 Plasticivi flan 4 Rubber Sheet 

Fig.9.l Cross section and plan view of test facility 
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It should be noted that the transmission of floor 

vibration through a circular base with 3' diameter on the 

surface of the media, plus the generated noise, was 

measured by an A/01 accelerometer and the measured value 

was about 1.17 x 10-4g. 

9.2 Natural Rubber Characteristics  

Chemically this material is a polymer of isoprene 

which is obtained from rubber trees. As was discussed by 

Davey and Payne (1964) this material has good mechanical 

properties - tensile strength, elasticity and resilience 

(very low hystersis development) - but its resistance to 

oxidation is not good. The elastic properties of this 

material in dynamic loading are frequency, strain and 

temperature dependent and they are nearly constant only 

for a small range of variation of these three parameters. 

9.3 Density of Medium  

Different strips of NAT rubber were weighed and their 

volume measured and it was found that the density of the 

material was 21 lbm/ft3. The linearity of the density 

showed that the medium may satisfy the assumption of homo-

geneity for the material. 

9.4 Estimation of Static Properties of the Experimental  
Medium 

In order to check that the rubber medium successfully 

modelled an elastic half space, static tests were carried 

out to estimate Poisson ratio, Young's modulus and the 

shear modulus and also to check the linearity of the 

material in these tests and the limitations of satisfactory 

elastic behaviour of the media. 
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(1) Tensile Test  

For this test a specimen with an effective length of 

245mm, width of 43.44mm and thickness of 25.36mm was used 

in a tensile test which was performed on an Instron machine. 

The range of applied force was varied from zero to ten 

kilograms force. In order to estimate the Young's modulus 

at the very low speed of tension 0.05cm/min, the axial 

extension versus applied load was recorded on paper at a 

speed of 5.0cm/min. From that graph the relationship 

between axial extension and applied load is shown in Fig. 

9.2. 

The slope of this graph for extension of less than 

1.0cm is F/ 6 = 2.2 Kgf/cm and Young's modulus is given by 

6 
Ft 

E = 
A
.-- substituting for all factors in the above relation 

the Young's modulus becomes 

24.5 kg 22  - 5.057 --2 or 71.22 psi E = (4.34)(2.45) • 1 cm 

(2) Measurement of Poisson's Ratio  

Poisson's ratio is the ratio of lateral contraction 

over axial extension due to an applied load. This definition• 

was used to measure the Poisson's ratio of natural rubber. 

In order to measure the contraction and extension three 

pins were stuck into the flat face of the specimen which 

was used in the last experiment, such that they formed a 

letter 'L' as is shown in Fig.9.3. The two pins A and B 

were on the central axis of the flat surface, and the 

distance of AB and AC were equal. Axial loads were applied 

by the Instron tensile machine and one telescope was used 
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Axial Extension (cm) 

Fig.9.2 Axial extension versus applied force for the 
tensile test 
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to measure the distance between A and B and another more 

sensitive one-was used to measure the movement of pin C in 

the AC direction. These extensions and contractions were 

measured for four different loads on the specimen. The 

variation of axial extension versus lateral contraction is 

given in Fig.9.4 and the slope of this line is the Poisson's 

ratio for the specimen and it is equal to v = 0.3135. 

T 

T 

Fig.9.3 Rubber specimen for measurement of Poisson's ratio 
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(3) Double Block Shear Test  

The double block shear test was used to estimate the 

static value of the shear modulus. For this purpose two 

equivalent blocks of rubber were stuck to the flat faces 

of three parallel steel plates using C IBA Araldite. 

The two edge face plates were rigidly fixed and a 

load added to a scale pan which was attached to the bottom 

of the centre face plate see Fig.9.5. The displacement of 

the moving plate was measured by a dial gauge which was 

capable of measuring movements as small as 0.01mm. 

The displacement of the centre face plate is plotted 

against the applied force in Fig.9..6. 

It was pointed out by Hull (1937) and Rivlin (1948) 

that it is not possible to have pure shear in the single 

or double block shear test, because the measured displace-

ment is due not only to shearing but also bending of the 

rubber. Assuming that shape effects do not arise in 

shear, Southwell (1944) formula for deflection can be used: 

GA d = 2 b 	(1 + b2/36 k2) 
(9.1) 

where k is the radius of gyration of the cross section 

about the neutral axis of bending. "A" is the cross 

sectional area of blocks, "b" is the thickness of the 

rubber block,"F"is applied force and "d" is displacement 

of centre face plate, and finally, G is the shear modulus. 

In this case, since the cross section is rectangular, 

the gyration radius is 
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A Rubber Block 
	

C Fixed Plate 

B Centre Force Plate D Dial Gauge 

Fig.9.5 Schematic diagram of test facility for 
double blocks as tested 
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thus 

k
2 
= a

3
c/12 ac = a

2
/12 

G - F b(1 + b
2
/3a

2
)  -- 2d 	ac 

(9.2) 

(9.3) 

values of a, b and c are equal to 4.45cm, 2.26cm and 2.43cm. 

Substituting these values for a, b and c then the shear 

modulus is 

F 
G = 0.57785 -- fd  psi 

where values of F and d should be in lbf and inches. 

The ratio of F/d is given by the slope of the curve in 

Fig.9.6 and the shear modulus has been found to be 

F/d = 84.666 lbf/in 

G 	= 24.46 nsi 

Having measured these three important elastic properties, 

it is possible to check if these parameters can satisfy the 

elastic relation for shear modulus which is 

G = 	 2(1 + v) 

having substituted for "E" and "v", G will be 

G = 27.11 
	nsi 

which is in very good agreement with the results of shear 

modulus found by double block shear test result. The 

difference between these two values is 9.7% which is reason-

able for comparing the results of the three different static 

tests. 
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Fig.9.6 Displacement of the outer-  face plate versus 
applied force for the double block shear test 
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9.5 Dynamic Shear Modulus and Poisson's Ratio  

During the last two decades considerable attention 

has been paid to the design of footings subjected to 

dynamic loads. In all of the theories concerning the 

dynamic response of foundations, the shear modulus and 

Poisson's ratio play an important role. The effect of 

other soil dynamic properties such as strain amplitUde. 

effective mean principal stress, void ratio, number of 

cycles of loading, soil structure etc. are also important. 

Numerous field and laboratory testing methods have 

been developed and are in use for determining the shear 

modulus of soils. 

(1) Field Methods  

These methods are based on the measurement of the 

velocities of stress wave propagation through the medium 

from which the shear modulus can be estimated. They can 

be classified as 

(a) Refraction and reflection surveys. 

(b) Rayleigh wave length technique. 

(c) Direct shear wave measurement. 

(d) Cross hole method. 

(e) Footing vibration measurements. 

(a) The refraction and reflection survey method is capable 

of estimating the average dilatation wave velocity Cl. The 

shear modulus will then be given by: 

G = C
2 (1 - 2v)P/ [2(1 - v)] 	(9.5) 

This method cannot be reliable unless Poisson's ratio is 

known accurately. See Grootenhuis and Awojobi (1965). 
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(b) Rayleigh waves method can be used to measure the 

velocity of surface waves (which are propagating on the 

surface of media). By neglecting the small difference 

between the velocity of shear wave and Rayleigh waves, the 

shear modulus is given by 

2 
G = PC2 

(9.6) 

In this kind of field test contributions have been made by 

many authors such as Jones (1958),(1959); U.S. Army Waterway 

Experimental Station (WES); and Vicksburg who performed 

many steady state vibration surveys. 

(c) Measurement of direct shear waves between surface and 

subsurface has been performed in several different types 

of excitation on the surface and in each case geophones 

were placed down a borehole to detect the arrival of the 

direct shear wave. Erickson, Miller and Waters (1968) used 

a horizontal vibrator for excitation. Jolly (1956), Shima, 

Yanagisawa (1968), White, Heaps and Lawrence (1956), all 

used a horizontal impulse. Halperin and Frolova (1963), 

White and Mannering (1974) used a falling weight. Many 

other attempts have been made by using explosive sources 

located at subsurface. In this method the shear waves 

arrive after dilatation waves and so great care is needed 

to identify the shear waves. 

Recently Yutak Ohta et al (1978) measured the 

velocity of shear wave with the standard penetration test. 

In this test an impact at the bottom of a bore hole is pro-

duced by weight dropping and the generated wave was re-

corded on the surface near the borehole. 
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(d) In the cross-hole method the time for the body wave 

to travel the horizontal path between two points in the 

soil is measured. These body waves are generated by a 

vertical impulse applied at the bottom of one borehole. 

Then arrival of compression and shear waves is monitored 

in a second borehole with the same depth with a vertical 

velocity transducer. By bearing in mind the compression 

wave has a higher velocity than the shear wave and also 

knowing the distance between the two boreholes, the shear 

wave velocity can be evaluated. 

In practice several different types of sources have 

been used by many people, Ballard and Leach (1969) used a 

vertical vibrator, Dobrin ,Lawrence and Sengbush. (1954), 
3 

McDonal et al (1958), Swain (1962) and White and Senbush p. 
(1953),(1963) all used a falling weight. Riggs (1955) 

used an explosive source. Stokoe and Woods (1972) have 

used an impulse rod and hammer which triggers the oscillo-

scope, Stokoe and Richart (1974) have developed this 

method. 

Beeston and McEvillv (1977) measued the velocity of 

the shear wave by down-hole measurements. 

(e) The calculated response characteristic of the vertical 

vibration of a rigid circular disc on the surface of an 

elastic half space may be used to determine, indirectly, 

the shear modulus, by measuring the resonant responses of 

the rigid bodies for known values of mass ratios. This 

method has been used by a few authors such as Eastwood 

(1953) , Jon l; (1953) , Sung (1953) , Arnold, Bycroft, 
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Warburton (1955) have used foam rubber model for half space 

media. Bycroft (1959), Kani and Yoshizawa (1961) used the 

rocking of a rectangular building, where the length is 

much greater than the width, but this method cannot 

evaluate both Poisson's ratio and the shear modulus inde-

pendently. Grootenhuis and Awojobi (1965) estimated these 

two properties by measuring the resonant frequencies of the 

circular base for each of two close mass ratios. By com-

paring these two mass ratios with their exact solution it 

was possible to estimate both Poisson's ratio and the shear 

modulus. This method is very reliable for a pure elastic 

half space, but not for a half space with hystertic damping. 

Tabiowo (1973) has carried out a laboratory version of 

Grootenhuis and Awojobi's method and a model which was dis-

cussed before. 

(2) Laboratory Testing Methods  

These tests can be classified in the following manner: 

(a) Resonant Column Test. 

(b) Pulse Techniques. 

(c) Cyclic Simple Shear Test. 

(d) Free Vibration Methods. 

(a) Resonant Column Test  

This technique can be conducted by either employing a 

solid cylindrical soil specimen or a hollow cylindrical 

specimen. The specimen is vibrated by either a vertical 

cyclic load or a cyclic torque. The shear modulus can be 

determined by measuring the resonant frequency. Then the 

elastic properties can be evaluated using: 
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E or G oc (2 f r h)
2 	 (9.7) 

where 

h = height of specimen 

P = mass density of the soil 

fr = resonant frequency (lowest frequency) 

Hardin and Black (1966),(1968), Afifi and Woods (1971) , 

Cunny and Fry (1973) used solid cylindrical specimen and 

Hardin and Drnevich (1972a,b) used a hollow cylindrical one. 

(b) Pulse methods have been used to determine the dynamic 

properties of soils subjected to small strain amplitude 

vibrations. Basically, this technique consists of the 

measurement of the travel time of a stress pulse between 

two ends of a soil sample from which the stress wave velocity 

can be evaluated. From this the velocity, shear modulus or 

Young's modulus may be estimated depending on the nature of 

the stress pulse applied (compression or shear). This 

technique has been used and developed by Lawrence (1965), 

Matsukawa and Hunter (1956), Taylor and Hughes (1965). 

(c) The cyclic simple shear test is a modification of the 

static simple shear test for application to low frequency 

cyclic loading. This method provides a reasonable way of 

determining shear modulus and damping ratio of soil layers 

by normally using a cylindrical specimen under a cyclic 

shear test. The following authors have attempted this 

method. Converse (1962), Theirs and Seed (1968), Kovacs, 

Seed and Chan (1971). This method can also provide liqui-

fication characteristics. In general it has been shown 

that the shear strain level in this technique is greater 

than that in the resonant column tests. 
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(d) Shear moduli and damping ratios of soils at very small 

strains can be found easily using the free vibration of 

samples excited by a shaking table. The free response of 

the vibration can give an estimated value of shear modulus 

using G = 16H
2f2 y/g where 

fn is the natural frequency; cycles per second 

H is the thickness of the layer in feet 

G is the shear modulus, lbf/ft2 

g is the acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/sect  

and y is the unit weight of soil in lbf/ft3 

For details of this technique see De Graft-Johnson (1967), 

Kovacs, Seed and Chan (1971). 

9.6 Determination of the Dynamic Properties of the Medium 

In most of the measuring techniques except for the 

footing vibration measurement technique, a value for 

Poisson's ratio cannot be determined accurately. The 

response of foundations on an elastic medium require a 

knowledge of the properties of both shear modulus and Poisson 

ratio of the media. Consequently the method of Grootenhuis 

and Awojobi (1965) is used. This is based on the accurate 

solution of a vertical vibration of a circular base on an 

elastic half space. They give values for computed non-

dimensional amplitude and frequency factor in the resonance 

condition as curves for different mass ratios of the circular 

base and Poisson's ratios of media. 

To find the shear modulus it is sufficient to measure 

the resonance frequencies of vertical vibration of a circular 

base with two slightly different mass ratios. In order to 

find the resonant frequency, the amplitude of vibration was 
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kept constant at various frequencies and the minimum re-

quired force was measured. By assuming that shear modulus 

is not frequency dependent, then ratios of the frequencies 

will give the ratio of their corresponding frequency factor. 

By using this ratio, the mass ratios and the appropriate 

curves of the proved theory of Grootenhuis and Awojobi, the 

correct value of Poisson's ratio and frequency factorscan 

be determined, and consequently the value of shear modulus 

may be estimated from one of the frequency factors by; 

(27rRf1-1 2  
G = 

ar ) 

where R is the radius of circular base 

fr is the resonant frequency 

ar 
is the resonant frequency factor 

p is the density of medium 

(9.8) 

The important conditions of this technique are the 

correct measurement of masses of the two bodies and their 

resonant frequencies. Accurate measurement is possible 

provided that appropriate experimental equipment is used. 

In order to check the linearity of medium the same pro-

cedure must follow for different mass ratios, and different 

radii of the bases. 

If the medium acts as an elastic homogeneous half 

space it is possible to check the shear modulus of the medium 

by measuring the ratio of the resonant amplitudes of the two 

different mass ratios. Poisson ratio and the non-dimensional 

amplitude at resonance are evaluated by using the previously 

mentioned theory of Grootenhuis and Awojobi. Since the 
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determination of the amplitude of vibration is affected a 

great deal by the non-linearity of medium and also varies 

due to hystertic damping, this method is not recommended. 

On the other hand the shear modulus varies with changes 

in variation of strain (amplitude of vibration) and so it 

seems reasonable to use a constant amplitude technique to 

determine the frequency of resonance. This is due to the 

fact that any non-linear characteristics of vibration in a 

constant force technique are avoided. Using this kind of 

technique it is also possible to check if the ratio of 

minimum force and amplitude of vibration are varying in the 

resonant condition for a circular base. This was done by 

changing the amplitude of vibration for two particular 

bases in resonance and measuring the minimum forces. 

9.7 Apparatus  

For the purpose of the resonance test, circular bases 

with 2", 1.5", 1.25" and 1" radii were used in contact with 

the medium. An electromagnetic vibrator (VP2MM) manufactured 

by Deriton Co. was bolted to the circular disc with long 

studs. An exciting vertical force was produced by movement 

of moving parts of the vibrator. An AQ4O Environmental 

Equipment Accelerometer, with a mass of about 0.15 lbm, was 

used to measure the acceleration of the above moving parts. 

The exciting force is equal to the product of the masses of 

the moving parts by the measured acceleration. The acceler-

ation of the circular base was measured by installing a 

very sensitive accelerometer (of type A/01, Ser.No.154, 

manufactured by Environmental Instrumental Co.) at the 
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centre of the circular disc, below the vibrator. A sche-

matic diagram of the assembly of these bases is shown in 

Fig.9.7a- 

Signals from these accelerometers were amplified by 

the CA/01 charge amplifier and then measured by the digital 

voltmeter, capable of measuring 1/100 of (mv). These 

signals were also observed on an oscilloscope to ensure that 

signals were smooth harmonic and that the vibrations were 

pure vertical. 

A driving signal was generated by the TG66A decade 

oscillator capable of producing an harmonic signal whose 

frequency could be varied as small as 0.01 c/sec. This 

signal was amplified by the 5530 power amplifier and then 

used to drive the vibrator. The frequency of the amplified 

signal was checked by the digital frequency meter. 

The bases were simply rested on the surface of the 

medium. The base assembly was heavy due to the vibrator mass 

and so it could only be used for bases with radi 	of 2in 

due to very high mass ratios. For smaller base radii the 

VP2 vibrator was removed and the motion of a big vibrator 

(Goodmann Type V390A) was transmitted to the base by a bar 

through a force gauge. The force gauge was mounted on the 

centre of the base and the displacement of the base was 

measured by two identical AQ40 accelerometers which were 

placed on the two symmetrical points ofi the base. This type 

of assembly had certain advantages over the previous one. 

First, the total mass of base is less than before. Therefore 
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Fig.9.7 Schematic diagram of the assembly of 
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various mass ratios for different base radii are 

possible and secondly the system of assembly has better 

symmetry. The main advantage of this assembly was that 

having two accelerometers made it possible to check for 

any signs of rocking vibration due to impurity of applied 

force. A schematic diagram of the second base assembly is 

shown in Fig.9.7b and a block diagram of the whole measuring 

system was given in Fig.8.l..  
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9.8 Results and Discussion  

The results of the different static tests showed that 

Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and the shear modulus 

satisfy the well known elasticity relation given in 

Equation (9.4). 

Different circular bases with radii of 1.25", 1.5" 

and 2" were used and their frequency responses were main-

tained experimentally by the constant amplitude technique. 

These frequency responses are given in Fig.9.8. Three 

different constant amplitude responses, obtained using two 

2" radii bases are shown in Fig.9.9. 	From these results 

it is clear that the resonant frequency for each base does 

not effectively change with the variation of the chosen 

constant amplitude of oscillation. The ratios of resonant 

frequencies of the bases with slightly different mass ratios 

are compared with the approved theory of Awojobi and 

Grootenhuis (1965). From these comparisons Poisson's 

ratio, the frequency factor and consequently the shear and 

Young's modulii were determined. The results for both 

dynamic and static tests are given in Table 9.1. 	Values 

for the Poisson's ratio and shear modulus have also been 

determined by trial and error using the same master curve 

by Grootenhuis and Awojobi to check the results. 

It has already been shown by other investigators 

that the shear modulus in the dynamic case is not constant. 

It depends on the radius of the base, mass ratio, amplitude 

of vibration, frequency of applied force and it also varies 

with the depth. Considering all these factors in the 
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experiment an attempt was made to carry out the test with 

a very small amplitude of oscillation. Also variations 

of resonant frequencies for the different bases were 

within a very small range, thus avoiding any nonlinearity 

of the frequency dependence of the problem. Another 

important factor is that stress distribution in practice 

differs from the rigid base stress distribution, on which 

the Grootenhis and Awojobi theory is based. As it was 
A 

indicated by Richart and Whitman (1967) it is not possible 

to have an infinite stress near the periphery of the footing, 

even for a very well behaved medium. Richart and Whitman 

also represented the trend of static and dynamic pressure 

distributions beneath a rigid footing and found that for 

an increase in dynamic load, the effective radius of the 

base will decrease. Consequently by increasing the dynamic 

load the response of the footing approaches that of a uni-

form or parabolic stress distribution as considered by 

Sung (1953), Quinlan (1953) and by Lee (1967). Changes in 

the stress distribution cause a variation in the resonant 

frequency of the base, and as it tends to a uniform and 

parabolic distribution the resonant frequency decreases. 

Consequently the shear modulus must be higher than the 

value eiLnlaedLy therigid base stress distribution theory. 

In other words, the evaluated shear modulus is lower than 

the actual value. This phenomenon has been illustrated 

by the experimental results for the two bases of 2" and 

1.25" radii. 
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Another reason for the differences between theoretical 

and experimental results is the problem of contact between 

the base and the medium. The surface of the medium is a 

honeycomb and therefore it is not possible to have full 

contact. Consequently the effective radius of the base 

should be less than the actual radius. 
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TABLE 9.1 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR DYNAMIC AND 

STATIC VALUES OF ELASTIC PROPERTIES  

Base 
Radius (in)  

Mass 
Ratio 

Freq. 
(Hz) a o 

G 
psi 

E 
psi 

1.25 42.31 46.5 0.34 0.3 36.44 94.74 

1.25 51.88 45.1 0.325 0.3 37.36 97.14 

1.25 58.15 44.0 0.3151 0.3 37.85 98.41 

1.5 30.75 45.7 0.392 0.3 38.36 99.74 

2.0 16.2 47.5 0.392 0.3 38.00 98.8 

2.0 38.08 36.6 0.38 0.3 46.06 119.75 

2.0 55.98 31.5 0.328 0.3 45.8 119.08 

Static Tests 0.3139 24.46 71.2 
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CHAPTER 10 

EXPERIMENTAL RESPONSE OF RECTANGULAR FOOTINGS 

In this chapter the experimental frequency responses 

of two rectangular bases with the different side ratios 

of 1.0 and 2.0 are discussed. These tests were performed 

using the constant amplitude and the constant force tech-

niques. The results of these tests are compared with the 

theoretical results which were obtained previously in 

Chapters 5 and 6. In order to compare the experimental 

and predicted results the two important dynamic properties 

of Poisson's ratio and shear modulus, which were measured 

in the last chapter, are used. The arrangement of the 

measuring apparatus is similar to Fig.8.l. The assembled 

set up of the base for vertical, horizontal and rocking 

modes is discussed below. 

10.1 Vertical Oscillation  

The experimental set up for this mode of vibration 

is similar to the arrangement used for the circular base 

when measuring the dynamic properties of the medium, see 

Fig.10.1 . The procedure for these tests was similar to 

that for the circular base, and the frequency response 

of the two different rectangular bases with side ratios 

of 1.0 and 2.0 were obtained. The estimated shear modulus 

was used to convert the experimental results into non-

dimensional frequency response form. Latter results are 

compared with the predicted results in Figs.10.2 to 10.8. 

Also variations of the resonant frequency factor with 

changes in the mass ratio, from experimental work and the 

theory, are compared in Figs.10.9 and 10.10. 



Fig.lO.l Base assembly on the surface of the experimental model 
for half-space medium, during the vertical vibration 
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10.2 Coupled Horizontal and Rocking Oscillation  

The more realistic problem of simultaneous horizontal 

and rocking oscillations of a square base was experimentally 

studied. The base set up for this purpose is shown in 

Fig.10.11. In this test two AQ40 accelerometers were used 

to measure the horizontal displacement of two points on 

the base. A horizontal harmonic force was applied by a 

Goodman vibrator via a force gauge. In this experiment 

the amplitude of the applied force was kept constant and 

amplitude of the horizontal displacements at those two 

points were measured. In Fig.10.1:2 the non-dimensional 

experimental results are compared with the results from 

the pure modes of horizontal and rocking and also with 

simultaneous horizontal and rocking theories. 

2.3n  

0? 

C.G . 	 ti 

v i b 

r- A 

5.08 13 

A Contact Base 	C Force gauge 

B Steel Block 	D Accelerometer (A040) 

E Push Rod 

Fig.10.11 Experimental set-un for horizontal and rocking 
0.1-)ratical 
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10.3 Results and Discussion  

The experimental frequency responses of different square 

bases and rectangular bases with a side ratio of 2.0 were 

determined for the vertical mode of vibration. In these 

experiments the amplitude of vibration was kept constant and 

the required forces for various frequencies measured. By 

using the estimated shear modulus from the last chapter, the 

non-dimensional frequency response for the above cases were 

evaluated and then compared with the predicted results in 

Figs.10.2 to 10.8. 	The comparison shows that an increase 

in the mass of the base increases the difference between the 

experimental and theoretical non-dimensional amplitude 

factor. 

There are two main explanations for these results. 

Firstly the stress distribution under the base cannot exactly 

satisfy the assumptions made in the analysis. Richart and 

Whitman (1967) presented a possible pressure distribution 

caused by the total static and dynamic forces, which is given 

in Fig.10.13. 	They showed that as the total load is in- 

creased the amplitude of oscillation increases, while the 

frequency factor at maximum amplitude decreases. The 

differences in frequency responses for the bases with lower 

mass ratios can be explained by the reason above. Secondly, 

the differences for higher mass ratios can be explained 

by the fact that, since mass or contact area increases, the 

energy through the media will be increased. In these con-

ditions the experimental medium cannot act as a semi-infinite 

elastic half space. In other words some of the energy waves 

reflect and return to the base causing an increase in the 
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in the amplitude and resonant frequency of the oscillation. 

The effect of these two phenomena on the response of bases 

with higher mass ratios are shown on the frequency response 

curves. 

The experimental frequency response for the coupled 

motion of a square base shown in Fig.10.11 is given in 

Fig.lO.l2 . The experimental frequency response of the 

point 2 is compared with the approximate theoretical 

results of simultaneous motion. Also the predicted resonant 

frequency factor for pure horizontal and rocking modes are 

shown on this figure. As may be seen the resonant fre-

quencies of these two pure modes are higher than the first 

resonant frequency of the experimental results for coupled 

motion. This was predicted by the theory of simultaneous 

motion. The frequency responses of points 1 and 2 show 

that both the horizontal,and rocking motion of the first mode 

are in phase yet out of phase for the second mode. This 

means that at the first mode the centre of rotation is 

under the contact surface while for the second mode the 

centre of rotation is above the mass centre. It was also 

shown that, at the first resonant frequency the contribution 

of the horizontal oscillation is much higher than that of 

rocking. Therefore the measured resonant frequency must 

be higher than that predicted. 

The figure shows that the first experimental peak has 

a higher frequency factor while its amplitude is much lower 

than the theoretical result. These differences are due to 

the imperfection of the finite model for an elastic half 

space. 
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The second experimental peak has a lower frequency 

factor and a'higher amplitude factor. This difference can 

be explained as in the experiment, the stress distribution 

for rocking motion is not the same as predicted by theoretical 

analyses. In fact as Richart and Whitman (1967) showed 

stresses at the periphery of the base are zero. Therefore 

the reaction moment, which is caused by the moment of stress 

distribution about the rotation axis, is less than expected 

theoretically. This reduces the second resonant frequency 

factor and also increases the experimental amplitude factor 

with respect to the theoretical value. 

From these experimental results it is obvious that all 

the ideal assumptions which have been made cannot be satis-

fied by the finite model for the elastic half space medium. 

In fact the dead load under the base is important in its 

dynamic behaviour. 

In spite of all these explanations it 

was shown that the theoretical analysis is satisfactory to 

evaluate the resonant frequency factors with acceptable 

accuracy, even though many factors are not considered, such 

e 
as hystertic damping in the medium, its effective mass, 

imperfections, variation of shear modulus, etc. 
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CHAPTER 11  

CONCLUSIONS  

11.1 Contribution  

Lamb's problem for the surface displacement of an 

homogeneous elastic half-space due to normal and tangential 

harmonic point forces has been studied.- The displacement 

at any point on the surface has been given in terms of the 

applied force, shear modulus of the medium and a complex dis-

placement function. The components of the latter are 

function of the frequency of the external input, the distance 

between the external force and the point, and the Poisson's 

ratio for the medium. Results for a vertical point force 

have been compared with the approximate solution given by 

Barkan (1962). The comparison shows very good agreement only 

for the frequency factor range of (0.0,3.4) as was expected. 

The above mentioned calculated results were used to develop a 

numerical method to estimate the dynamic response of an 

arbitrary shaped massless footing resting on the surface 

of an homogeneous elastic half-space medium. For the 

three modes ie vertical, horizontal and rocking of square 

and rectangular (side ratio of 2) massless footings the 

components of the complex displacement functions have been 

calculated. The calculations covered the frequency factors 

between 0.1 and 1.7 and Poisson's ratio in the elastic 

range. These components, which are a function of frequency 

factor have been compared with the results of other investi-

gators. The comparison showed a fair agreement except for 

certain cases. 
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The frequency response of a massive base for the 

three modes of vibration is given by utilizing the im-

pedance matching technique to superimpose the massive base 

onto a massless footing. For these modes of vibration the 

resonant amplitude factor and the frequency factor have 

been computed for square and rectangular (side ratio of 2) 

bases . The computation has been carried out for different 

values of Poisson's ratio and mass or inertia ratio to 

provide a family of curves for design purposes. 

The validity of the computed frequency response has 

been confirmed by the experimental results from different 

tests on a finite model for the half-space. To compare 

the theoretical results with experiment, different static 

and dynamic tests have been carried out to determine the 

shear modulus and the Poisson's ratio of the medium. Tests 

have shown that for this finite model there are certain 

limits for the size of the base and amplitude of vibration. 

They have also shown that the dynamic shear modulus is 

higher than the static value. It was found that the dynamic 

shear modulus depended upon size and mass of the base. 

The theory and computer program have been developed 

to investigate the simultaneous horizontal and rocking 

motion of a square block resting on the surface of an 

homogeneous elastic half-space. This investigation has 

shown that the combination of these two motions, due to 

the horizontal exciting force, has a significant effect on 

the frequency response of each motion. It was also shown 

that in simultaneous motion the first resonant amplitude 
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factor for horizontal motion is much higher than its pure 

horizontal resonant amplitude, while the first resonant 

frequency factor is lower than its corresponding pure mode. 

For the rocking component the first resonant amplitude and 

frequency factor are lower than their corresponding value 

for pure rocking motion. 

Also it was found that by increasing the height of the 

square block, the fundamental amplitude factor increases 

while its frequency factor decreases. The position of the 

applied horizontal force has a very significant effect on 

the resonant amplitude factors, however it has no effect 

on the resonant frequency factors. 

The interaction of two bases on the surface of the 

half-space medium depends on many different parameters. 

A computer program called FOOTINGS was developed to tackle 

this problem for two cases. In the first case discrete 

results are given for the vertical, horizontal and rocking 

motion amplitudes for two similar square bases when the 

first base is vertically activated by an harmonic force 

through its mass centre. In the second case both identical 

square bases were vertically excited by similar harmonic 

forces. Results for the first case have shown that the 

response of the excited mass is affected only slightly by 

the presence of the other base. Also they have shown that 

due to the interaction of the two bases both are vibrating 

in the three allowed modes, even though the external 

applied force is in the vertical direction. 
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It should be noted that a computer program for this 

analysis can provide the effects of many different para-

meters on the response of the two bases. 

Finally a finite model for an elastic half-space 

was built and the static and dynamic characteristics and 

limitations for the performance of this model were 

checked. Also the two important elastic properties of 

shear modulus and Poisson's ratio were measured both by 

static and dynamic tests. 

In order to verify the established theoretical 

results some experiments were carried out. The compari-

son between the experimental and predicted results shows 

that the theory gives a very good estimation for the 

resonant frequency of different sizes of foundation. 

In the present analyses better accuracy may be 

achieved by increasing the number of the subregions. 

However, at present, due to the limitation on com7. 

putational technique, the number of subregions cannot 

exceed a certain number. 
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11.2 Recommendations for Further Research  

The problem of dynamics of the rectangular foundation 

on the surface of an homogeneous elastic half-space medium 

has not been considered by many investigators. This is 

due to the difficulty of the asymmetry of the problem. A 

numerical method for the oscillation of a foundation block 

with a rectancrular baseifor three vibrational modes (vertical.  

horizontal . and rocking) was established. However for 

each of these three vibrational modesthe numerical 

method can be developed by considering the vertical, hori- 

zontal and rocking components of the base. 	For this 

purpose it is possible to evaluate the average of each of 

these three components for each nodal point by superimposing 

the effect of all the point forces in the centre of each 

element. This means that vertical and rocking oscillations 

of the base due to any horizontal excitation is allowed. 

Then the solution to the problem of coupled vibration of a 

rectangular base can be given easily by following the 

procedure which was discussed in. Chanter 6. 

Another practical problem is the vibration of the 

elastic foundations. This nroblem and the dynamics of the 

hemispherical foundations can be easily studied using the 

present numerical techniques. 

The dynamics of the foundation block due to an external 

oblique force can be considered by combining the responses 

of the pure modes due to the components of the oblique 

force. 
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An attempt can be made to idealize the soil medium by 

considering it as a nonhomogeneous elastic medium such as 

Gibson soil. Awojobi (1972), (1973) considered the Gibson 

soil medium in his analysis for dynamics of circular bases. 

The solution of the problem of dynamic interaction of 

two bases can lead to the more realistic problem of a 

structure on two bases on the surface of an elastic half-

space. The overall solution to this problem can be achieved 

by evaluating the displacement of the bases given in this 

work and employing the finite element method for the 

assembled system of the structure plus the foundation. 

Solutions to the dynamics of rectangular foundations 

due to external harmonic man-made excitation can be ex-

tended to solve the soil-foundation interaction during 

earthquake motion, or non-harmonic excitation, by employing 

the fast Fourier transformation or other techniques. 

To verify the theoretical investigation in this field 

a great deal of in-situ experimental work is needed. Of 

special importance is the variation of shear modulus of 

the medium with changes in the important soil dynamic 

parameters such as strain amplitude, effective mean prin-

cipal stress, void ratio, number of cycles of loading 

depth, etc. 
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APPENDIX A 

DOUBLE COMPLEX FOURIER TRANSFORM 

The important properties of the Fourier transformation 

of functions of several variables which are of most frequent 

use in the early chapters will be discussed here. 

A.1 Fourier Transform of Function  

If f(x,y,z ) is a function of the three independent 

variables x, y and z, then Fourier transform of this 

function with respect to x is 

+00 

f (p y z) - 1  
1 " 	f(x,y,z)exp(ipx)dx (A.1) 

and Fourier transform of this function regarded as a 

function of z will be 

+m 

J 

(p,y,q) = 	1 	f1 -" (lo y z)exp(iqz)dz 
7277 

_ CO 

(A.1) 

Therefore the last equation in terms of f(x,y,z) will be 

given by the combination of the last two transformations, 

as 
+03 

J 
7(p,y,q) = J---. 

2 	f(x,y,z).exp(ipx+iqz)dxdz (A.3) 
ff 

This is the definition of a double Fourier transform of 

f(x,y,z) and p and q are the transform variables. 

A.2 Fourier Transform of Derivatives of Functions  

By definition the double Fourier transform of 

ar  
f(x,y,z) 	is 

Dx
r 
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say _ 	+00 +00 

1 	
r 

x  
fr= 1

ff J 	
f 	 j 	r  f(x,y,z)exp[i(px+qz)idxdz 	(A.4) 

2 x 

separating these integrals 

+co [ 	4.00 

J 

1 	1  

i2Tr 	ifT 	@x 

(A.5) 

Integrating the function in the middle,by parts, gives 

r = j 	1 a w 
	r-1  -1 [ ----1  f(x,y,z)exp(ipx) 

ITTT ax r—' 

+00 

1. 	

9

r-1 	 f(x,y,z)(ip)exp(ipx)dx 	x exp(iqz)dz 
ifT  -m dXr-1  

(A.6)  

9
r-1 

if the limit ofr-1  f(x,y,z) tends to zero as lxi tends 
9x 

to infinity. 

By a repetition of this rule we finally have 

fx 
= 	r 
(-p) 	j f(x,y,z)exp(ipx)exp(iqz)dxdz r 	
i 

(A.7) 

or 

f 	ip)  r 	 (A.8) 

This means that the Fourier transform of the function a 
axr  

is (- ip)r  times the Fourier transform of the function 

f, provided that the first (r-1) derivatives of f vanish 

as lx1 tends to infinity. 

9r 
r f(x,y,z)exp(ipx)dx exp(iqz)dz 

00 	 - 00 

00 

r 
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A.3 Inverse of Fourier Transform  

The relation between a function f and its Fourier 

transform 1 is 

+co +- 
_ 1 f(x,y,z) TT-T f 	1(p,y,q)expr - 	 i(px+qz)ldpdq 

CO —CO 

(A.9) 

which gives the inversion formula for a double Fourier 

transform. 

A.4 Fourier Transform of the Dirac Delta Function  

In obtaining the Fourier transform of the Dirac delta 

function the following definition is used 

+m 

j

S (t-to)t) = (to) 	 (A.10) 

-c° 

where 4(t) is an arbitrary function, continuous at a given 

point to. Delta functions for two variables can be separated 

as A(x,z) = (5(x)(S(z). Therefore the double complex. Fourier 

transform of A(x,z) is 

+00+00 

A(p,q4--T- 	A(x,z)exp(ipx)exp(iqz)dxdz 
• • - OD 	• - OD 

	

+m 	+. 
= 1 ( - YrT.  j 

cS(x)exp(ipx)dx 	(S(z)exp(iqz)dz 

	

co 	 _00 

according to Equation (A.10) 

T(p,q) = 1 

(A. 11 

In order to examine the validity of the inversion formula 

for this function the following equality should be proved. 



I 

= 

= 

( 	1 , 2 

2 

j 	exp(-ipx)dp 
_co 

j 	cos px dp 
-co 

'27) 

(j- 2--) 7 

te +00 

J 
 exp(-iqz)dq (A.13) 

+00,, 

cos qz dq 	(A.14) 
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+00 +0. 

A(x,z) = 1 f 	J 	 1 exp(-ipx)exp(-iqz)dpdq 
	

(A.12) 
.•=03 	_cc 

The right hand side of the above equality is 

Papoulis (1962), on page 281 (by using 

Riemann-Lebesgue lemma) showed that: 

J cos wt dw = 27 6(t) 	 (A.15) 

Therefore using the Papoulis result I becomes 

I = (S(x) d (z) 	 (A.16) 

which is the sperated form of the delta function for two 

variables. This means that the inversion formula for the 

delta function is valid. 
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APPENDIX B 

EVALUATION OF CERTAIN INFINITE INTEGRALS  

Integral representation of displacements in Equations 

3.15 and 4.12 for both forms of disturbances cannot be 

evaluated by direct methods of integration due to the 

singular point and branch points of its integrand. To deal 

with these integrals four different integrals which are 

given below should be evaluated. 

+03 	 +03 
11)1(oci 

	2E2-k2-2 
 F 

1/( 	2 E _11. 2)(2..k2) 
Eexp(iEx)dx ( E ) 

(B.1)  

+00 	 +03 
2- 12  = 1  tp2(E)dE = k2  /E 

F() 
h2  exp(ix)dx 

_0 	 CO 

(B.2)  

+00 

13  = 	11) 3()dE = I 	
k2vE2 _ k2 
	 exp(iEx)dE 

F(E) 
CO 	 _ 00  

(B.3) 

I4 = J  ip4(E)dE = J 	
1  
	k2 	

exp(ix)dE 	(B.4) 

The first three integrals have three singularities at 

the branch points (+ k,o), (+ h,o) and at the Rayleigh poles 

(+ K,o) which are the principal roots of the Rayleigh 

equation . A suitable method for integrating the first 

three integrals utilises contour integration. The last 

integrals can be separated into their parts and each part 
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can be evaluated. In the following sections contour of 

integration and method of integration for the last integral 

will be discussed. 

B.1 Contour Integration  

A suitable contour in the plane of the complex variable 

E = a + in. If this contour does not include either poles 

(+ K,o) or branch points of the function to be integrated 

the result will be zero. A convenient contour for this 

purpose is a rectangle, one side of which consists of the 

axis of a except for small semicircular indentations 

surrounding the singular points specified, whilst the re-

maining sides are at an infinite distance on the side n > o. 

It can easily be seen that the parts of the integral due to 

these infinitely distant sides will vanish. If we adopt 

for the radicals )/E2  - k2  and VE2  - h2  at the points of the 

axis of a, the consistent system of values indicated in 

Fig.B.1. 

Evaluation of the four integrals by means of this 

specified contour are as follows. 

1. If the integral tpl(E) along the real axis of contour 

is separated into three intervals of (- co, - k), (- k, - h) 

and (- h, +c) 

-k 	-k 

(2E2-k2-2Y1Y2) exp(i.Ex)d 
J  

f 1  (Od = E 	E 
F(E) -co  

-K(2K2-k2-2Y1RY2R - iTr 	 exp(-iKx) 
F'(-K) 

(B.5) 



I 

Fig. B.1 Contour of integration 
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-h 	-h (22-k2-211Y2) 
f IP1(E)dE = fE 	F(E) 	

exp(iEx)dE 

-k 	-k 

+ 0. 	
-1-c° 2E2-k2-2Y1Y2 exp(i0c)ci , (E)d.E 	f 	F(E) 
- -h 	-h  

K(2K2-k2-2Y1RY2R) - iff 	exp(iKx) 
F' (K) 

(B.6)  

(B.7)  

( is used to indicate the Cauchy principal value of inte-

gration). 

Summation of the left hand sides of these integrals 

should be zero. Then the Cauchy principal value of inte-

gral I
1 becomes 

22-k2-2y y 
1 2 

I1 = f E 	F() 	
exp(iEx)dE = - 2iTrH1  cosKx 

k (2E2-k2)Y1Y2  - 4k2  I E 
F()f(E) 	

exp(-iEx)dE 

h 

(B. 8 ) 

where 

H
1 

K(2K2-k2-2Y1RY 2R)  (B.9) F' (K) 

and y
1R 

and 12R are values of Yl 
 and y2  at E = ± K. It 

should also be noted that the Rayleigh function is an even 

function, 
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2. Integration of 4)2(0 along the real axis of the contour 

can be made by the same separation of integration which was 

used for the first integral, thus 

-k 

f 	1p
2
(E)dE 

CO 

-h 

J 	*2(°c1  
-k 

+. 

f 	4)2 (Ocl 
-h 

= 

= j 

= 

-k 

- -u(2j 
-;;2Y 

1R exp(-iKx) 

(B.10)  

(B.11)  

(B.12)  

exp(iEx)dE 
_03 

-h 2 
r 	—k Y1  

F'(-K) 

exp(iKx) 

exp(iEx)dE 

-k 

+. 
r 	2 	k2  k 1 	y1R + 	1 dE 	- 	i-fr 

F( 	) 	F1(K) 
-h 

adding theseintegrals and equating to zero, and bearing in 

mind that F'(-K) is equal to -F'(K), then the integral 12  

will be given in the following form: 

4-c° k2y 
I2 	

l  = 	F(E ) exp(iEx)dE = - 2iirH COSKX 

where 

.1 
'k2

11 	r 
k (w_k2)2y 

+ 2 	exp( iEx)dE+2k2  
J F()f(C) 	

1  exp (-ix)d 
F() 

k 	h 

(B.13)  

H = - k2y1 2 —F7(7) 
(B.14)  

3. The integral 13  over the real axis between the three 

intervals 

-k 	-k -k —k-9  y2 	-k2y 
11113(E)dE = t 	F(0 exp(iEx)dE-iirF'(—K) 

 exp(-iKx) 

_0 	 00 	

(B.15) 
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-h 	-h 

j 4)3(C)dC = 
-k 	-k 

-k2y2  

f(E) 
exp(iCx)d 	 (B.16) 

1-2 

tP3(OCIE = f + j;,( 	exp(iCx)dC 

-h 	-h 

1  - .1!, (
K) 

 
exp (iKx) 

(B.17) 

:quati3 the sum of the left hand side to zero then gives: 

+co 
f k2y, 

=   exp(ix)dE=- 2l7r H3cosKx 

-k 2 r  2k y 
I F(E) 

exp(icx)dE 
-h .1 (

F(E) ▪ f(1)
)k

2
y2

exp(iEx)dE 

-k 

or 

13 = - 2i7TH3cosKx + F() exp(-iOdE 
k212  

(2E2_kz)2, 
' 	'2  

	

+ 
2k2F()f() 	

exp(-iCx)dC 	(B.18) 

h 

where 

4. Finally the last integral can be split into 

+0. 	+0. 
I  1 	cos(Cx)dC 	) . 

	

sin (fix)  =    exp(iEx)d& = 	 + 
t/j2  -k2- 	/ 2-k2  

-CO 

(B.20) 

Since the integrand in the last right hand side is an odd 

function. 



I4 = 	
cosEx  	 dE = 2 	cosEx  	 dE 

- 112  -k2 	0 T2_k2 
00 
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Then I4 is equal to the first integral in the right hand 

side integral 

+. 

(B.21) 

By changing the variable E to kn and then splitting the 

interval into (o,l) and (1,.) the result will be 

1 
cosknx 	cosknx 14 = - 2i 	do + 2   dn 
/1-n2 1 	11 

v_2_1 
(b.22) 

Two integrals in the right hand side are given by 

I.S.Gradshtoyn and I.M. Ryzhik (1965) as 

1 
cosknxdn = ff/2 Jo(kx) 	 (B.23) 
/1-n2  

cosknx  	 do = - ff/2 Yo(kx) 42_1  
(B.24) 

Therefore the final result for I4 is 

14 = - TriJ (kx) - 71-Y (kx) = - TriH2(kx) 
	

(B.25) 
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APPENDIX C 

NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF CERTAIN INTEGRALS  

In this appendix the different numerical techniques 

which have been used in the more involved integrations are 

discussed. These techniques are as follows. 

C.l The Numerical Evaluation of Cauchy Principal Values of  

Integrals  

This section is concerned with the numerical evaluation 

of integrals of the form 

f
f(x) dx (a, b finite) 
	

(C.l) 
a 

where f(x) is a function of the real variable x, analytic 

in the region containing the interval [a,b] except at a 

single point x = 1/2(a + b) in the middle of the interval 

(a,b). For this purpose Longman's (1958) technique is 

employed. In this technique the integral can be reduced 

to the form 

1 

f
f(t)dt 
	

(C.2 ) 

-1 

by means of the standard transformation 

[x = 1/2 	(b - a) t + (b + a) 	(C.3) 

where the singular point is at t,= 0. 

After the range of integration is made symmetrical about 

origin, the function f(t) can be split up into its even and 

odd components 
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f(t) = 1/2 [ f(t) + f (-t) 	+ 1/2 [ f(t) - f (-t) ] 	(C.4) 

then the final form of the integral is 

1 

f (t) + f (-t) 	dt 	 (C.5) 

0 

Longman showed that in this integral there is either 

no singularity at t = 0 or, if there is, it will not make 

the integral diverge. In order to evaluate the integral 

(C.5) a table of Gauss quadrature formula by Stroud and 

Secrest (1966), with ten places of decimals, is used. 

b 
C.2 Integrals of the FormS (b-x)

a 
 (x-a)

0 
 f(x)dx 

0 

The kind of integrals where (a = 0,1/2'43 = 1/2) and f(x) 

is an analytic function cannot be evaluated by the direct 

Gauss quadrature formula. In fact it has been shown by 

Krylov (1962) that the remainder error in the usual method 

of integration is proportional to the nth derivative of the 

integrand, and since these derivatives, in this case, are 

infinite at the boundaries of [a,b], the remainder error 

is also infinite. Krylov considered this problem and he 

developed the Gauss quadrature formula to evalue these 

integrals, by going through the orthogonal system of the 

Jacobi polynomials. In this section the evaluation method 

for two different cases of (a = 6 = 1/2) and (a = 0, 13= 1/2) 

are considered. 
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1. a = = 

  

 

In this case the integral is 

Il 	(b - x)2(x - 2  f(x)dx (C.6) 

 

a 

  

Transforming the integral by the linear transformation: 

[x = 1/2 	(a + b) + t(b - a) 
	

(C.7) 

then II can be written in the general form: 

1 

J 
	(1 - t) (1 + t)g(t)dt 	 (C.8) 

-1 

A table of the modified Gauss quadrature formula for 

this kind of integral is given for n = 2 to 20,by Stroud 

and Secrest (1966), page 161-163. 

2. 	(a=  0, S= 1/2) 

The general form of the integrals in this case is 

b 

12 	(x - a) 2  f(x)dx 	 (C.9) 

a 

Transforming the segment into the appropriate segment for 

the quadrature formula by linear transformer of 

x = (b - a)t + a 	 (C.10) 

Then general form of integral 12  is 

1 

I2 =.1 	g(t)dt 	 (C.11) 

0 

A table of quadrate formula for this case is given for 

n = 1,8 by Krylov (1962), page 119. 
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C.3 Numerical Evaluation of Infinite Integrals for 

Oscillating Functions  

Longman (1956), (1958), (1960) has formulated a very 

good approximate method for evaluating the infinite inte-

grals of oscillatory functions about zero, where the 

absolute value of the integrals over each half cycle is 

smaller than the preceding half cycle. 	He applied the 

Euler's transformation of slowly convergent series to get 

an approximate result for the sum of a series of integrals 

over all the half cycles. Using this technique any inte-

gral with the above characteristics can be represented by 

an infinite series which converges rapidly. 

The infinite integral can be initially expressed by 

a slow convergent series, in this case: 

 x1 	x
i+1 

I., = (Co 	

Co 

 f(x) dx = f f(x)dx + fa  f 	f(x)dx 	(C.12) 
a 	x.1  a 	i=1  

where xi(i = 1,2,...) are the roots of f(x) and xl  is the 

first root which is greater than a. 

Equation (C.12) can be written in the form: 
x1  

I.  = 	f(x)dx = I f(x)dx - (V
o-V1+V2- ...) 	(C.13) 

a 	1 
a 

where 	xi+2 

Vi  = 	f 
	

f(x)dx (i = 1,2,...) 
	

(C.14) 

xi+l 

is the general term of the slowly convergent series. 
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Euler's transformation to convert this infinite 

series into a faster convergent series is given by 

(-1)iAiV 

	

(-1)1Vi  = 1/2V0  + :E2 	 
2
i+1 

i=0 	i=1 

where 

AV= Vi  . 	- i+1  V. 

and 

+1 
A 	. = A Vi+1 	A V. 

(C .15) 

(C.16)  

(C.17)  

Now, the infinite series on the right hand side of 

Equation (C.15) will always converge provided that the 

original series is convergent. For the analysis of the 

infinite integrals which appeared in Chapters 3 and 4 each 

V.1  was calculated by the Gauss quadrature formula with 

n = 20. Infinite integrals are also evaluated as is shown 

below: 

. 

	

x1 	
x1  i=9 	+1 

I. =.1 f (k)dx + E f 	f (x) dx 

	

a 	i=0 x. 1 

- (1/2 V8  - kAV8  + 8A 2V8  + ....) 	(C.18) 

and it was found that the 14 terms inside the brackets are 

sufficient for very high accuracy in the analysis. 

It should be noted that since the Bessel functions of 

the first and second kind are involved in our integrand,32 

zeros of these functions, which are given by the British 

Association Mathematical Table (1937), are used. 
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APPENDIX D 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS  

Three computer programs called FOOTINGS,RESPONS, and 

COUPLED, were written to perform the complex calculations 

for the present work. These programs consisted of a 

series of different subroutines in FORTRAN IV language. 

The functions of the programs and their subroutines are 

explained briefly below. 

D.1 Program, FOOTINGS  

This program solves Lamb's problem and gives the 

values of the displacement functions for the three modes 

of vertical, horizontal and rocking oscillations of the 

rigid rectangular footing. It also gives the displacement 

functions of a passive base due to the oscillation of an 

active base. Using the above results, the equations of 

motion for the two bases can be defined and the displace-

ments for each base can be evaluated for any input frequency. 

The following subroutines were employed in this program. 

1. MASMTRX 

Gives the mass matrix for the equation of motion of 

two footings. 

2. POLE 

Gives the zero of the Rayleigh function for any value 

of Poisson's ratio. 

3. FVS 

Evaluates the displacement functions for the dis-

placement of any point on the surface of an homogeneous 

elastic half space due to a vertical point force. 
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4. FHS 

The same as above except that the point force is 

applied tangentially. 

5. GAUSS 

Integrates an integral by Gauss quadrature using 20 

points. 

6. PINTEG 
1 

Integrates integrals of the form 	x2f(x)dx by an 

improved Gauss quadrature method. 

7. QINTEG 	 1 

Integrates integral of the form 	(x-1)2(x+1) 2f(x)dx. 
-1 

8. XLONGMN 

Integrates an oscillatoryfinction from finite to 

infinite lower and upper bound limits. 

9. FIE1J (x) , FIE1Y (x) , FIE2J(x), FIE2Y (x) , XLL1(x), 

XLL2(x), XL1(x), XL2(x) 

These are functions which are involved in the analyses 

of the displacement of the surface of the half space due 

to an harmonic vertical point force. 

10. TT1J(x), TTlY(x), TT2J(x), TT2Y(x). TT3J(x), TT3Y(x), 

TT4J1(x), TT4Y1 (x) , TT4J2(x), TT4Y2(x), TT5J1(x), 

TT5Y1(x), TT5J2(x), TT5Y2(x), J102, Y102 

These are the functions involved in the analyses of 

the displacement of the surface of the half space due to 

an harmonic tangential point force. 

11. HRECTAN 

Generates square sub-regions and the coordinates of 

the centre and edge points of all sub-regions. This also 

gives the distance between any centre point and any corner, 
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plus the cosine of the angle between x axis and the line 

passing through these points. 

12. EQUVER 

Produces two sets of simultaneous equations for any 

particular value of frequency factor, for vertical and 

rocking oscillations of a rigid massless footing. 

13. EQUHOR 

Produces a similar set of equations for horizontal 

oscillations of a footing. 

14. VRESREC 

Gives the solutions of the two sets of equations 

produced by EQUVER. 

15. HRESREC 

Gives the solution of the set of equations generated 

by EQUHOR. 

16. INTACT 

Evaluates the displacement functions of passive mass-

less footings at any frequency factor. 

17. INFLCOF 

Generates the influence coefficient for whole system 

which consists of two bases on the surface. 

18. DYNA 

Solves the equations of motion and gives the dis-

placements of each base. 

19. FOlAXF and FO4ANF 

Solves the system of n equations with m unknowns 

where m < n. 

20. SPL 

Interpolation in a table of data. 
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21. CROSS 

Multiplies two complex matrices and gives the 

resulting complex matrix. 

22. CROSSV 

Multiplies a complex matrix by a complex vector. 

23. INMA 

Inverts a complex matrix 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
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C LISTING 

C 	;K:r:K;K:rx:KT;r:mxxxxx:K=K;c1=========mcrx:r=r;r:r=r;rx:K;K:r:K;r:K:K:K:K:KX:= 

C 
F 0 0 T N G S  

C  
C 	:KA: 	 FUNCTIONS OF THIS PROGRAM  	VI: 
C 
C 	:r;i: 	1- SOLVING LAMB'S PROBLEM FOR AN HARMONIC POINT FORCE  
C 	:1;:r 	2- PROVIDING DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS FOR THE THREE MODES 
C 	;1;;I: 	OF VERTICAL, HORIZONTAL, AND ROCKING ViBRATIONS OF A 	xx 
C 	;i::1; 	RECTANGULAR FOUNDATION  
C 	;K:K 	3- SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF TWO BASES WHIT SIMILAR FOOT 	;r:r 
C 	XX 	PRINT SIZE AND GIVES RESPONSES OF BOTH OF THEM AT  
C 	N FREQUENCY N . 	FACTOR. 	 N:1; 
C 	N=r;i:N=N;A::0::=K;K:r;r:K;K:1;;K:K;g:K=g;K:K;K:0=1;;K:g;K:rx;K:r;K:r;g:K=K;K:K;K:=K;K:K:r:K:rx:K;K:K:g**:= 
C 

C   CHAPTER 1 
C 
C 
C 
*COMDECK COM1 

COMMON/COMI/AO.GAMA,ROOT 
MCOMDECK COM2 

COMNON/COM2/AbD(4(J),FV3ZD40),FV1ZD(40),FV3RD(40),FV1RD(40) 
1,FH3X1D■40),FH9X1D(0),FH3X2D(40),FH4X2D(40),FH3YD(40),FH4YD(40), 
2FH3ZD(40),FH4Z.D(0) 

MCOMDECK COM3 
COMMON/COM3/ H(81,64),COSIN(81,64),YEE(81),YPP(64),XP(64),YP(64) 

MCOMDECK COM4 
COMMON/COM/FV1,FV2,FH1,FH2DFCI1IFCI2,FV1XPIFV2XP,FH1XP,FH2XP, 
1FR1XP,FR2XP,FV1ZP,FV2ZP,FH1ZP,FH2ZP,FR1P:P,FR2ZPt 
2FFIE1VIFFIE2V,FFIE1H,FFIE2H,FFIE1R.:FIE2R 

TCOMDECK COMB 
COMMON/COM5/ VK(65).CIK(6F.),HK(65) ,CV(62),CCI(82) 
1,AV(62,65),BV(1,66),ACI(62t65),BCI.1,65) 

*COMDECK COME 
COMMON/COMB/ ALPHA(t35),IPIV(65),WKS1(61),WKS2(61) 

TDECK CC 
C 

PROGRAM FOOTNGS (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT) 
C 

	CHAPTER 2 
C 
C 	----- 	  COMMjNS AND DIMENSIONS 
C 
TCALL COM1 
'CALL CO1'2 
'CALL coru 
'CALL CW-19 
*CALL C13NV 

CUMPI IX 	JIG'.0,6) ,f- ORCE (6) 
REAL NU 

CHAPTER 3 

N P U T on rn 

IS14i12' 1 
DPODr-)- 1. 	..:iiJil -,, 	YODF-)=0. 	N=8 ' M=8 :' NN=64 
MODEv-i 	NUULH-,u 	MODER=0 
0=36. 	ROW=21. 

NNP1=NNiA 
P2:-1. 	Hui:,--1. 	X12=100. 	Xj2=10. 
D171. 	HUD1-1. 	XM1:7100. 	X11=10. 

PO 1(3 L-1,1, 
13 	FORCE1),C._. 

FORCE: :1 L.H 
nop(1, u.u, 
HHIA:=.2 

- L.HAPTEr, -t 

Or khrLEIGH FUNCC1U;A 

WRITE (6 , 521) GAME 

COMMON DECK 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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521 	FORMAT(10X,F10.6) 
CALL POLE (GAMA,ROOT) 

-CHAP TER 5 

C 	LAMBS PROBLEM 	 
C 	 --- (SURFACE DISPLACEMENT DUE TO POINT FORCE) 

DO 20 1=2,40 
AOD(I)=A0D(I-1)-WHH 

20 	CONTINUE 
DO 10 1=1140 
AO=A0D(I) 
CALL FVS(FV3ZD(I),FV4ZD(I),FV3RD(I),FV1RD(I)) 
IF(MODEH.NE.1)G0 TO 552 
CALLFHS(FH3XID(D,FH3X2C,(I),FH4X1D(I),FH4X2D(I),FH3ZD(I),FH4ZD(I),  
1FH3YD(I),FH4YD(I)) 

552 WRITE(6,111) AOD(1),FV3ZD(I),FV4ZD(I),FV3RD(I),FV1RD(I), 
IFH3X1D(I),FH4X1D(1),FH3X2D(I),FH4X2D(I),FH3ZD(I),FH4ZD(I),  
2FH3YD(I),FH4YD(I) 

111 	FORMAT(13(1X,F9.6)) 
10 	CONTINUE 
C. 

	CHAPTER6 	 

	 SUB REGI ANS 

CALL HRECTAN(N,M,NN) 

	C HAPTER 7 

C 	 DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS FOR TWO MODFS OF VERTICAL AND ROCKING-- 
C 

FR=0. 
444 FR=FR+0.1 

IF(FR.GT.1.)G0 TO 555 
CALL VRESREC(FRIN,M,NN ,NNP1) 
IF(MODEH.NE.1) GO TO 554 

C 	CHAP TER 8 	  

C 	----- DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS FOR HORIZONTAL MODE 	 
C 

CALL RECRESP(FRO,M,NN ,NNPI) 
554 FH2=0. 	 FHI=0. 

DO 77 JK=1,NNP1 
77 	HK(JK)=0. 

WRITE (6,222) (VK(I),HK(I),CIK(I),I=1,NNP1) 
222 FORMAT(3(1X,E16.7)) 

WRITE(6,333)FR,FV1,FV2,FH1,FH2,FCI1,FCI2 
333 FORMPT(7(2X,F11.7)) 
r 
	CHAPTER9 

C   DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS FOR A PASSIVE BASE 	 
C 

CALL INTACT (FR,N,M,HN,ISHAP,DPODA,X0DA,YODA) 

C   -CHAPTER 10 	  
C 
C   EL'UHi1ON Of il0fIUN FOR TWO BASES 
C 

LHAPIER 11 

--------- --- RESPONSE CP- TWO OASES 

CALL 	(rR,D1,c,Row,r 1SS,FORCE,F 
GOTO 444 

555 ENDSTOP 

CALLINFLCOF(FR,D1,G,R0k,F) 
CALL MOSMAT(DI,XMI,HOD1 A1,D2,XM2,HOD2,XI2,MAS5) 
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HRECTAN 
C 	;KA: 	GENERATES SQUARE SUB-REGIONS 

SUBROUTINE HRECTAN (N M+ NN.) 
DIMENSION  TXP (8 + ES) TYP (8 8) TXE (9 + 9) + TYE (9 9) + XE (81) + YE (81) 

XCALL COM3 
DIM) 1=1 ,N 
0020 J=1 +M 
1XP ( I1J) =0 .0 
-r`.'P (I +J) =0.0 
TYP (I I J) =FLOAT (J-1) +1./2. 
TYP ( J) =FLOAT (N-I) +1. /2 . 

20 	CONTINUE 
200 	V.1 	( I-1) +1 

2=1;1:11 
D030 K=K1 K2 
KK=K - (I-1) A:r1 
XP (K) =TXP ( KK) 
'fP (K)=TYP (I +KC 
YPP (K) =Y13  (K) -N/2 
XP (K) :=XP (K) 	. /FLOAT (M) 
YP (K) =YP (K) 	. /FL OAT (M) 
YPP (K) =YPP (K) 	./FLOAT (M) 

30 	COO rINUE 0 	COi4TINUE 
rip --. N-U1 
MP 1=M+-1 
00.•= (N+1) (M1-1) 
D(OI 10 I=1+NP1 
P0120 J=IIMP1 
11L. I + J) =0 .0 

( I + J) =f).0 
TXE. (I1J) =FLOAT (J-1) 
I YE ( I I J) =FI. OAT (N-I) +1 

120 	CONTINUE 
1300 	(M1-1) ( I-1) +1 

(M +-1) 
004.30 K=K 1 + K2 
KK=K- (I-1) ;r (M+1) 
XE K) =TXF_ ( I KK ) 
'(C (K) =-1YE. ( I +KK) 
YI.F (K) =YE (K) -0/2 
Xl ,K) =XE (K) 1".2 . /F L OAT (M) 

(K) =YE (K) 	/ Ft. OAT (M) 
YEE (K) -=YEE (K) :I:2 . /FLOAT (M) 

130 CONTINUE 
110 CONTINUE 

DIP)0 1=1 ,NINN 
D010 J=1 + NN 
H (I, -1) =SORT ( (XE (I) -XP (J) ) 	(YE (I) -YP (J) ) %1;;I:2) 
COS IN ( I I J) (XE ( I) -XP (J) ) /H ( I + J) 
CONTINUE 

50 CONT INUE 
RE TURN 
ND 

' 	 1::I: 

POLE 
G IVES THE ZERO OF THE RAYLEIGH FUNCT ;ON 

SUBROUTINE POLE (GAMA ROOT) 
C 
C 	IN THIS SUBROUTINE RAYLEIGH POLE WILL BE FOUNT' FOR GIVEN GAMA. 
C 

TEMP 	;I: (1. -GAMA=2) 
P=- (3 . -2rKGANAu2) /TEMP 
0=1 . /TEMP 
P= -0/a . 
A=1 . /3 . (3 .*0-PAI:2) 
B7- 1./27.x(2.'rP=3-9.;I:PQ+27.R) 
ATT=(B2/1.+A=3/27.) 
IF (AI T.LT.0.0)GOTO5 
AT=SORT (ATI-) 
AA= (-B/2. +AT) 	(1. /3 . ) 
BB= (-0/2 . -AT) 	(1. /3 . ) 
RO T=nn +BB-P/3 . 
IF (ROT . GE . 1 . ) GOT020 

5 	T1=- (B/2 . ) /SORT (-Axx3/27 . ) 
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T2=SORT (1 . -T1 1:4:2) 
TY=1-2/-T- 1 

(ry) 
(-A/3 . ) 

1.21=AR;rCOS (FE/3 . ) 
P2 -=AP;I: (-0 .514-XIS (FE/3 . ) -SORT (3 . /4. ) %I:SIN (FE/3 . ) 
R3=AWI: (-0 .5N:COS (FE/3 . ) +SORT (3 . /1. ) TS IN (FE/3 . ) ) 
P 1=R1-P/3 . 
R2= R2) -P . 

= R3 -P /3 . 
IL (FRI . GE . 1 . ) GOT055 
IF (R2 . CE . 1 . ) 131-11056 
IF (R3 . GE . 1 . ) G111-111) --/ 

IIE (6,2) 
2 	FORMAT (111X1* ERROR IN POLE:r) 

RETURN 
55 	ROO 1-:=SORT (R1) 

GOT011 
56 	ROOT=f5ORT (R2) 

CO I 011 
57 	ROOT=SORT (R3) 

GOT011 
ROOT=SORT (ROT) 
1,112 I 1 E (6 , 1) ROOT 

1 	F ORMAT (1H1 110X, %rROOT="*F10 7//) 
RETURN 
END 

C 	fo; 	EDI IVER *x 
PRODUCES TWO SETS OF SEMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS FOR TWO  

C 	:rx 	MODES OF VERTICAL AND ROCKING VIBRATION 

S001;OUTINE FOUVER (FR,N,M,NN,NNPI) 
:ronLL COM: 
:11 -ALL owl? 
;I:cfl I 	C111-13 
:KLAL L CUM5 

NhA (N-t 1) T. (M+1) 
INNNt-'1=NNN-1-1 
DO 151 I =1 ,NNN 
DO 	J=1 INN 
()V ( f • 	. 	 BV(1,J)=0. 	 CV (I) =0 . 
nr: I ( 	Ji =0. 	 13CI (1 .1) =0. 	 CCI (1) =0. 

151 	E.OhliAL): 
DO 15 1 --1 ,NNN 
DO 10 J7-1 ,NN 
IF (1 . EU . 1) GO -1050 
IM1= 
DO 1110 K=1, 1M1 
DO 2U0 KK=1 NN 
IF (H(I J) . NE.. H (K KK) ) GO TO 200 
AV ( I J) =AV (K • KK) 
GO 10 10 

200 coNTINuL: 
100 CONTINUE 
5LJ 	00=F R41  (I J) 

DASPL 1=1 . 
C1-11. L SPL (F-V3ZD , ADD , 40 • . T. ,DASPLI.,A0 • FV3) 
DASPI_ 1= 1 . 
COIL SPL (EV4ZD ROD , 40 . T. *DASPL 1 , AO FV1) 
FOC-=Fl OAT (1171:11) 	(I J) 
AV ( I , =FV3/FAC 
IF (I. GT. 1)1.30 TO 10 
13V ( I , .1) =FV4/F(IC  

10 	CONTINUE 
15 	DINT II ILE 

I=1 NNN 
DU02 J=1 NN 

(YEE ( I) . NE . O.) G0T037 
ACI (1, J) 	. 
IF (I.GT. 1) GO 10 1010 
DCI (I J) =0. 
DCI (I ,N11P1, =0. 

1010 CCI (I) =0. 
AC (1 , NNP1) =0. 
GU -I-036 

37 	ACI (I J) =3 .'KYPP (J) /YEF_ (I) :KAV (1 , J) 
JF (I.GT.1)GOTO 1011 
BEI (1 J) =3 . 	(J) /YEE (I) *13V (I J) 

1011 	Cf:I (1) =0. 
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ACI(LONP1)=-1, 
IF(I.G-...1)00 TO 38 
F',CI(I,NNP1)=-1. 

38 	ACI(WINP1,J)=YPP(J)=2 
92 	CONTINUE 

ACI(NNNP1,NriP1)=0. 
CCI(NNNP1)=FLOAT(N**3) /FLOAT(M)/3. 
DO 20 T=1,NNN 
AV(I,NNP1)=-1. 
CV(I)=0. 
IF(I.GT.1) GO TO 20 
BV(I,NNP1)=-1. 

20 	CONTINUE 
DO 93 J=1INN 

93 	AV(NNNP1,J)=1. 
AV(NNNP1,NNP1)=0. 
CV(NNNP1)=NN 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C 
C VRESREC 

xl: 
C 	;K:K 	EVALUATES DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS FOR TWO MODES OF 
C 	:1::1: 	VERTICAL AND ROCKING VIBRATIONS 
C 

SUBROUTINE VRESREC (FR,N,M,NN,NNP1) 
cnt_t_ COM1 

*CALL COM2 
rc_ALL_ COM3 
:KcALL COM1 
*CALL CON5 
:rcALL C0115 

CALL EQUVER(FRINoMoNN,NNP1) 
NNN=(N+1)*(M+1) 
NIINP1=NNN+1 
lEArL7-0 
IFAIL2=-0 
CALL FOlAXF(NNNP1INNPlIAV,NNNP1,ALPHA,IPIVIWKS11WKS2tIFAIL1) 
IF(IFAILI.NE 0)G0 TO 20 
cnu EONF(NNNP1,NNP1,Av,NNNP1,ALPHA,IPIv,CV,VK,K51) 
WITE(6,1001) (VK(I),I=1,5) 

1001 FORMAI- (5X,5(F10.6,1X)) 
FV1=AK(NNP1) 
FV2=0. 
DO 10 I=1INN 
FV2=FV2+BV(1,I)*VK(I) 

10 	CONTINUE 
20 	WRI1E.:6,1)IFAIL1 
1 	FORMAi(1X1*ERROR IN IFAIL1*, 12) 

CALL FOlAXF(NNNP1,NNPIIACI,NNNP1rALPHA,IPIVIWKS1,WKS2IIFAIL2) 
IF(IFAIL2.NE.0)GOT030 
CALL 101ONF(NNNP1,NNP1IACIINNNP1,qLPHA,IPIVICCIICIK,4KS1) 
FCI1=C1K(NNP1) 
FC1?=0.0 
0010 I7:1,NN 

10 	FCIP=FCI2iBCI(1,I)*CIK(.1) 
G0105 

30 	ORITE(6,2)IFAIL2 
2 ' 	FORMAT(1H0,15HFAIL2 IN FOIARF ,I2) 
5 	RETURN 

END 
C 	xx:r:=Vg:g;r:K;K:r;K:K;K:K=g:K;K:rg=r;K:K:K=K;K:K;K:M:g;K:K:g1===r;r:r:K:r:K;K:======gli 
C 
C 	N;A: 	EQUHOR 
C 	A;;1: 	PRODUCES A SET OF SEMULTANEDUS EQUATION FOR HORIZONTAL 
C 	;r:r. 	MODE OF VIBRATION 
C 
C 	:micro A;;K:rimvrvr:K;K:Kx;r:mg;K:rxxxxx:K;m:K;g:m:=K;K:g;g:mx:rm,r, vmr=g;g:K:.:;r:K;r:r;r:r 

SUBROUTINE EQUHOR (FR,N,M,NN,NNP1) 
*CALL COM1 
:vcALL. CON? 
;:CALL C0!l3 
'CALL C0I-15 

. NNN= (N+1) (M+1) 
NNNP1=NNN+1 
DO 151 I=1,NNN 
DO 151 J=1 , NN 
AV ( I , J) =0. 	 BV (1, J) =O. CVI)=O. 

15.1 	CONTINUE 	
(  

OR ITE (6,1000) 
1000 FORMAT(10X,*EEEEEE*) 
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D015 I=1,NNN 
D010 J=1,NN 
IE(I.EQ.1)GOTO50 
1M1=1-•1 
D0100 K=1,IM1 
D0200 KK=1,NN 
IF(H(1,J).11E.H(K,KK))GOT0200 
IF(ABt(COSIN(I,J)—COSIN(K,KK)).GT.0.0000001)G0 TO 200 
AV(I,J)=AV(K,KK) 
IF(I.GT.1)G0 70 1010 
SV(I,J)=OV(K,KK) 

1010 GO TO 10 
2(10 	CONTINUE 
100 	CONI Ir 
50 	RO=FR:.:H(I,J) 

DASPL1=1. 
CAIL FHS (FRU31,FHU32,FHU411,FHU42,FHV3IFHV4,FHW3,FHW4) 
DASPL1=1, 
FAC=FLOAT(M*M)*H(I,J) 
AV(I,J)=(FHU31-1-FHU321:(2.XCOSIN(I,J)*X2-1.))/FAC 
IF(I.GT.1) GO TO 10 
BV(I,J)=(FHUll+FHU42X(2.XCOSIN(I,J)**2-1.))/FAC 

10 	CONTINUE 
15 	CONTINUE 

D020 I=1,NNN 
Av(1,NNPI)= -1. 
CV(1)=0.0 
IF(I.GT.1)G0 TC 20 
OV(I,NNP1)= —1. 

20 	CONTINUE 
D0133 J=1,NN 
OV(NNNPI,J)=1. 

93 	CONTINUE 
AV(NNNP1,NNP1)=0. 
CV(NNNP1)=NN 
RETURN 
finD 
:1::1::1::wr.1::1;;K:1::1:1;:g;K:1::021;:crl::1;;I:;;;N:N;;K:1;;K:m;;K:n:*****:ri:=1:***:1::v;K:g:1:121::121:"::c1;;I:**;g;c1:1:* 

HRESREC 	 ;1:4: 
. EVALUATES DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS FOR HORIZONTAL MODE 	X* 

C 	:121: 	 ;0: 

SUOROUTINE HRESREC (FR,NsMINN,NNPI) 
XCALL COME 
Tcnu 00m1 
Tcnu C01-1 
Tcnu COM3 
Tcnu COM11 
Tcnt_t_ cor6 

CA11 ECUHOR (FR,N,M,NN,NNP1) 
NNNL,(N+1)1:(M+1) 
NNNP1.2:TANN+1 
110111=0 
cnit rOlAXF(NNNP1tNNP1,AV,NNNP1,ALPHA,IPIV,WKS1,WKS2,IFAILI) 
WR11E(6,1000) 

1000 FORMAT10X,XCCCCE,1  
IF(IFAILI.NE.0)GOT020 
CALL FO‘ONF(NNNP1,NNP1,AVoNNNP1rALPHA,IPIV,CV,HKIWKS1) 
FH1=HK(SNP1) 
FNP=0. 
D010 I=1,NN 
EN2-.)FA2+BV(11I)XHK(I) 

10 	CONTINUE 
20 	kRITE(6,1)IFAIL1 
1 	FORMAT(IH0115HFAIL1 IN FOlARF 0.12) 

RETURN 
END 

DYNA 
;1;;I: 	SOLVES THE EQUATION OF MOTION AND GIVES THE DISPLACEMENTS XX 
;1;;I: 

SUBROUTINE DYNA(FR,R,G,ROW,MASS,FORB,F) 
COMPLEX MASS(6,6),FORCE(6),F(6,6),D(Z.,6),DD(6,6),DYN(6,6),U(6) 
FRLU=FRXSURT(G/ROW)/(2.*3.1415926511:!D 
FREO=FR 
CPU CROSS(F,MASS,6,D) 
0010 1=1,6 
D(110 J=1,6 
IF:1.EQ.J)GO TO 20 
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D(I,J)=—FRE0=2%rD(I,J) 
GO TO 10 

20 	D(I,J)=1.—FRE0xx2XD(I,J) 
10 	CONTINUE 

WRITE (6,3) ((D (I,J),J=1,6),I=1,6) 
FR=0.000000001 
CALL INMA (D,DD,6,ER) 
WRITE(6,3)((DD(I,J),J=1,6),I=1,6) 

3 	FORMAT(2X,6(F9.6,1X,F9.612X)) 
CALL CROSS (D7,F,6,DYN) 
CALL CROSSV (D1'N,FORCE,61U) 
WRITE (6,2) ( ( ( MASS ( I t X , F (1 , j) , DYN (I • J) ) , I=1 o 6) • J=1 I 6) 

2 	FORMAT(2X,3(F10.6,2X,F10.6,2)0) 
WRITE (6,1) (U ( I) , 1=1,6) 

1 	FORMAT(3X,6(F 9.6,1XoF 9.6,2X)) 
RETURN 
END 

C 	:K:K;I::r:g:r:K;N:K:wrg,r;K:K=g;;;;K:rp,g*********;K:K=K;K:K;K:g;K:K=K;g:Wrr:KX:14****;g:14:1==== 
C 	;r:K 
C 	*1: 

N:;I: 
;:if;T: 

C 	
CROSSV 
MULTIPLIES ACOMPLEX MATRIX BY A COMPLEX VECTOR 

C 	=1: 
C 	***=:.4:::=1:xxx=:=0:N:=:=1;;K:=K;K:=K:r.***:=K:0======x;r:log******;K:=44;gx 

SUBROUTINE CROSSV (A,B,N,VEC) 
COMPLEX A(N,N),B(N),VEC(N) 
DO 10 I=1,N 
VEC(I)=(0.,0.) 
DO 10 J=1,N 	 . 
VEC(I)=VEC(I)+A(I,J)*B(J) 

10 	CONTINUE 
REIURN 
END 

C ===TT****X***=****XX***X******================= 
C 	;1::1: 
C 	:I= CROSS 	 g::: 
C 	:rg:  MULTIPLUES TWO COMPLEX MATRIX 	 g::r. 
C 	g'1: 	 g::r. 
C 	:r:mr:r:g:K:r:r:::r:r:r:mr::r:r:r:r:r:r:r:rx:r:r:rg:r:r:r:r:rx:r::p:r:r:r:r:r:r:r::::r:pg:r:r:.1.,:::r:r:r:rx:r 

SUBROUTINE CROSS(A,AEIN,C) 
CONN_ -:X A (N s N) , AE (N , N) , C (N I N) 
DO 10 I=1,N 
DO 10 J:1,N 
C(1,J)=(0.90.) 
DO 10 K=1IN 
C(I,J)=C(I,J)+A(I,K)xAE(K,J) 

10 	CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

C 	N:N:;K:1:1:======::0::KN:=K;r:K=======g;g:K:K:gx.::g:rgx:rvr.wg:K:K=K:I=14:1=;r:m 
C 1: 
C 	;121: 	INMA 
C 	:1::4: 	INVERTES A COMPLEX MATRIX 
C 	:0: 
C 	;r:K;K:K;K:K;K:Wr:OK:KX:K;K:K=K;K:WK;K:=XXXxxx:K=K;K:I.:=K;K;g:gx=======:0===="1 

SUBROUTINE INMA(0,B,N,ER) 
COMPLEX A(N,N),B(NoN),C(10,10) 
COMPLEX CC,D,S,F 
DO 17 I=1,N 
DO 17 J=1,N 

17 	C(I,J)=A(I,J) 
D031=2,N 
DO3J=4,N 
IF(I—J)1,2,1 

GOTO3 
2 	B(I,J)=(1.,0.) 
3 	CONTINUE 

D011 J=1,N 
D061=JIN 
IF(CABS(H(J,J))—CABS(A(I,J)))1,6.6 

4 	DO5K=1,N 
CC=A(IIK) 
A(I,K:=A(J,K) 
A(J,K)=CC 
D=B (I,K) 

B(I,K)=B(J,K) 
B(J,K)=D 

5 	CONTINUE 
6 	CONTINUE 

IF(CABS(A(J,J))—ER)14,14,7 
7 	D010 1=1,N 

IF(I—J)6,10,6 
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0 	S=A (I, J) /A (J,J) 
DO9L =1 ,N 
A (I ,L) =A (J,L) IS—A (I,L) 

B ( I , L ) =13 (J, 1.) 1:5-13 (1 , L ) 
9 	CONTINUE 
10 	CONTINUE 
11 	CONTINUE 

D013 I=1•N 
F=A (I , I) 
o(I,1)=1.0 

0012 J=1 , N 
B (I, J) 2:13 (I, J) /F 

12 	CONTINUE 
13 	CONTINUE 

60 1015 
14 	1-JR I IE (6,15) 
15 	FORMAT (//.///, 10X, :rmAl-Rrx IS SINGUL AIM 

STOP 
16 	RETURN 

END 
C 	:=K;K:K=r;K:K;K:=T;K:N;K:K=K;K:=1:*****;K:KA:=1:=K;K:K;r:K=K;K:1=========== 
C 	:1::1::I: 
C 	;1:;i: 	MASMTRX 	 :K:: 
C 	:ri: 	PROVIDES MASS MATRIX FOR EQUATIONS OF MOTIONS 	** 
C 	:1;;I: 	 :101: 
C 	;K:K;K:K:1:::=1;;K:K=K;g:rg:K=K;K:K;g:r0=1:=K;K:K:K;K:KT;K:K=K;K:K;K:K=K;g:g=========g;K:K 

SUBROUTINE MASMTRX(D1,XM1,HODI,XII,D2IXM2,HOD2,XI2PMASS) 
COMPLEX MASS (6,6) 
HDM1=1101)1*1)1%gXM1 
HDM:2=1:0D2g1)2;I:X112 
0010 1=1,6 
D010 J=1,6 

10 	MASS (I, J) = (0 . , 0 . ) 
MASS (1,1) =cmPLx (xmi , o . ) 	s MASS (4,4) =CMPL X (XM2,0 . ) 
MilSS (1,3) =CMPL X (ROM I 0 . ) 	: 	MASS (4,6) =CMPL X (HDM2,0. ) 
MSS (2,2) =MASS (1,1) 	 MASS (5,5) =mnss (4,4) 
MOSS(3,1)= mnss(1,3) 	i 	MASS (6,4) =MASS (4,6) 
MASS (313) =CMPL X (X11.0 . ) 	; 

.. 
 MASS (6,6) = 	CMPL X ( 	XI2 r 0 . ) 

RETUN 
END 

C 	N::r:LX;L:021..121=N:0:1:=1:=0:*****:=1:****:=1:1;;K:K;K:1==========4::K;K:OT:  
(2 	:1::1: 
C 	N.;I: 	INTACT 
C 	:ri: 	EVALUATES DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS FOR A PASSIVE BASE 	: 
C 
C 	

N;;I:  
:1::0;:r1.n:N=K;K:=K;K:I=K;K:g;K:K=g;r:K;M:1=====.1==========g;K:g:g:=0::1:: 
SUBROUTINE INTACT (FR, N, M, NN I ISHAP • DPODA , XODA , YODA) 
DIMCWoION FV1XPD(61),FV1ZPD(6.4),FH1X0D(BL4),FHIZPD(64),FR1XPD(64), 
FRlePD(C4),FV2XPD(64),FV2ZPD(64),FH2XPD(61),FH2ZPD(64),FR2XPD(64) 
,FR2,1_PD .:61) 
DIVILNS ION XPB (64) • YPB (64) , HAP (64.64) 

:I:CALL COM 
:iTS:ALL CAM? 

1:1;ALL corn 
:1:CALL COM4 
;I:CALL COM5 

X0D=XODA 
D010 I=1 ,NN 
XPB (I) =XP (I) ADPODA+XODA 
YPB ( I) =YP (I) %1:DPODA+YODA 

10 	CONTINUE 
FV1XP=0. 	FV1YP=0.0 	V FV1ZP=0 . 
FV2XP=0 . 	FV2YP=0.0 	F \ 2;?.P=0 .  
FH1XP=0 . 	FH1ZP=0. 	FR1XP=0 . 	 FR1ZP=0. 
FH2XP=0. 	" 	FH2ZP=0 . 	i FR2XP=0 . 	 FR2ZP=0 . 
D030 I=1,NN 
FV1XPD:I) =0. 
FV2XPD ( I) =0. 
FV1Z.Pr (I) =0. 
FV22PL) (I) =0. 
FH1XPD (I) =0. 
FHIZPD ( I) =0. 
FH2XPD (I) =0. 
FH2ZPL) ( I) =0. 
FR1XPD (I) =O. 
FR2XPD ( I) =0 . 
FR1 ZPD ( 1 ) .7--  0 . 
FR2ZPD ( I) =0. 
D040 J= 1 , NN 
HAP ( I , J) =SORT ( (XPB (I) —XP (J) ) :I:' 2+ (YPB (I) —YP (J) ) %1:K2) 
IF ( ISHAP . EU . 0) GOT0100 
F AC1=F L OAT (Mx11) ;I:1111P ( I ,J) 
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FAC2=FLOAT(M=3)/FLOAT(N)*HAP(I,J) 
FAC3= FLOAT(NN) 
EACV=VK(J)/FAC1 
FACH=0. 	 FACR=O. 
MODEV=1 	MODEH=0 : MODER=0 
FACR=FqCV 
0010200 

100 	FAC1= .:LOATCM*Ni*H(I,J) 
FACV=VIC(J)/FAC1 

200 AO=HAP(I,J)FR 
DASPL1=1. 
CALL SPL (FV4RDIA0D140,.T.,DASPL1,A0,FV4R) 
DASPL1=1. 
COLL SPL (FV3RD,A0D,40,.T.,DASPL1,A0,FV3R) 
DASPL1=1. 
CALL SPL (FV3ZD,A0D,401.T.IDASPL1,A0,FV3Z) 
DASPL1=1. 
CALL SPL (FV1ZD,A0D,40,.T.,DASPL1,A0,FV4Z) 
DASPL1=1, 

IF(MODEH.NE.1) GO TO.556 
CALLSPL(FH3XID,A0D,25,.T.,DASPLI,A0,FH3X1) 
CALLSPL(FH3X2DIA0D,P5,.T.IDASPLIsA0,FH3X2) 
CALLSPL(FH4X2D,ROD,25,.T.,DASPLi,AO,FH4X2) 
CALLSPL(FH4X1D,ADD,25r.T.,DASPL1,00,FH4X1) 
CALLSPL (FH3YD,AUD,25,.T.,DASPL1,AO,FH3Y) 
CALLSPL (FH4YD,ROD,251.T.,DASPL1,R0•FH4Y) 
CALLSPL (FH3ZD,A0D+25,.T.IDASPL11A0,FH32) 
CALLSPL (FH4ZD,A0D325,.T.,DASPL1sA0pFH4Z) 

556 	XX=XPLA.)—XP(J) 	YY=YPB (I) —YP (J) t XY=SORT(XX=52+YY*X2) 
CX=XX/XY SX=YY/XY 
FV3X=FV3RN:CX ' FV4X=FV1RXCX 
FV1XPD(I)=FV1XPO(I)+FACWFV3X 
FV2XPD(I)=FV2XPD(7)+FACV;KFV4X 
FV17PD(I)=FV1?.PD(I)+FACV*FV3Z 
FV2Z.PD(I)=FV2LPD(I)+FACV*FV4Z 
IF(MODEH.NE.1) GO TO 40 
FI-13X=FH3X14-FH3X2%r(CXX:t:2—SX=2) 
FH4X=FHIX1-LFH4X2(CX=2—SX=2) 
FHIXPD(I)=FH1XPD(I)+FACH%gFHOX 
FH1W_PD(I)=FH12PD(1)+FACW:FH3Z 
FHPXPD(1)=FHPXPD(I)+FACH*FH4X 
FHP2PD( 1 )=FH2i)PD(I)+FACH*FH4Z 
FPIXPD(1)=FR1XPD(1)+FACRXFV3X 
FR2XPD1)=FR2XPD(I)+FACWWV1X 
FR1/PD(I)=FRYi/PD(I)+FACRXFV3W_ 
FR2WPD(1)=FR2PD(I)+FACR*FV4Z 

40 	CONHNOL 
30 	CONTINUE 

D050 I=1,NN 
FV1X.P=FV1XP+FV1XPD(I)/FAC3 
FV2X.P=FV2XP-LFV2XPD(T)/FAC3 
FV1i2P:FV1.i/P+FV1,7.PD(I)/FOC3 
FV2WP-FV2L-43.4-FV2.ZP0(I)/FAC3 
FH1XP7-FHIXP+FHIXPD(I)/FAC3 
FH2XP FH2XPL-FH2XPD(I)/FAC3 
FH1FP=FH1WPATH1i!PD(I)/FAC3 
FH2ZP=FH22P1FHP2PD(I)/FAC3 
FR1XP=FR1XP4FRIXPD(I)/FAC3 
FRPXP=FP2XP-IFR2XPD(I)/FAC3 
FRI/P=FR1V.P+FR1i.TD(I)/FAC3 
FR2P=FR2i-IP.1-FR2ZPD(1)/FA03 

50 	CONTINUE 
ICH=NN/21-1 
FFIE1V=0. 
FFIE2V=0. 
FFIE1H=0. 
FF1E2H=0. 
FFIE1R=0. 
FFIE2R=0. 
D060 I=1,NN 
IF(YPP(T).NE.YPP(ICH)) GO TO 60 
FFIE1V=FFIE1V+(FV1W.PD(I)—FVIZP)/(XPB(I)—XOD)/FLOAT(M) 
FFIE2V=FFIE2V+(FV2ZPD(I)—FV22P)/(XPB(1)—X0D)/FLOAT(M) 
FFIElk.-FFIE1Hf(FHI7PD(I)—FH17P)/(XPB(I)—X0D)/FLOAT•M) 
FFIE21--,FFIE2Hf(FH2WPD■Ii—FH2Z_P)/(XPIIj)—X0D)/FLOOTjli 
FFIElk=FFIEIR1-( 7R1ZPD(I)—FR17P)/(XP6(1)—X0D)/FLOOT(M) 
FFIE2!:=FFIE2R+(FR2ZPO(1)—FR2LP)/(XPE3(1)—X(ID)/FLORT(N) 

60 	CONTINUE 
WRI1E(6,4)FV1XP,FV2XP,FV1ZP,FV22P,FFIC1V,FFIE2V 
WRITE (6,4) 	FIAIXP,FH2V)FH17P,FH27P FFIEIH,FFIE2H 
WRITE(6,1) 	FR1XP,FR2X10,FRIZP,FR22P,FFIE1R,FFIE2R 
FORMAT(10X,6(2X,F12.6)) 
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555 RETURN 
END 

C 	;1::1::1:;1::1.1::1;;I:%;;K:1::1::1;;K;r1:;crrr1:%::1:;0::1;:rr1::1:;;;;I::1;;I:;r::1;;I::1;;I:;r1;;I::1=1:;1;;K:01:1;;K:1;;I:3::1;:r1::1;;I:;121;;K:K=1;;I: 
;1:;i: C 	;I::1: 

C 	:1;:r 	INFLCOF 	 ;i::K 
C 	TA: 	GENERATES THE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT FOR WHOLE SYSTEM E 
C 	:1:;i: 	OF TWO RECTANGULAR FOOTINGS 
C 	:1;:1; 
C 	:r;r:1;:mrti:;f::r;r:rs:;r:rr:r.:1;;r:::;ri:;m:Kni:;I:;n::rr:r.;rrg:im:N:***.x:ro:;K:r.;r4;;I:******;n:;ccr**.:rxx. 

SO0ROU`"INE INFLCOF (FR,D,G,ROW,F) 
;KCALL COM24 

COMPLEX F(6,6) 
FR1=FCI1 	: 	FR2=FCI2 
C1=G:KD 	:. 	C2=G:11)=2 
C1=1. 	C2=1. 
0010 1=1,6 
0010 .--116 

10 	F(I,J)=(0.00.) 
F(1,1)=CMPLX (FH1,FH2)/C1 	

_ 
F(4,4)=F(1,1) 

F(111)=CMPLX (FH1XP,FH2XP)/C1 d: 	F( 4,1)=F(1,4) 
F(105)=CMPLX (FVIXP,FV2XP) /C1 	 F(412)=F(1,5) 
F(1,6)=CMPLX (FR1XP,FR2XP)/C2 S. F(4,3)=F(1,6) 
F(2,2)=CMPLX (FV1,FV2) /C1 	 F(5,5)=F(2,2) 
F(2,4)=CMPLX (FH1ZP,FH2ZP) /C1 	 F(5,1)=F(2,4) 
F(2,5)=CMPLX ( FV1ZP,FV27P)/C1 	a 	F(5,2)=F(215). 
F(2,6)=CMPLX (FR1ZP,FR2ZP)/C2 	 F(5,3)=F(2,6) 
F(313)=CMPLX (FR1,FR2)/C2 	2/ 	F(6,6)=F(3,3) 
F(3,4)=CMPLX (FFIE1H,FFIE2H)/C1 	:. 	F(611)=F(314) 

	

F(3,5)=CMPLX (FFIE1V,FFIE2V)/C1 	
. 

F(6,2)=F(3,5) 
F(316)=CMPCX (FFIE1R,FFIE2R)/C1 	 F(6,3)=F(3,6) 
DO 22 11=1,6 
DO 22 JJ=1,6 

22 	F(II,JJ)=-F(IIIJJ) 
RETURN 

END 
C ' N=cK====mvm*==vmvk.=g=rvKx*xv=rr:r4=cml::rx***:rx:g;om=r=xx 
c 	:1;;I: 
C 	=1: 	SPL ::11: ;r  ; 1: :1;;I: C 	 INTERPOLATION 
C = 
C 	;K:i;:r;i:;c1::1;;I:;1::1::1:;1::1;;n:;1:;1;:i::■:;r1::1:1;;I::1:;■:;1:;i::1;:it;r1;;K:r.rniz;I:=1;:r.:1:.:1;A:;01:***.:1:::::1;;K:1:=1::1::1::1::1:4::1;;K:g 

liUBROOTINE-SPL(ASPL,X,N,SET0DASPL1IYUNLASPLUND 
D1MCHSION ASPL (N) , X (N) 

CCCCC ASPL=Y,X=X,N=NO. OF POINT, SET=.T.(NO SLOP FOR START) 
LSCC SFT=.FHGIVEN :1.013  FOR START POINT), DASPL1=VALUE OF SLOP AT START POINI 
CCCCC XUN1=C1VEN X FOR INTERPOLATION,ASFLUN1= INTERPOLATED VALUE FOR GIVEN X 

LOGICAL SET 
IF(XON1.LT.X(1).0R.XUN1.GT.X(N))GOTO 100 
X1=X(1) 
ASPL_;. =ALPL(1) 
IF(SET)D1SPL1=(ASPL(2)-ASPL1)/(X(2)-X1) 
0020 K=2,N 
XK=X0C) 
ASPL K -7- G::41_ (K) 
DASPLK=2.;K(ASPLK-ASPL1)/(XK-X1)-DASPL1 
1F(X1101.LE.XK) GO T030 
X1-2XX 
ASPI 1 ASPLK 

PO 	DASPL 1-1.inspLK 
S1OP 

30 	HX=XUN1-X1 
111=XK-X1 
ASPLON17-0SPLI+DASPL1*HX%K(1.0-0.5*HX/H1)-1-0.5XDASPLKHkKHX/HI 
GHTNi0 	 . 

100 	WRITF(6,1)XUN1,X(1),X(N) 
1 	FORMAT(10X,XUN1=:K,E16.7,5X1:1:X(1)=* ,E16.7,5X1X(N)=,E16.7) 
50 	REYURN 

END 
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C 
C;0: XL OGrIN 
C 	 EVALUATES INFINITE INTEGRAL OF AN OSCILLATORY FUNCTION 

SUBROUTINE XLONGris (A , ZERO FUN , SUM) 
XIERNAL FUN 

INTEGER El E2 
DIMENSION ZER0(32),DEL(31/31) ,DEF(31) 
D05 1=1,31 
DOS J:71,31 
DEF ( I) =0.0 

5 	DEL ( I J) =0.0 
11=0 
D010 I1.32 
IF-  (WERO (I) . GE . A) GOT093 
GOT010 

93 	IF ( I I . GT.. 1) GOT094 

BZ.=ZERO ( I) 
CALL Gnuss (AZ, BZ ,FUN S) 
I 1=11+1 
GO TO10 

94 	Ar?.=ZERO(I-1) 
( I) 

CALL GAUSS (AZ, BZ., FUN S1) 
DEF (I-1) =S1 
DLL (I-1,1) =ABS (Si) 
I I= I1+1 

10 	CON T INUE 
NDR=21 
D0201=2 NDR 
N2=NDR-I+1 
D020.1=1 r N2 
K31-I--J+2 

20 	DEL (K I) =DEL (K+1 I I-1) -DEL (K I-1) 
D030 1=1,10 

30 	S=S+DEF ( I) 
0=0.0 
0010 M..".1,11 

10 	D=D+ (0.5) %K;I:MA:ABS (DEL (11, M) 
IF (DEF (n) . LT. 0.0) GOT092 
sur-v--5+0 
001011 
SUM=S 

11 	RE TURN 
END 

C 
C 	 GAUSS 
C ;KT 	INTEGRATES ANY FINITE INTEGRALS BY 20 POINTS GAUSS 
C 	 Av.r QUADRATURE METHOD 

SUBROUT INC GAUSS (A I B I FUN 'SUM) 
EXIERNAL FUN 
D PIENS 	GVL (20,2) .ETA (20) 
GVL ( I • 1) =0.993128599185094 
GVL (1,2) 0.017611007139152 
GVL (2,1) =0.963071927277913 
GVL .2) =0.010601-429800386 
GVL (3.1) =0.912231128251325 
GVL (3.2) =0.062672018331109 
GVL (‘L 1)0.{339116971822218 
GVL (1. ?.) =0.083276741576704 
GVL (5,1) =0.716331906160150 
GVL (5.2) =0.101930110817210 
GVL (6,1) 70 . 6:36053b00726515 
GVL (6,2) =.0.118191531061518 
GVL (7,1) --- 0.510067001950827 
GVL (7,2) 0.131600630119176 
GVL (8,1) =0.373705088715419 
GVLC(3r2)=0.112096109318392 
GVL (9,1) =0.227785851111615 
GVL (9 r 2) =0.119172986472603 
GVL CIO 11) =0.076525521133197 
GVL (10,2) =0.152753387130725 
D015 ICC=1,10 
12=20-ICC+1 
GVL (12,1) =GVL (ICC • 1) 
GVL ( I2 2) =GVL ICC 2) 
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15 	GVI. ( ICC I 1) =-GVL (IT_C , 1) 
SUM=0.0 
DO?5 J=1,20 
ETA (J) =0.5;1: (B-A) %1:GVL (J, 1) +0.5x (A+B) 
TE=FUN (ETA (J) ) 
SUM7,511M+GVL (J,2) *It 

25 	CONTINUE 
SUM=G . 5;K (13-A) ;T=SUM 
RETURN 
END 

C 	;r:rr:K;K:K:rwr:,=========x;K:rx:r=g;K:r;K:========m;r:r=r;r:mx:K;r:rx:r 
C 	:= 	 4:31: 
C 	;ICA: 	P1NTEG 	 ;I:* 
C 	:ri: 	IMPROVED GAUSS QUADRATURE INTEGRATION FOR INTEGRALS 	;r:g 
C 	:K;I: 	OF SORT (X) %I:F (X) IN (0 . , 1 . ) INTERVAL 	 ::::r 
C 	:= 	 A:;i: 
C 	n;:x:K:KA:vrvomm;g:rx:gx:rrx:rmr;g:K=1;:rxx:K;K:K;K:K;g:1=========x=r;K:rr 

SUBROUTINE PIN FEG (A , B 0 FUN o SUM) 
EXIERNAL FUN 
DIMENSION G\4_2(8,2),ETA(8) 
SUM=0.0 
GVL2(1%1)=0.0318566030 
GVL2(1,2)=0.0112103760 
0VL2(2,1)=0.1233637516 
GVL2(2,2)=0.0414512327 
GVL2(3,1)=0.2528515868 
GV4_2(312)=0.0809023455 
GVL2(4,1)=0.4325313536 
GVL2(4,2)=0.1169014328 
GvL2(5,1)=0.6107641382 
GVL2(5,2)=0.1306692030 
GvL2(8,1)=0.7710204677 
GVLP(6,2)=0.1317i55814 
GVL2(7,1)=0.9037039476 
GvL2(712)=0.100,168698 
GvL2(8,1)=0.9812397722 
GvL2(8,2)=0.0473905504 
DO15 J=1,8 
FIA(J)=(B-A)TGVL2(J,1)+A 
1EFUNCETA(J)) 

15 	SUM=SUMI-GVL2(J,2)*TE 
SUM=SUMx(B-A)=(3./2.) 
RETURN 
END 

C 	;I:N=K;I:N;N:v1:=1:=1:=K:K=K;K:rxxzsr:rxxxx;r:K:gx:rmx:K;g:K=K:14;mcomT.:1======r;r:rx 
C 	;1::r 	 ;K:1: 
C 	= 	OINTEG 	 ;K:r 
C 	N;:r 	IMPROVED GAUSS QUADRATURE INTEGRATION FOR INTEGRALS 	xx, 
C: 	;O: 	OF SORTC(X-1);I:(X+1))xF(X) IN (-1.,1) INTERVAL - 	.T.T.  
C 	:1;I: 	 :1;i: 
C 	=0::121::0::CN::1::=1::1::KA:============================= 

SUBROUTINE OINTEG(A,B,FUNISUM) 
EXIFRNAL FUN 
DINLHSION GVL1(20,2),ETA(20) 
SUM=0.0 
GV1.1(1,1)-0.9088308262 
GVt1(1,2)=0.0033231,16356 
GVL1k2.,1)=0.955720057 
GvL1(212)=0.01299730926 
GVL1(3,1)=0.9009880679 
Gvl.Th,2)=0.0P816289696 
GVL1(-1,1)=0.5262387713 
Gv1_1(q,2)=0.04747238036 
GVLI(t,,1)=0.7330518718 
GVL1(5,;2)=0.06021002715 
GVL1(1),1)=0.623,4898018 
GVL1.6,2)=0.09141135202 
GVL1(7,1)=0.500000000000 
GvL1(7,2)=0.1121997376 
GVL1(8,1)=0.36531102113 
GvL1(8,2)=0.1296319768 
CvL1(9,1)=0.2225209339 
GVL1(9,2)=0.1121921308 
GVL1(10,1)=0.07173009358 
GVL1(10,2)=0.1487641979 
D015 IC=1,10 
I2=20-IC+1 
CVL1(I2,1)=GV1.1(IC11) 
GVL1(12,2)=GVL1(IC,2) 

15 	Gvk1(IC,1)=-GVL1(IC,1) 
D025 J=1,20 
FAH(J)=0.5;1:(13-A)*GVL1(J,1)+0.5(B+A) 
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TE=FUN(ETR(J)) 
25 	SUM=SUMiGV1_1(J,2)TE 

.) 
RETURN 
END 

C :r::::1::=1:=1=============================== 

FVS 	 x* 
EVALUATES THE DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS FOR A VERTICAL 	;r: 
POINT FORCE ON THE SURFACE OF AN HALF SPACE MEDIA 

SUBROUTINE FVS(EV3,FV4,FU3IFU1) 
XCHLL COMI 

EXTERNAL SI7AAF,S17ABF,S17ACF,S17ADF 
EXTER NAL FIE1J,FIElYIFIE2J,FIE2Y 
EXTERNAL. XLL1,XLL2tXL1,XL2 
DIrlENSION ZEROJ(32),ZEROY(32) 
UB=2.:rROOT-1 
CALL GAUSS (r2UOT,UB,XLL1IXI11) 
CALL muss (ROOT,UB,XLL21XI13) 
CALL PINTEG (GAMAll.,FIE1J,P1) 
CALL PINTEG (GAMA,1.,FIEIY,P2) 
CALL UINTEG(GAMAll.,FIE2J,01) 
CALL OINTEG(GAMA11,IFIE2Y,G2) 

CCCCCCCCCCCCC 	?EROS FROM BRITISH ASSOCIATION MATH. TABLE 4 
ZEROJ(1)=2.4048255577 
WEROJ(2)5.5200781103 
wrRoJ(3)= 6.6537279129 
7EROJ(4)= 11.7915314391 
ZEROJ(5)= 14.9309177086 
WER0J(6)= 18.0710639679 
WEROJ(7)= 21.21163u6299 
ZER0J(8)= 24.3521715308 
W_EROJ(9)= 27.4934791320 
.Z.EROJ(10)=30.6346064684 
1ER0J(11)=33.7758202136 
WFROJ(12)=36.9170963537 
WVROJ(13)=10.0584257616 
Z[POJ(11)=43.1997917132 

R(3J C i 5) =46.31118E33717 
' ERE-1J(16)=49.4826098971 
T2E:ROJ(17)=52.6240518111 
WEROJ(18)=55.7655107550 
,7■FR8J(19)=58.9069039261 
;,/_FR8J(20)=62.0181691902 
ZER13J(21)=65.1899640002 
ZER13J(22)=68.3314693299 
?FROJ(23)=71.4729616036 
i-?.FR13J(24)=74.6145006137 
WLP11J(2,))=77.7560256304 
ZFROJ(25)=80.8975558711 
ZEROJ(27)=84.0390907769 
;TR8J(2.(3)=87.1806298436 
i4.R11J(29)=90.3221726372 
i?.F.R(iJ(7,0)=93.1837187819 
WER0J(31)=96.6052679510 
ZER13J(3L)=99.7469198587 
VEROY(1:= 0.99357697 
il_FR1Y(2)= 3.957678/2 
ZER0Y(3)=7.08605106 
ilFROY(1)=10.22231504 
ZERM(5)=13.36109747 
WEROY(6)=16.50092244 
ZER01(7)=19.61130970 
il.FROY(8)=22.78202005 
1EROY(9)=25.92295765 
;-1-1R01(10)=29.06403025 
i-71-R13Y(1;)=32.20520412 
ii.FROY(12)=35.31645231 
ZEROY(13)=38.48775665 
il_FROY(14)=11.62910447 
W_EROY(15)=41.77048661 
ZFROY(16)=47.91189633 
ZEROY(17)=51.05332855 
;?_EROY(18)=54.19477936 
ZFROY(19)=57.33624570 
ZEROY (20) =60.47772516 
ZEROY(21)=63.61921580 
ZEROY(22)=66.76071603 
ZEROY(23)=69.90222456 
ZER1JY(24)=73.04374033 
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7FR8Y(25)=75.18526211 
WEROY(25)=79.326/9013 
/FR9Y(27)=82.16032277 -/FROY(28)=85.50985982 
/F RH( (29) =88.75: 400f30 
el_ P(I.1' (30) =91.89294531 
WEPDY (31) =95.03449301 
/F ROY (32) =98.1760435B 
08210 MA=1032 

CMN) =ZEROJ (MN) /A0 
210 	;1_EROY 	=ZEROY (MN) /AO 

CALL XL (MMA (UB ZEROJ I XL 1 XI12) 
CALL XL ONGtil (LIB , ZEIR(/Y XL 29XI 14) 
FV3=:XIl1i-XI121-P1)A0/(2.T3.1415) 
FV1=-(X113+XI14+132)A0/(2.X3.1115) 
u=CAMA1jn0 
RAYP-=)0:KROOT 
HA=0.%rRAYP*(2.*RAYP=2-A0=2) 
H13=-0.N:RAYP;rSORT(RAYP=2-A0=2)%1=SORT(RAYPXX2-H=2) 
HC=-4.:1:1AYPX:1,3:KSORT(RAYP=2-H=2)/SORT(RAYP=2-A0=2) 
HD=-'1.TRAYP=TI:SURT(RAYP**2-A0;gX2)/SORT(RAYP=2-H=2) 
ALFA1=SDRT(RAYP=2-H=2) 
BETAI=SORT(RAP=2-A0=2) 
DEK=11AMB+HC4HD 
BARH=-RAYP(2.;::RAYPXX2-A0=2-2.XALFA1:KBETA1)/DFK 
BARK:-A0=21:ALFAl/DFK 
CI1=RAYPX3.1415 ;rBARWKS17ABF(RAYP) 
IFAIL=1 
C1=RAYPX3.1415 	XBARH*S17ADF(RAYP,IFAIL) 
FU3=(2.A002i-C1)/(2.*3.1415) 
FU4=(2.:410;KU1i-CI1)/(2.;K3.1415) 
FW3=FU3 
FW4=FU4 
WRITE(6,1)ROOT,AAMA,XIlloXI12,XI13,XI14,P1IP2,01,02 

1 	FORMAT(10X,10(E11.5,1X)) 
WRITE(6,2)ADIFU3,FU4,FV3,FV4IFW3,FW4 

2 	FORMAT(5X)7(E15.8,3X)) 
RETURN 
END :KX:M======================rxxX*=***Xxx*=KB 

FRS 
EVALUATES THE DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS FOR A HORIZONTAL E 

C 	/111 	POINT FORCE ON THE SURFACE OF AN HALF SPACE MEDIA 

;I:;1::1;%;:r1::1::1;;I:;c1::1::1;;I:;Co:vg:=1:1;;I;;K:=1:;I::=1:;1;;I::.:;0;;K:i:;r.;i:;K:K;c1;;I:A:;n:;r1::1;:r;I:*;0;;I:xx;r1;:r:021: 
SUBROUTINE FHS(FHU31,FHU32,FHUllsFH042,FHV3IFHV4,FHW3,FHW4) 

CALL (OM1 
EXTERNAL Sl7AAFo517ABF,S17ACF,S17ADF 
EXTERNAL TT1J,TTlY,TT2J,TT2YITT3J1TT3Y1TT4J1,TT4Y117T4J2,TT4Y2 
1,T1F>J1,TT5Y1,TT5J2ITT5Y2,0102,Y102 
DIMENS.fON ZEROJ(32),ZEROY(32) 

P1=3.1415 
CALL LAUSS(ROOT,UB,TT4J11T4J1) 
CAL _ CAUSS(ROOTIUB,TT4Y1,T4Y1) 
CALL GAUSS (0AMAo1.,TT2J,T2J) 
FALL GAUSS (GAMAPLITT2YIT2Y) 
CALI GAUSS (CANA,1.,TT3JIT3J) 
FAIL muss (GAMO,I.ITT3Y,T3Y) 
CALL GAUSS (ROOTPUBITT5J1,7501) 
CALL GAUSS (RUOTIUNoTT5Y1,T5Y1) 
CALL UlATFG (GANA,I.,TTIJPT1J) 
(MIL OINTEG (GAMA,1.,TTlY,T1Y) 

CCCCCCCFCC.:CC 	ZLNOS FROM BRITISH ASSOCIATION MATH. TABLE 4 
/1 .ROJ(1)=2.4048255577 
WEROJ())=5.5200781103 L/1 R0J(3)= 8.65372/9129 
-/1-ROJ(1).= 11.7915341391 
2EPOJ(5)= 14.9309177086 
i-1 RHJ(6)= 10.0710639579 
-e!LROJ(/)= 21.211b366299 
2TROJ(0)= 24.3524715308 
/fROJ(9)= 2/.1931/91320 
/EROJ(10)=30.6346061684 
21ROJ(11)=33.7758202135 
ZFROJ(12)=36.9170903537 
/t'.R0J(13)=40.081257646 
/FRC/J(11)=43.1997917132 
21.R1]J(15)=46.3411883717 
-/EROJ(16)=48.1826098974 
2ERAJ(17)=52.8210510411 
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WEROJ(18)=55.7655107550 
7EROJ(19)=50.9069839261 
2E:ROJ(20)=62.0401691902 
ZEROJ(21)=65.1899618002 
-171R0J(22)=68.33141,93299 
i/_ER1iJ(23)=71.4729016036 
7EROJ(21)=74.6146306437 
i/ER9J(25)=77.7560256304 
V_EROJ(26)=80.897V;50711 
W.E113J(27)=89.0390907769 
WER9J28)=87.1806298136 
V.EPOJ29)=90.3221726372 
2FROJ(30)=93.4637187819 
7EROJ(31)=96.6052679510 
-el_E1OJ(32)=99.7468190587 
i?_EROY(1)= 0.09357697 
FEROY(2)= 3.95767842 
ZEROYM=7.00605106 
ZEROY(-)=10.22234504 
.F:ROY(5)=13.36109747 

1-?_EROY(6)=16.50092244 
2EROY(7)=19.64130970 
WERAY(0)=22.78202805 
;I.EROY(9)=25.92295765 
"ZEROY(10)=29.06103025 
ZEROY(11)=32.20520412 
ZEROY(12)=35.34645231 
ZEROY(13)=38.48775665 
WIROY(14)=11.62910447 
W_EROY(15)=44.77048661 
ZEROY(16)=47.91189633 
ZEROY(17)=51.05332055 
W_EROY(10)=54.19477936 
WEROY(19)=57.33624570 

f.-_ROY(20)=60.47772516 
i/EROY(21)=63.61921580 
ZEROY(22)=66.76071603 
FEROY(23)=69.90222156 
W_FROY(24)=73.04371033 
"ZEROY(25)=76.18526244 
.i!_FROY(26)=79.32679013 
?_FROY(27)=02.16032277 
W.rPOY(23)=85.60985902 
W_EROY(2Y)=88.75140080 
7FR0Y(30)=91.89294531 
ZEROY(31)=95.03119301 
i!EROY(32)=98.17601358 
00210 MN=1,32 
ZEPOJCMN)=FEROJ(MN)/A0 

210 	ZEROY(MN)=ZEROY(MN)/A0 
LALL XLONGMN (U5,ZEROJ,TT4J2,T4J2) 
CALL XLONOMN (U8sii.EROYfTT4Y2tT4Y2) 
CALL XLONGMN (UB,ZEROJ,TT5J2IT5J2) 
CAI L XLONGMN (U8IZEROY,TT5Y2sT5Y2) 
H=GAMW440 
RAYPAG;gROOT 
HA=8.;rRAYPT(2.RAYP=2-A0=2) 
1-16=-PAYPXSDRTCRAYP=2-A0=2)*SURT(RAYP**2-H**2) 
HC=-4.xPAYP=3'K SORT(RAYP=2-H=2)/SORT(RAYP=2-90=2) 
AD=-4.:I.klYP=3rSORT(RAYP=2-00=2)/SORT(RAYP=2-H=2) 
ALFA1SORT(PAYP=2-A=2) 
BETA1=SURT(RAYA=2-A0=2) 
DFK=,1A+H64-HC+HD 

H1=-RAYPg(2.A:RAYPX*2-A0**2-2.TALFAlq3ETA1)/DFK 
H2-,-K,*T2BETA1/DEK 
ITAIL=*1 
FHV3:L.542AYP*H1XS17ADF(RAYP,IFAIL)+A0/PI*T1Y 
FAV4=0.5xPAYPN:A1*517ABF(RAYP)+A0/PIXT1J 
FAO31=A-0.25/PFKT2Y-0.25/P.1*T4J1-U.25/PI*T1J2-1./16.*(J102(A0/2 

1)g2-1102(90/2)=2)) 
FAU11=A0'K(-0.25/PIXT2J+0.25/PI*T4Y1+0.25/PIxT4Y2+0.125*J102(90/2) 

PgY102(90/2)) 
FHO3.2=0.7'3XAO/PPrT2Y-0.5/PIxT3Y+0.75:4)0/P.FKT4J1+0.7.5N:A0/PI:gT4J2 

1-,/APKT5J1-0.8/PP:T5J2+0.5:KA0/PI)g(SIN(A0)/A0x2-COS(A0)/A0) 
1-A0/16.x(J102(A0/2)=2-Y102(10/2)=2) 
FHU42=0.78:1A0/PI:gT2J-0.5/APNT3J-0.7590/PIXT4Y1-0.75*A0/P1*T4Y2 

1+0.5/PFKT5Y1+0.5/PI;gT5Y2.4-0.5/P.PgA0x(5IN(A0)/A04-005(A0)/AO:K%r2) 
2-ffl.125*A0-rJ102(90/2)*Y102(90/2) 
FAW3=-FAU32 
FAM4=-FHO42 
WRITE(6,2)90,FHV3,FHV4oFHU31,FHU4I+FHU32,FHU42 

2 	FORMAT (5X, 7 (E15.813X) 
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WRITE(6,1002) AO,GAMA, ROOT,T1J,T1Y,T2J,T2Y 
1002 	FORMAT(7(2X,F10.5)) 

RETURN 
END 

C 	XX;K:1=======r;r:g;K:C;K:g;K:K;K:1========:K=K;K:r:r1=120=r;r3::KXXXX.:K=K; 

C 	
;r:r 
A;;I: 	FUNCTIONS INVOLVING IN VERTICAL POINT FORCE ANALYSES 	;K:K 

C 	:r;K:r;r:rr:CrT;K:K;g:CrIrK;LX:K;K:r1:;K:K;K:K;K:K;g:I=r;K:K;K:K;r:K;K:r:g;K:K:K;K:;K:rr;K:K;K:K;K:r;r:KX;1212K;K:K;K:= 
FUNICTIONFIE1J(X) 

*CALL COM1 
T1=X*(2.*X**2-1.)**2*(X+GC,MA)**0.5 
1.2=(2.*X**2-1.)**4-16.*X**1*(X**2-GAMA**2)*(X**2-1.) 
FIE1J=T1/T2*S17AAF(X*A0) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION FIE1Y(X) 

*CALL COM1 
T1=X*1/42.*X**2-1.)**2*(X+GAMA)**0.5 
T2z(2.*X**2-1.)**4-16.*X**4*(X**2-GAMA**2)*(X**2-1.) 

FIElY=T1/T2*S17ACF(X*AO,IFAIL) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION FIE2J (X) 

*CALL COM1 
T1=(2.*X**2-1.)*X**2 *SORTC(X+GAMA)*(X+1.)) 
TP=(2.*X**2-1.)**4-16.*X**4*(X**2-GAMA**2)*(X**2-1.) 
FIE2J=T1/T2*S17ABF(X*A0) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION FIE2Y(X) 

*CALL COM1 
T1=(2.*X**2-1.)*X**2 *SORT((X+GAMA)*(X+1.)) 
T2=(2.*X**2-1.)**1-16.*X**4*(X**2-GAMA**2)*(X**2-1.) 
IEAIL=1 
FIE2Y=T1/T2*S17ADF(X*AO,IFAIL) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION XLL 1 (X) 

*CALL COM1 
T1=X*(X**2-GAMA**2)**0.5 
T2=(2.*X**2-1.)**2-4.*X**2*(X**2-1.)**0.5*(X**2-GAMA**2)**0.5 
Y---:(2.*ROOT-X) 
T3= 	(scrz2__GAriip:1:2) :121:0.5 
Tel= (2 	x;r .1:y2-1. ) ;12t:2-4. *rim: 2x (Y/:1:2-1 :=0.5* (rr.:r2-GAmAvrx:4:2) 	5 
XLLI=T1/T2*S17AAF(X*A0)+T3/71*S17AAF(Y*A0) 
RETURN 
END 
UNCTION XLL2 (X) 

*CALL COM1 
Ti =X*(X**2-GAMA**?)**0.5 
T2=(2.*,**2-1.)**2-4.*X**2*(X**2-1.)**0.5*(X**2-GAMA**2)**0.5 
Y=(2.*ROOT-X) 
T3=Y*(Y**2-GAMA**2)**0.5 
T9=(2.*Y**2-1.)**2-4.*Y**2*(Y**2-1.)**0.5*(Y**2-GAMA**2)**0.5 

XLL2-:T1iT2*S17ACF(X*A01IFAIL)+T3/T4*S17ACF(Y*A0, IFAIL) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCITON XL1(X) 

*CALL COM! 
T1=X*(X**2-GAMA**2)**0.5 
T2=(2.*X**2-1.)**2-4.*X**2*(X**2-1.)**0.5*(X**2-GAMA**2)**0.5 
XL1=TI/T2*S17AAF(X*A0) 
RETUR'i 
END 
FUNCTION XL2 (X) 

*CALL COM1 
T1=X*(X**2-GAMA**2)**0.5 
T2=(2.*X**2-1.)**2-4.*X**2*(X**2-1.):I*0.5*(X**2-GAMA**2)**0.5 

• 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

;TALL 

IFAIL=1 
XL2=TI/T2*S17ACF(X*AO,IFAIL) 
RETURN 
END K:0::1::=121:;K:K;K:K=K;K:121::121=K;021::K:K;K:WK:K=K;K:la,g;K:K;K:K:14:1::11;;K:K:K;g:1C=K;K:r0====== 

Nm: 	FUNCTIONS INVOLVING IN TANGENTIAL POINT FORCE ANALYSES ** 
:0;:r1::0:1=1::1:1::1202=1=12121====121=1==r;g:K:KnO=K:r:Org:K;K:=======:=A: 
FUNCTION TT1J(X) 
COM1 
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Ti=x2:i: (2 . *X=2-1 . ) ;I:SORT (X+GAMA) ;I:SORT (X+1 . ) 
T2= (2 .*X**2-1. ) ;I;1:4-16 	(X**2-GAMA**2) (X**2-1 ) 
TT1J=T1/T2;I:S17ABF (AO;I:X) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION TT 1 Y (X) 

CALL COM1 
T1=X**2*(2.*X**2-1.)*SORT(X+GAMA)*SORT(X+1.) 
IFAIL=1 
T2=(2.-A**2-1.)*-:1-16.*X**4*(X**2-GAMA**2)*(X**2-1.) 
my= Tl/T2517ADF (A0*,(, IFAIL) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNC-  ION TT2J (X) 

CALL COM1 
T1-= V: (2 .*X2-1 . ) **2*SORT (X+1 . ) *SORT (1 . -X) 
T2=(2.*X**2-1.)**4-16.*X**4*(X**2-GAMA**2)*(X**2-1.) 
TT2J=T1/1.2*S17AAF(AD*X) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCT:ON TT2Y(X) 

*CALL COM1 

TI = V: (2 .*X**2-1. )**2*SORT (X+1. ) *SORT (1. -X) 
T2= (2 .*X;r1:2-1 . =4-16 IXI44I (X**2-G A MA;I:;I:2) (X=2-1 . ) 
TT2Y=T1/1-2*S17ACF (AOX IFAIL) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION TT3J (X) 

;I:CALL COM1 
Tl= (2 .*X*2-1. ) ,K,I2N:SORT (X+1. ) *SORT (1 . -X) 
T2=(2.*X**2-1.)**4-16.*X**4*(X**2-GAMA**2)*(X**2-1.) 
TT3J=T1/T2*S17ABF (ACP:X) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION TT3Y (X) 

;I:CALL COM1 
IFA IL =1 
T1= (2 	. ) ;1:12*SORT (X+1 . ) *SORT (1 .. -X) 
T2= (2 . ;I:X=2-1 . ) ;I:*4-16 .;I:X**4;1: (X**2-GAMA;c1:2) C kK:12 	) 
TT3Y=T1/72;I:S17ADF (AOX IFAIL) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTI3N TT4J1 (X) 

;I:CALL COM1 
TiX;I:SUR T (X*2-1 ) 
T2= (2 . ;I:X**2- I . ) *;12-4 	(X**2-1. ) ;;:;I:C1 . 5* (X**2-GAMA**2) 
Y= (2. ;I:ROOT-X) 
T3= YA:SOR T (Y2-1 . ) 
1.1=(2.*Y**2-1.)**2-4.*Y**2*(Y**2-1.)**0.5*(Y**2-GAMA**2)**0.5 
T14J1=T1/T2*S17AAF(A0*X)+T3/T1*S17AAF(AO*Y) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION TT4Y1(X) 

*CALL COM1 
IFAIL=1 
11=X*SORT(X**2-1.) 
T2=(2.*X**2-1.)**2-4.*X**2*(X**2-1.)**0.5*(X**2-GAMA**2)**0.5 
Y= (2 .*dOOT-X) 
T3 Y*SURT (Y:02-1 . ) 
T4=( 	-1.)**2-4.*Y**2*(Y**2-1.)**0.5*(Y**2-GAMA**2)**0.5 
T 1-4Y1=1-1 /72517ACF (no*x, WAIL) +T3/T4*517ACF (A0*X IFAIL) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION TT4J2 (X) 

;I:CALL COM1 
T1=SORT (X=2-1 . ) 
T2= (r' 	. ) 	;I:X;I:*2* ( X**2-1 . ) ;I:;1:0.5* ( X**2 -GA MA ;I:*2) **0.5 
TT4J2=T1/T2517AAF (90X) 
RERAN 
END 
F UNCTION TT4Y2 (X) 

CALL C(:IM1 
WA IL =1 
T1=SORT (V1:2- I . ) 
TP=(2.*X**2-1.)**2-4.*X**2*(X**2-1.)**0.5* 	 **0 . 5 
TI4Y2=T1/ T2*517ACE (AO;I:X, IFA IL) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION TT5J1 (X) 

CALL COM1 
11= SORT ()(**2-1. ) 
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T2= (2.1:X=2-1 . ) x1:2-4.1:X=2* ()**2-1 ) ;1=0 . 5 ( kr:r2 —GA MA *;I:2 ) =1:0.5 
I= (2 . zROOT—X) 
T3 =SORT (Y2—l.)  
T1=(2.zY*T2-1.)=2-4.*Yzz2z(Y**2-1.)**05*(Y=2—GAMA=2)=0.5 
TT5J1=T1/T2S17AAF(ADTX)+T3/Tiv.S17AAF(ROT.Y) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION TT5Y1 (X) 

:KcALL COM1 
1E6111=71 
11=SCRT(X=2-1.) 
T2=(2.zkrz2-1.)=2-4.%:X=2*(X**2-1.)=0.5;g(X=2—GAMA=2)=0.5 
Y=(2.zROCIT—X) 
T3=SQRT(Y=2-1.) 
T1=(2.:1:Y=2-1.)=2-4.zYx*2(Y=2-1.)=0.5;g(Yzz2—GAMA**2)=0.5 
TT5Y1=T1/T2517ACF(A0*X,IFAIL)+T3/T1A:S17ACF(A0xY,IFAIL) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION TT5J2 (X) 

xCALL COM1 
T1=SORT(X=2-1.) 
TP=(2.;rX=2-1.)=2-4.*X=2*(X**2-1.)=0.5x(X=2—GAMA=2)=0.5 
TT5J2=T1/12z517A0F(A0*X) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION TT5Y2(X) 

CALL CUM' 
srAIL=1 
T1=SGRT(X=2-1.) 
1-2=(2.xX=2-1.)=2-4.zX=2*(X=2-1.)=0.5z(X=2—GAMR=2)=0.5 
TI5Y2=TI/T2;r517ACF(A0*X,IFAIL) 
RF1URN 
END 
FUNCTION J102(X) 
PI=3.1115 
J102=SORT(2./(PPKX));KSIN(X) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION Y102 .X) 

Y1O2=-!-2.DRT(2./(PI*X))*COS(X) 
RETURN 
CNC 
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D.2 Program RESPONS  

The inputs for this program are: size of contact area, 

mass, inertia, density of soil, a guess value for resonant 

frequency factor and mode of vibration and the displace-

ment functions. For these given inputs RESPONS gives the 

following dynamic characteristics for a wide range of 

frequency factor. These are: frequency factors, amplitude 

factors, ratio of reaction force and exciting force, phase 

angles between exciting and reaction force, displacement 

and reaction force, exciting force and displacement and 

finally the input power to foundation. Involved sub-

routines in this program are: 

1. DYNAMIC 

Evaluates above parameters for any frequency factor. 

2. SPL 

As explained in subroutine 20 in the last section. 
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C 	 LISTING 

C 	*********X**********************************************XXXXX***** 
C 	********************:1:****************======;:***************XX* ** 	 ** 

RESPONS 
C 	• ** 	GIVES DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS FOR WIDE RANGE OF 	** 

x* 	FREQUENCY FACTOR 
C 	*4: 
C 	:1:****.lt:*%*********:=******=:=********X3=1:3:=X*********X=*** 
C 	******************************************X*********************** 

PROGRAM RESPONS(INPUT,OUTPUTSTAPE5=INPUTITAPE6=OUTPUToTAPE62) 
DIMENSION FV1D(10),FV2D(10),FCI1D(10),FCI2D(10) rA0D(10) 
DIMENSION FF1(10),FF2(10),FRX(33),AMP(33) 
DIMENSION IX(2),TY(2),TNU(2),TFG(8),TFIG(8) 
REAL MASS,INERTIA 
ISHAP=1 
READ(5,1002) (TY(I),I=1,3) 

1002 FORMAT( 3A10) 
READ(5,243) (TFG(I),I=1,8) 
READ(51243) (TFIG(I),I=1,8) 

243 FORMAT(8A10) 
READ(5,1001) (IX(I),I=1,2) 
READ(5,1001) (TNU(I),I=112) 

1001 FORMAT( 2A10) 
X03. S YO=5. S NIX=20 S NTY=30S NTNU=20 S NTFG=80 S NTFIG=80 
IFULL1=1 S IFULL2=2 S I1=1 S 12=31 S NJPTIN= 20 S 1CON=2 
ANGX=0. 	ANGY=90. S XSCALE=60. S YSCALE=30. A XADD=0. 	YADD=0. 
SVX=0. 	SVY=0. S QX=0.1 	Dy=.1 	HY= .28 
XS120, S YS1=-1, 	XS2=-2, a YS2=1. 	XS3=15.S YS3=15. 

XS1=0. 	YS4=-3. 	XS5=XS5 A YS5=— 4. 	HYY=.35 
FRX(32)= SVX S FRX(33)=DX AMP (32) =SVY £ AMP (33) =DY 
CALL START(0) 
CALL SCALEZ(1.5) 
CALL PLOT(X0,Y0,-3) 
CALL SYMBOL (X51,YS1IHY,IX,ANGX,NIX) 
CALL SYMBOL(XS2sYS2,HY,TY,AA3YoNTY) 
CALL SYMBOL(XS3,YS3sHY,TNUIONGX,NTNU) 
CALL SYMBOL(XS4,YS4,HYY,TFG,ANGX, NTFG) 
CALL SYMBOL(XS5,YS5IHYY,TFIGfANGX,NIFIG) 
CALL LINAX(0.,0.11,6., 4,SVX.DX,1,1,2,1,1) 
CALL LINAX(0.,0.,2,3. 	51SVY,DY,11212,2,1) 

CCCCCCCCCCC MODE=1 FOR VERTICAL VIB) 	MODE=2 FOR HORIZONTAL VIE) 
CCCCCCCCC MODE=3 FOR ROCKING VIB 
850 READ(5,1)R,C,D,BsESTFR,MODE,ICC 
1 	FORMAT(5F10.6,2I5) 

IF(ROW.E0.0.)GOTO 900 
IF(ICC.E0.1)E0 TO 2121 
READ (5,551) XNU,COD 

551 	FORMAT( 2F10.6) 
WRITE(6,552)XNU,COD 

552 	FORMAT(2)6*POISSON RATIO=*F10.6,5X,XC/D=*F10.6) 
READ (5 s 5) (AOD ( I) • FV1D ( I) , FV2D (I) sI=1, 7) 

5 	FORMAT(3F10.7) 
AOD(8)=A0D(7) S AOD(9)=A0D(7) c  ADQ(10)=A0D(7) 
FV1D(8)=FV1D(7) 	FV10(9)=FV1D(7) 	FV1D (10) =FV1D (7) 
FV2D (8) =FV2D (7) 1 FV2D(9)=Fi2D(7) 	FV2D (10) =FV2D (7) 
IF(MODE.NE.2)G0 TO 2121 
DO 439 JJ=1,10 
FV1D(JJ)=—FV1D(JJ) 
FV2D (JJ) =—FV2D (JJ) 

439 CONTINUE 
2121 CONTINUE 

IF(MODE.NE.1)G0 TO 701 
WRITE (6,702) 

702 	FORMAT(10X,12HVERTICAL VIB) 
IF(ISHAP.EQ.0)G0 TO 700 

CCCC 8=12.=3;NMASS/(ROWXCXD**2) 	CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
WRITE(6,703)C,DoB IESTFR 

703 	FORMAT(10X,16HRECTANGULAR BASE,/,4(10X,F10.6)) 
GO TO 704 

700 8=12.=3*MASS/ (ROW*R*M3) 
WRITE(60705)R,BIESTFR 

705 	FORMAT(10X,13HCIRCULAR BASEs/s3(10X,F10.6)) 
704 	DO 10 1=1,10 

FF1(I)=FV1D(I) 	FF2(1)=FV2D(I) 
10 	CONTINUE 

GO TO 712 
CCCCCCCCCC 	SAME FORMAT FOR HORIZONTAL MODE 
701 	IF(MODE.NE.2)G0 TO 801 
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WRITE (6.$802) 
802 	FORMAT(10X114HHORIZONTAL VIB ) 

IF(ISHAP.E0.0)G0 TO 800 
CCCC B=12.**3*MASS/(ROWC*D*3:2) 	CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

WRITE(6,803)C,D,0IESTFR 
803 	FORMAT(10X+16HRECTANGULAR BASE ./,4(10X,F10.6)) 

GO TO 804 
800 8=12.**3*MASS/(ROWRX*3) 

WRITE(6,805)R,B,ESTFR 
805 	FORMAT(10X113HCIRCULAR BASE ,/$3(10X,F10.6)) 
804 	DO 15 1=1,10 

FF1(I)=FV1D(I) 	FF2(I)=FV2D(I) 
15 CONTINUE 

GOTO 712 
801 	IF(MODE.NE.3)G0 TO 900 

WRITE (6,708) 
708 FORMAT(10X,11HROCKING VIB) 

IF(ISHAP.EQ.0)GO TO 707 
CCCC B=12.**3*INERTIA/ (ROVIC**3*D=K3:2) 	CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

1. 2ITE(6,709)C,D,B,ESTFR 
709 	FORMAT(10)(016HRECTANGULAR BASE,/,4(10X,F10.6)) 

GO TO 711 
707 8=12.**3*INERTIA/(ROWRX*5) 

WRITE(6,710)R,B,ESTFR 
710 	FORMAT(10X,13HCIRCULAR BASE,/ ,3(10X,F10.6)) 
711 	DO 20 1=1110 

FF1(I)=FV1D(I) 	£ 	FF2(I)=FV2D(I) 
20 CONTINUE 
712 FRU=ESTFR+0.05 

FRL=ESTFR-0.05 
FRT=(FRU-FRL)/20. 
FRX(11)=FRL 
DO 30 1=1,31 
IF(I.LE.10)FRX(I)=A0D(I) 
IF(I.LE.11)G0 TO 30 
FRX(I)=FRX(1-1)+FRT 

30 CONTINUE 
DO 40 I=1,10 
CALL DYNAMIC(FF1(I),FF2(I)d'kX.1).BIAMP(I)) 

40 CONTINUE 
DO 50 1=11,31 
DASPL1=1. 
CALL SPL (FF1,A0D,10,.T.,DASPL1,FRX(!),FFF1) 
DASPL1=1. 
CALL SPL (FF2,AOD,10,.T.,DASPL1,FRX(I),FFF2) 
CALL DYNAMIC(FFFI.FFF2,FRX(I) ,B,AMP(I)) 

50 CONTINUE 
DO 1222 .1=1,31 
IP1=I+1 
DO 1222 J=IP1,31 
IF(FRX(I).LE.FRX(J))G0 TO 1222 
TEMP=FRX(I) 
FRX(I)=FRX(J) 
FRX (J) =TEMP 
TEMP=AMP (I) 
AMP(I)=AMP(J) 
AMP(J)=TEMP 

1222 CONTINUE 
FRXXX=FRX (25) £ AMPPP=AVP(25) 
DO 88 JJ=26$31 
FRX(JJ)=FRXXX AMP (JJ) =AMPPP 

88 CONTINUE 
841 

SIFUL  
CALL 

L1)
ARKIST(FRX,AMP,11,I2INOPTTN,XSCALE,YSCALEIXADDIYADDIICON, 

WRI TE 
 O 8 

920 	 E6
5

) 
2 	FORMAT(5X0rERROR IN C OR D OR R *) 
900 CALL ENPLOT 

RETURN 
END 

C 	
QYNAIC 	

** 

3;14 	EVALU
M
ATES DYNAMIC RESPONCE FOR ANY FREQUENCY FACTOR 	** 

C 
 ;1;;I: 

C 	:1C1=1:4:3==1;3:;K:rt:***********VT:.****:CK:«X*X:t **************X X** ;MU 
SUBROUTINE DYNAMIC(F1,F2,FR,B,AA) 

20 Al=F1**2+F2=2 
A2=1W.R*X2 
AA=SORT(A1/((1.+A2*F1)=2i(A23-F2)4;*2)) 
ROP=1./SORT((1.+A2MF1)**2+(A2gF2)**2) 
FIEPR=ATAN(A2*F2/(1.+A2*F1)) 
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FIERA=ATAN(-F2/F1) 
FIEPA=ATAN(-F2/(F1+A2A4A1)) 
POW=CFR*F2)/((1.+A2xF1)**2+(A2*F2)**2) 
FAC=180./3.1415 
FIEPR=FIEPR*FAC 
FIERA=FIERA*FAC 
FIEPA=FIEPA*FAC 
WRITE(611)FR,AAIROP,FIEPR,FIERA,FIEPA,POW 

1 	FNMAT(10X0(E15.7,2X)) 
30 	RETURN 

END 
C 	:101::1=1:**X******3=1;;I:.***=====1:*********1;;K:K=3=3:X=KM:KIVA=1:**XX* 

;1Z:1; 	 :K:g 
SPL 
INTERPOLATION 	 ** 

C 	:1;;IOCC1CP1:****3;;I:****:1=1:*****3====3:4:=K;CCOIK:104::;:=*****3=4:=3;;K:=3: 
SUBROUTINE SPL (ASPL X, N SET, DASPL 1 , XUN1 ASPLUN I ) 
DIMENSION ASPL(N),X(N) 

CCCCC ASPL=Y,X=X,N=NO. OF POINT, SET=.T.(NO SLOP FOR START) 
CCCC SET=.F.(GIVEN SLOP FOR START POINT), DASPL1=VALUE OF SLOP AT START POJ 
CCCCC XUN1=GIVEN X FOR INTERPOLATION,ASPLUN1= INTERPOLATED VALUE FOR GIVEN > 

LOGICAL SET 
IF(XUN1.LT.X(1).0R.XUN1.GT.X(N))GeTO 100 
X1=X(1) 
ASPL1=ASPL.(1) 
IF(SET)DASPL1=(ASPL(2)-ASPL1)/(X(2)-X1) 
D020 K=2,N 
XK=X(K) 
ASPLK=ASPL(K) 
DASPLK=2.*(ASPLK-ASPL1)/(XK-X1)-0ASPL1 
IF(XUN1.LE.XX) GO T030 
X1=XK 
ASPL1=ASPLK 

20 	DASPLI=DASPLK 
STOP 

30 HX=XUN1-X1 
HI=XK-X1 
ASPLUN1=ASPL1+DASPL1*HX*(1.0-).5xHX/HI)+0.5*DASPLK*HX*HX/NI 
GOT050 

100 	WRITE(6,1)XUN1,X(1) ,X(N) 
1 	FORMAT(10X,*XUN1=44,E16.715X,*X(1)=4: ,E16.7,5X,*X(N)=*,E16.7) 
50 RETURN 

END 
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D3. Program COUPLED  

This program gives the non-dimensional frequency 

response of the simultaneous horizontal and rocking motion 

of a square body. Inputs for this program are the ratio 

of density of the block to density of the soil, the ratio 

of the height of mass centre and half of the length of 

footing, position of'applied horizontal force, the non-

dimensional applied forces and the displacement functions 

of the two motions. 

The following subroutines are: 

1. SPL 

Same as 20 in the Section D.1. 

2. INMA 

Same as 23 in the Section D.1. 

3. CROSS 

Same as 21 in the Section D.1. 
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LISTINGC  

C 	:1=1::K:KT:r:r;K:rx:K;K:r;K:r:r;K:K;K:K;m:K=K;V:K;K:mg=r;K:=;K:r=========x;K:Wrx.:K:rx:rr 
E 	

;K:r:K;K:K.T;K:rx;r:K;K;K:rxxxx;K:K;K:K=K;K:K:g;K:m;K:K;K:gx;r:I=K;r:rrxx:K=K:mmx;K;K:K;K:rx;r:K;K:rrxx 
;K:1: 
l'%11: 

C 	COUPLED 
C ;K:r 	GIVES THE NONDIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE 	

::::: 

2::gli: 
C 	SIMULTANEOUS HORIZONTAL AND ROCKING MOTION 
C 	21221: 
C 	;v:r:r;g:gx:0::g:K;K:K;K:g;K:K=K;r1=1:********;=K;K:rx:g;g:r;K:rx;g:r;m:K;rx:K=K;g3====;K:K: 
C 	1=1=1:31===========r;K:=1:1=0::Mr:K=T:K4===;K:K:K;K:gx:rg:r:K:=0=K;KA: 

PROGRAM COUPLED(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,TAPE62) 
DIMENSION IFIG(8),IFG(0) 
DIMENSION FH1(10),FH2(10),FR1(10),FR2(10),A0(10) 

DIMENSIft) FR(162).AMPH(162)•,AMPR(162),AMPG(162) 
DIMENSION IX(2),IY(2) 
COMPLEXA(2,2),X(2),F(2),B8(2,2),T11T2 
REAL MEU 
CALL START(0) 
RDRO=10. 	.2. 	HBAR=1. 	Y 	ESFR=.11 
ER=.00000001 
IA=10HHORIZONTAL 	S 	IB= 7HROCKING 
READ(5,441) (IX(I),I=1,2) 
RFAD(5,441) (IY(I),X=1,2) 

411 FORMAT(2A10) 
READ(5  211) (IFIG(I ) II=1,8) 
READ ( . , 2 i. i. ) ( IFG (I) o I=1,8) 

211 	FORMAT(8010) 
DO 301 1=1,10 
READ(5,511) AO(I),FH1(I),FH2(I) 

511 	FORMAT(3F10.6) 
301 CONTINUE 

DO 302 T=1,10 
READ( 5,512) AO (I) , FR1 (I) I FR2 (I) 

512 FORMAT(3F10.6) 
FR1(I)--FR1(1) i FR2(I)r—FR2(I) 

302 CONTINUE 
DO 442 11=113 
NEAD(5,443)NEU 

443 FORMAT(F10.5) 
-8.:1:RDR031:HBAR 

BDASH=1./3.;143*(1.+HBAR=2) 
B=100. 	8DA5H=94.02 '2: HBAR=1.0730 Y MEU=.05614 

F(1)=(1 'O.) 	F(2)=CMPLX(MEU,O.) 
WRITE(6,440)BIBDASH,HBARsRDRO,MEU 	' 

440 FORMAT(5X,5(10X,F10.6)) 
FRL=ESFR—.3 	.). 	FRU=ESFR+0.5 
FRT=(FRU-'-RL)/160. 
DO 20 1=1,160 
IF(I.NE,1)GOTO 15 
FR(1)=FRL 
GO r0 17 

15 	FR (I) =FR (I-1) +FRT 
17 	DASPI 1=1, 

CALL SPL(FH1,A0,1Co.T.,DASPL1IFR(I),FH1-11) 
DASP11.11 

COIL. sr,  (12,A0,101.T.,DASPL1,FR(I),FHH2) 
DASPL1=1. 

COIL SPL (FRI 'AO, 101 .T. ,DASPL1 ,FR (I) ,FP.R1) 
DospL1=1  
CALLSPLd-P2tA0,10,.7.,DASPLI,FR(I),FRRP) 
T1=CMPLX(FHH1,FHH2) 

T2=CMPLX (FRR1,FRR2) 
T3=FR(I)=2%143 	.2 	T4=FR(I)=2*BDASH 
A(1,1)=-T3+1./T1 
0(1,2)-=CMPLX(—T3*1-180R,O.) 
A(P._,1)=—HBAP/TI 	. 	A(2,2)=—TL41./T2 
CALL INNA(A,BB,2,ER) 
CALL CROSS(BB,F,2.X) 
AMPH(I)=CADS(X(1)) 

AMPR(I)=. cobscx(2)) 	. 
AMPG(I)=CABS(X(1)+HBARXX(2)) 
WRITE(6,2)AMPH(I),AMPR(I),FR(I) ,AMPC(f) 

2 	FORMAT(4F10.6) 
20 	CONTINUE 

SVX=0. 	SVY=0. 
HY=.21 -' HY1=.35 
NIX=20 NIY=20 NIFIG=80 NIFG=80 
NOPTIN=15 1-  ICON=2 .2 ANGX=0. : ANGY=90. 	, NOPTI2=5 
IFULL1=) 	IFULL2=2 	NOPTI2110 
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XS1=3.5 YS1=—.1 . 	XS2=-2 . 	YS2=4. 
XS3=0 	YS3=-2 . 	XS4=X53 	YS4= —2.5 	NIF IG=80 i  NIFG=80 
XS5=4.5 .; YS5=8,5 
DX=0.1 : DY=1 . ; XSCALE=10 i YSCALE=1 . 	XADD=0 	YADD= 0 
X0=3. : Y0=3. 
AMPH (16 ) =SVY 	AMPH (162) =D Y 	i AMPR (161) =SVY 	AMPR (162) =DY 
AMPG (161) =SVY s AMPG (162) =DY 	:.FR (161) =SVX 	FR (162) =DX 
IF ( I I . NE . 1) GO TO 415 
CALL SCAL 	(1.5) 
COLL PL OT (X0 YO —3) 
COLL SYMBOL (X51, YS1 HY IX, ANGX NIX) 
LOLL SYN1BOL (XS2 YS2 • HY, IY ANGY, NIY) 
CALL LI.,rix<o. 	1,1.5110 ISVXIDX,1 • 102,1,1) 
COLL LINAX(0.,0.,2, 2..10,SVY•DY11.2•2, 1,1) 
COLL 5.01BOL (X53 YS3, HY1, IG ANGX • N IF IG) 
COLL SYMBOLCX54,YS4•HY1s1FG,ANGX,NIFM' 
CAI L SYMBOL (XS5 I YS5 HY1 I IA. ANGX 10) 

445 CONTINUE 
CALL POINTS (FR AMPG 160) 

. 	Y0=0. 
LOLL PLOT (X0 • YO —3) 
IF (II .NEE  1) GO TO 446 
LOLL sYrimm. (XS1 YS1 'HY, IX, PING:CI NIX) 
CAL L SYMBOL (X52 YS2 'HY, IY ANGY N IY) 
LOLL SYMBOL (XS5, YS5 ,HY1, IB • ANGX• 7) 
CALL LINAX(0.,0.,1,1.5,10,SVX,DX,1,1,2)1,1) 
CALL LINAx(0.,0.,2, 2.,10,svy,Dy,I,2,2, 1,1) 

416 CONTINUE 
LOLL PO (NTS CFR AMPR 160) 
XX0=-22 . 	YY0=0. 
COLL PL OT (XXO YYO —3) 

112 	CONTINL E 
CAL L FNPLOT 
SIOP 
F110 

C 
 

Trim 	 A:* 
INVERTES A COMPLEX MATRIX 

C 	;1;;I: 

SUBROUT INE INMO (A • B N, ER) 
CONPLFX 	,N) ,B CH ,N) C (5,5) 
COMPLEX CC •DtS,F 
1)0 17 1=1 • N 
DO 17 J-=1 • N 

17 	C ( I • J) 	I J) 
D(131=1 • N 
0113)=i ,N 
IF (I—J)1,201 

1 	131I9J)= (0..0.) 
00103 
B(19J)=(1.90.) 

3 	COM 
0(111 	J=-19N 
lThb I 	N 

(CABS 	(.J J) ) —CABS (A ( I I J) ) ) 416,6 
1)111.A.-:- 1 N 
CC-A .K) 

( I s K) 	K) 
(J, K) =LC 
0,-1) (19K) 

B (11K) 	(J ,K) 
B (J. K) =D 

5 	CONTINUE.: 
6 	CONT INUE 

IF (CABS (A (,J9J) ) —ER) 14914.7 
7 	0010 1-,,19N 

[F (I —J) 0910,8 
8 	S=70 (19J) /A (J9J) 

DO9L =19N 
A (191 ) 7--  A (,) , I..) %KS —A (1 L ) 
r,L).----; 3 (J,L);1:5—B(IlL) 

9 CON1 E 
10 	CONT INIJE 
11 	CONTINUE 

DO.13 
F=A ( I , 

A (1.1)=1.0 
D012 ..1.-=1 • N 
B (I, J) =13 (1, 	/F 

12 	CONTINUE 
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13 	CONTINUE 
GOT016 

111 	1.-1R I TE (6115) 
15 	FOPMAT(/////,10X,%KMATRIX IS SINGULAR) 

I OP 
16 	NE TURN 

END 
C 	:1=K;K:01.4:=T;K:rrwmg=r;K:K:Cr:K;K:KX:rrrt;K:K;K:K;K:=1::rx:K;K:K=TXXX:g:K=K;K:K=g;K:I=K;K:r** 

C 	;I: . 	CROSS 	 .:KT 
C 	:KT 	MULTIPLOES TWO COMPLEX MATRIX 	 N:;.: 

C T:r;g:rr.:*================================ 
SI IhR0'..IT INC CROSS 	(A .13, NIVEC) 
COl'1PlAEX A (N o ND o 0 (N) r VEC (N) 
DO 10 I =1 I N 
VI.0 (I) = (U. 10 .) 
DO 10 J::1 ,N 
VI.0 (1) =VEC (I) +A (I I J) %K1:3 (J) 

• 10 	CONTINUE 
IA% T URN 
END 

c 	;K:1;;K:1;;K:K=K;g:g;r:r:K;g:g:K;K:r:K:0:***;K:r*****;r:KT:r;K:K=K;K:K=K;K:K;K:K=r;K:=K;K:K=K;K:K;K:rrxx 
t., 	:::I: 	 ;I= 

• I.. 	:rx 	SPL 	 N:N: 
C 	N::: 	INTERPOLATION 	 :1:1: 

C 	;I:;1::=4::0:1::K:1;:r;g:r.g:g:K;r:K;K:r1=K;K:K:hx;K:K=K;K:K;K:r;K:r.:K;K:K;r:r;r:g;g:1=====.:K:r:K;K:K;g:r;K:12g:mx 
SHOROOTINE SPL(ASPL,X,N,SEToDASPL1,XLINloASPLUNI) 
DIN.:NisHiN ASPL_ (N) e X (N) 

cccf;c nspt—,y, x;-x, N,- No . OF POINT, SET= . T. (NO SLOP FOR START) 
I:CCC SI:.1.:=..1'.  . ((i I VI.N SI OP FAR START POINT) , onspL i=vnLuE OF SLOP AT START 
CCCCC XON1-GIVIN x FOR INTEBPC..R1:ON,ASPLUN1=INTERPOLATED VALUE FOR XUN1 

1 O6I1,01. si-  1* 
II -  (XUN1 . LT . X (1) . OR . XUN1. GT. X (N) ) GOTO 100 
X1 -X (1) 
ASP!. 1 -  ASPL (1) 
11- -  (SET) DASPL 1= (ASPL (2) —ASP'. I) / (X (2) —X1) 
1)020 K '" .2 .N 
XK::X (K ) 
fmpE_K=IASIDL (K) 
DOSPLK=2 . :1: (APLK-ASPL_ 1) / ,XK -X1) -DASPL 1 
1E (XUN1 . LE. XK) GO T030 
X1-:XK 
ASP!. 1=ASP1.K 

20 	DASPL 1:--DOSP1. K 
SI ti P 

30 	1-1XL--- XLIN1-X1 
1-11=XK -X1 
ASPLUN1=A5PL1+DASPL1;1:1-1X:K (1.0-0.5:K1-IX/HD +0.5;1:DASPLO:Hkri1X/H I 
GOT050 

100 	PRITE(6,1)XLN1,X(1),X(N) 
1 	FORMAT(10X,XUN1=*,E16.7)5X,X(1)=:K rE16.715X1*X(N)=1E10.7) 
50 	RETURN 

END 
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